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22ct gold wedding ring (Birmingham
1925).
15
Ladies Accurist 9ct gold quartz wristwatch £80size K½ £150-200

2

David Anderson silver and enamel leaf brooch
and two other Norwegian silver and enamel
abstract design brooches (3) £60-100

3

Two early 20th century French carved and
stained horn brooches, one in the form of a
dragonfly, 8.5cm, and the other in the form of a
beetle, 5.5cm £60-80

4

120
16

Cultured pearl triple strand chocker necklace
with gold 9ct clasp, 33cm long £60-100

17

1970's Gentlemen's Omega Megaquartz 32 KHz
gold plated wristwatch with a round silvered dial,
30mm diameter, baton markers and day/date
aperture, in gold plated cushion case with
engraved inscription to back £200-300

Victorian 18ct rose gold ruby and diamond three
stone ring with engraved shoulders (Birmingham
1891). Ring size P £80-120

18

Art Deco Bakelite Oriental figure brooch with
rope plaited hair and brass necklace, 8cm long
£30-50

5

22ct gold wedding ring (Birmingham 1925), size
K½ £100-150

19

6

Late 19th century Swiss 14K gold fob watch,
case measures 35mm diameter, within fitted box
retailed by McDowell of Dublin £80-120

18ct gold opal and diamond pendant with an
oval opal surrounded by a border of fourteen
brilliant cut diamonds, on 18ct gold chain,
45.5cm long £100-150

20

Pair 18ct white gold opal and diamond earrings,
each with an oval opal in claw setting
surrounded by a border of twelve brilliant cut
diamonds, with post and butterfly fittings £60100

21

18ct gold diamond and emerald flower head
cluster pendant on 18ct gold chain, 40cm long,
together with a pair matching 18ct gold earrings
£100-150

22

18ct gold diamond single stone pendant with a
brilliant cut diamond estimated to weigh
approximately 0.20cts, together with an 18ct
gold diamond set heart pendant, both on 18ct
gold chain, 49.5cm long £120-180

23

9ct gold hinged bangle, inner diameter
approximately 18.5cm £250-350

24

9ct gold curb link bracelet with padlock clasp
£200-300

25

Pair 18ct gold cushion shaped earrings with post
and clip fittings £120-180

7

8

9

10

Group of antique jewellery to include an
Edwardian 9ct gold and amethyst pendant on
9ct gold chain, 18ct gold sapphire and diamond
two stone cross over ring, three yellow metal
rings, 9ct gold and silver dress ring and an
eternity ring £150-200
Collection of vintage and costume jewellery to
include two silver charm bracelets, Scottish
silver charm bracelet, silver and amber ring,
silver and amethyst ring, set of four Art Nouveau
silver buttons, two amber pendants, vintage
brooches and other jewellery £80-120
18ct white gold diamond ring with two bands of
princess cut diamonds in channel setting and
three further brilliant cut diamonds set to each
shoulder. Ring size M½ £100-150
18ct gold diamond single stone ring, size O½,
and 18ct gold yellow topaz and diamond ring,
size M½ £80-120

11

9ct gold horse fob with carnelian seal, one other
9ct gold fob on 9ct gold chain, Victorian diamond
star pendant, 9ct gold and enamel nautical flag
brooch, pair of cultured pearl earrings and two
unmounted gemstones £200-300

26

Group of gold and yellow metal earrings to
include pair 9ct gold hoop earrings, one 9ct gold
diamond stud, pair yellow metal hoops with
pierced Greek key decoration and pair yellow
metal cultured pearl earrings £150-200

12

Group of 9ct gold jewellery to include a bracelet,
cross pendant on chain, one other chain, pair
hoop earrings, two wedding rings and brooch,
together with 18ct gold chain, pair yellow metal
earrings and ship pendant on chain £500-700

27

9ct gold oval locket pendant on 9ct gold chain
and single cultured pearl on 9ct gold chain £180
-220

28

Carved shell cameo depicting two seated female
figures, in 9ct gold brooch mount, 50mm x
37mm £30-50

29

Five silver bookmarks each mounted with a pig,
wolf head, bear, baby and pied piper, 7.5cm 6.2cm £100-150

13

14

Gentlemen's Swiss Emperor Chronograph
wristwatch on black leather strap, together with
a Beverly Hills Polo Club sports stainless steel
wristwatch £40-60
9ct gold gate bracelet with padlock clasp £100150
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30
Six silver bookmarks to include three
mounted
46
Timex Reef Gear Indiglo 200m stainless steel
with stones, enamelled shamrock, gem set heart
and letter M. 9cm - 4.5cm £100-150
31

Six silver bookmarks in the form of knives
including one with mother of pearl handle.
9.5cm- 8.2cm £100-150

diver's wristwatch, the blue dial with baton
markers, date aperture and rotating bezel,
38mm diameter, on stainless steel bracelet £2040
47

Two silver bangles, silver (900) enamelled
pansy locket/compact pendant, Continental
silver perfume bottle, raw amber bracelet, other
costume jewellery and small selection of coins
£60-80

32

Five silver bookmarks all in the from of
swords/knives including one mounted with
malachite and one with a mother of pearl
handle. 11cm- 8.2cm £100-150

33

Six silver trowel bookmarks all with silver
handles. 8.5cm- 6cm £100-150

48

German silver (800) christening mug with seated
figure and tree decoration, 8.5cm high £40-60

34

Seven silver trowel bookmarks including four
with mother of pearl handles, one green hard
stone and two others. 9.7cm- 7.5cm £120-180

49

35

Mother of pearl bookmark with silver mounts and
enamelled bird decoration, 12.6cm long,
together with four other bookmarks (5) £40-60

Victorian silver trinket box with embossed
classical figure decoration and gilt interior,
(Chester 1896) makers mark for George Nathan
& Ridley Hayes. 9cm x 4cm x 3cm £40-60

50

36

Group of vintage silver brooches including
cameo, Wedgwood Jasperware, enamelled etc
and two necklaces £60-100

Silver cigarette case (Birmingham 1918), silver
backed mirror and brush both with Cupid and
scroll decoration, silver commemorative
teaspoon, badges, salt spoons and silver cased
pocket watch with gold plated watch chain £80120

37

Heavy 9ct gold curb link bracelet, 20.5cm long
£500-700

51

38

9ct white and yellow gold curb link bracelet,
21cm long £200-300

9ct rose gold fancy link watch chain and fob,
together with pair 9ct rose gold cufflinks £200300

52

39

9ct gold cross pendant, 5cm, 9ct gold signet
ring, size S and 9ct gold wedding ring, size Q½
£250-350

22ct gold wedding ring, size G (Birmingham
1957) £100-150

53

Diamond single stone ring in platinum setting on
18ct yellow gold shank, size P½, together with a
9ct white gold diamond three stone ring, size
O½and 9ct gold ruby and diamond cluster ring,
size L½ (3) £100-150

40

Two cultured pearl necklaces, pair of cultured
pearl earrings and a cultured pearl silver dress
ring £80-120

41

Large silver quaich with stylised dragon
decoration to both handles and engraved name
'Susan' to the bowl. (London 1934). 18cm wide
in total £100-150

54

18ct gold wedding ring, size K½, yellow metal
(stamped 585) blue stone signet ring, size U and
9ct gold signet ring with Roman head
decoration, size P (3) £120-180

42

Silver bonbon dish on four paw feet
(Birmingham 1906) and silver two handled sugar
bowl with embossed decoration (Birmingham
1908) £60-80

55

43

Cased set of six silver teaspoons and pair sugar
tongs by Mappin & Webb £40-60

44

Silver cigarette case, two silver napkin rings,
Chinese silver napkin ring and two silver twohandled cups £100-150

Group of gold jewellery to include an 18ct gold
diamond three stone ring, four 9ct gold gem set
rings, two 9ct gold gate bracelets, 9ct gold
diamond set pendant on chain, three other 9ct
gold chains, 9ct gold cased wristwatch on plated
expandable bracelet, 9ct gold mounted hard
stone fob, three 9ct gold charms, one earring
and Victorian turquoise set stick pin £500-700

56

Two vintage ladies Omega gold plated
wristwatches, both with circular dials and baton
markers on gold plated bracelets £80-120

57

Pair 9ct gold 'R' initial cufflinks £60-100

58

9ct gold identity bracelet together with a pair of
gold plated silver cufflinks £40-60

59

22ct gold wedding ring, size N (Birmingham
1925) £200-300

45

British military CWC Quartz Royal Navy divers
wristwatch, the black dial with luminous baton
markers and hour hands, day/date aperture and
60 minute rotating bezel in stainless steel case,
38mm diameter, issue markings and crows foot
engraved to back of case- 0555/6645- 99.
7995443. £800-1,200
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9ct gold Masonic signet ring with rotating
panel
75
George III yellow metal blue stone and seed
depicting blue enamel decoration to one side
and engraved monogram to the other. Ring size
X½ £60-100

pearl mourning pendant with engraved
inscription to back, dated 1812, 30mm long £5070

61

9ct gold smoky quartz bracelet with eight heart
shaped smoky quartz, interspaced with long oval
links £100-150

76

Finely carved shell cameo depicting Greek
Goddess Hera, within brooch mount, 52mm x
47mm £80-120

62

Antique yellow metal seal fob, scarab beetle
stick pin, garnet and seed pearl yellow metal
ring, size L½ and 9ct gold five stone dress ring,
size P½ £60-100

77

Yellow metal (stamped 18k) hinged bangle set
with nine graduating orange stones, 17cm inner
circumference £400-600

78

63

Two 9ct white gold diamond set half eternity
style rings, sizes N and N½ £60-100

Art Nouveau 9ct gold bar brooch together with
other Victorian and later brooches, porcelain
pendant and Indian silver locket £60-80

64

18ct gold diamond and sapphire flower head
cluster ring with a central round mixed cut blue
sapphire surrounded by eight brilliant cut
diamonds in claw setting. Ring size L £100-150

79

65

18ct gold diamond three stone ring with three
brilliant cut diamonds estimated to weigh
approximately 0.40cts in total, in claw setting.
Ring size M½ £150-200

Late 19th century Swiss silver fob watch with
white and pink enamelled dial, Roman numeral
markers and gilt decoration within an engraved
floral scroll silver case, 35mm diameter,
suspended on silver bow brooch £40-60

80

Group of various wristwatches, silver half hunter
pocket watch, pair silver cufflinks, other cufflinks
and bijouterie £50-70

66

Gucci 18ct rose gold 'Diamantissima' ring, size
O½, in original Gucci ring box and outer box
£150-200

81

Group of five silver photograph frames, together
with two silver backed brushes and hand mirror
£120-180

67

9ct yellow gold necklace Love & Life by Ernest
Jones, with graduated spiga links, 45cm long, in
orignal box £120-150

82

Pair of gold (585) earrings, each with a
serpentine line of eleven synthetic white stones,
30mm long £30-50

68

9ct gold rope twist bracelet with spiga links,
19.5cm long £60-100

83

69

9ct gold emerald and diamond cluster ring with
three step cut emeralds surrounded by
diamonds in illusion setting. Ring size N½ £80120

Intaglio pendant in gold mount with an oval
smoky glass intaglio depicting a profile of a
female bust, 52mm £50-70

84

Chinese green jade/hard stone and carnelian
polished bead necklace with silver gilt clasp,
70cm long £40-60

85

Collection of nine old Chinese silver/white metal
pendant necklaces with embossed panels
depicting flowers, leaves, and Chinese character
marks, with bells suspended from chains (two
without chains). Smallest panel measures 6.5cm
x 4.5cm and largest 5.5cm x 7.5cm £100-150

86

Ten green jade/hard stone polished bangles.
Measuring 7.5cm- 8.5cm diameter £60-100

87

Nine Chinese carnelian bead necklaces
interspaced with enamelled beads and pink hard
stones, all with silver wire work clasps, all
approximately 66cm long £80-120

88

Longines Automatic Conquest Calendar
wristwatch with circular dial, applied gilt arrow
markers and date aperture in gold plated
stainless steel case, 34mm diameter, on
replacement brown leather strap £200-300

70

Platinum wedding ring, size P½ £40-60

71

1960s/70s Omega Seamaster Genève
wristwatch with a circular dial and baton markers
in gold plated stainless steel case, 33mm
diameter, on leather strap £200-300

72

18ct gold wedding ring, size U½ (London 1987)
and pair 15ct gold oval panel cufflinks with
engraved floral scroll decoration and S initial
£80-120

73

74

1920s 9ct gold turquoise and seed pearl flower
head ring, size M, togther with an antique gold
amethyst and seed pearl ring, size J½ (2) £4060
Antique yellow metal garnet and seed pearl ring,
two other 9ct gold garnet rings and yellow metal
green hard stone ring (4) £80-120
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Smiths Everest wristwatch with circular
105 10:00
18ct gold diamond three stone ring with three
applied gilt Arabic and baton hour markers in a
gold plated stainless steel case, 34mm
diameter, on tan leather strap £200-300
90

91

Smiths Imperial gold plated wristwatch, Smiths
Astral National 15 wristwatch, both on leather
straps, together with a collection of six Smiths
watch movements £60-100
Antique Chinese gilt metal buckle set with a pale
blue stone, possibly aquamarine, Continental
silver (900) pendant set with green stone on
chain, two silver rings and costume jewellery
£40-60

92

9ct gold gate bracelet with padlock clasp £300400

93

Landstrom's Black Hills Gold - Three colour gold
(stamped 10k) ring with grape vine and leaf
decoration, size M and matching stick pin (2)
£60-80

94

Gold (stamped 585) ring set with two stags teeth
within acorn and oak leaf setting, size P½ and
one other gold (585) single cultured pearl ring,
size Q £200-300

old cut diamonds in platinum claw setting, size
P½ £150-250
106

Two 18ct gold diamond single stone rings, sizes
P½ and R and an 18ct white gold wedding ring,
size N½ £150-200

107

9ct gold buckle ring with engraved decoration to
the band, size R½ £100-150

108

9ct gold diamond three stone ring with three old
cut diamonds in rub over setting interspaced by
four rose cut diamonds. Ring size Q £60-100

109

Five gold rings to include 9ct gold snake ring,
12ct gold Mizpah ring and three 9ct gold gem
set rings £150-200

110

9ct gold sovereign pendant mount, 9ct gold
chain and 9ct gold locket £150-250

111

Group costume jewellery including silver gem
set rings, chains etc, gold plated Prescot pocket
watch, vintage Curtiss wristwatch and other
bijouterie £40-60

112

Group semi precious gem stones and fossils,
agate brooch and buckle, silver mounted amber
tie clip, coin bracelet, other jewellery and
sundries £40-60

113

Two 9ct gold diamond set rings and 9ct gold
chain £100-150

114

Group various silver teaspoons and condiment
spoons, one silver fork, two pairs silver sugar
tongs and silver shaving brush holder £80-120

115

Three silver trophies, all with presentation
inscriptions and a silver plated Taj Mahal
engraved disc £100-150

95

9ct gold signet ring with black onyx panel, size
P½ £60-100

96

9ct gold amethyst cocktail ring in claw setting on
pierced abstract design shank, size R½ £80-120

97

Group of 9ct gold jewellery to include three gem
set dress rings, eternity ring, wedding ring and a
brooch £200-300

98

Large collection of vintage scarf clips within four
oak canteen cases £100-150

99

Collection of Scottish style vintage scarf clips
and three brooches including one by Miracle,
within a jewellery box £60-100

116

Victorian yellow metal seed pearl bangle with
floral decoration, 17cm circumference, boxed
£60-100

100

19th century carved shell cameo depicting side
profile of a classical woman in yellow metal
brooch mount, together with four silver
brooches, other jewellery and collection of
vintage cameo scarf clips, within a jewellery box
£80-120

117

Vintage green jewellery box containing costume
jewellery including Chinese silver kingfisher
feather moth brooch, silver and mother of pearl
fruit knife, paste set jewellery, gold pocket watch
and mesh purse £60-100

101

9ct rose gold charm bracelet with fifteen 9ct
yellow gold novelty charms £400-600

118

102

Victorian 9ct gold watch chain, 45cm long, with
Edward VII gold full sovereign fob, 1903 £400600

Diamond single stone ring with a round brilliant
cut diamond, weighing approximately 0.25cts, in
six claw setting on 18ct white gold shank, size
K½ £80-120

119

Diamond crossover ring with channel set
baguette cut diamonds in 9ct yellow gold setting,
size O £60-100

120

Diamond eternity ring with eleven round brilliant
cut diamonds, weighing 0.33cts in total, in 9ct
white gold channel setting, size O £60-100

103

9ct gold curb link bracelet with padlock clasp
£300-400

104

Victorian gold half sovereign, 1893, in 9ct gold
pendant fob mount £150-200
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Aquamarine and white topaz ring in
platinum
131 10:00
Silver tiger's eye bracelet with four oval panels,
overlaid silver setting, size O½, together with an
aquamarine cluster pendant in platinum overlaid
silver setting on silver chain, 45.5cm long £3050
122

123

Diamond tennis bracelet with clusters of
diamonds in silver setting, 18.5cm long, together
with a diamond snowflake pendant in silver
setting, 3cm £30-50
Tanzanite bracelet with a continuous line of pear
cut tanzanites in platinum overlaid silver setting,
20cm long, together with a pair similar stud
earrings £20-40

19cm long, and large oval malachite silver ring,
size M £30-50
132

9ct white gold Greek key pierced design ring
with borders of synthetic white stones, size N
£30-50

133

Silver cigar box with engraved Clacton Golf Club
presentation inscription (Birmingham, 1913),
silver (925) miniature watering can, Sheffield
plated wine funnel with engraved crest and
plated matchbox holder £100-150

134

Gold (585) rope twist chain, 46.5cm long £150200

124

Emerald and white topaz circular pendant in
platinum overlaid silver setting, another similar
pendant on chain and a pair of similar hoop
earrings £20-40

135

22ct gold wedding ring, size L½, one other
yellow metal wedding ring, size M½ and 18ct
gold diamond set cross over ring, size M £200300

125

Group of silver and gem set jewellery to include
a black star diopside and white topaz ring,
garnet ring with pendant, silver and diamond
cluster butterfly ring, London Blue topaz pendant
and earrings, Rose de France amethyst pendant
necklace, various silver dress rings, silver
necklaces and bracelets £50-70

136

Group gold and yellow metal jewellery to include
9ct gold gem set heart pendant, three other
yellow metal mounted gem stone pendants,
yellow metal gem set bug bar brooch, pair
earrings and Continental gold ring £60-100

137

Indian yellow metal fringe necklace with faceted
gold bead decoration, 43cm long £500-700

138

Indian yellow metal chain, 48cm long, and three
pairs of stud earrings £350-450

139

Gucci wristwatch with circular cream dial,
Roman numeral markers and red, green and
black enamelled banding to the sides with a
burgundy enamelled back in gold plated case,
30mm diameter, on black leather Gucci strap
£40-60

Three Indian yellow metal bangles comprising of
two with engraved geometric decoration and
hinge fittings, 5.5cm diameter, the other with a
double band beaded design, 6cm diameter £800
-1,200

140

Indian yellow metal necklace set with blue oval
faceted stones, 68cm long £180-220

141

Swiss Hebdomas 8 day pocket watch with white
enamel dial, Roman numeral markers and silver
floral decoration, in plated case, 46mm diameter
£40-60

Two white gold (stamped 750) chains and white
gold (750) bead work pendant set with a single
synthetic white stone £350-450

142

18ct gold diamond five stone ring with five old
cut diamonds in platinum rub over setting, size
N½ £100-150

143

18ct gold diamond single stone ring with an old
cut diamond, estimated to weigh approximately
0.28cts, in platinum claw setting, size I £100-150

144

18ct gold diamond single stone ring with an old
cut diamond in claw setting with reeded
shoulders (London, 1915), size R £80-120

145

Platinum single stone diamond ring (stone is
loose from the ring mount) with a brilliant cut
diamond estimated to weigh approximately
0.29cts and a platinum shank, size S £80-120

126

127

128

Ladies Tag Heuer Professional bi-metal
wristwatch with a circular white dial, applied
luminous hour markers and hands, date
aperture and gold plated bezel, 27mm diameter,
case numbered WE 1422-2, on bi-metal bracelet
£150-250

129

Gold (stamped K.18) full hunter pocket watch
with white enamel dial numbered 2852, Roman
numeral markers and subsidiary seconds dial,
45mm diameter £400-600

130

Group of silver jewellery including German silver
flat curb link chain, two silver (925) knotted
chains interspaced with black onyx cuboid
beads, three other silver (925) fancy link chain
necklaces, Mexican silver (925) ball and link
chain necklace, a silver bracelet and two silver
(925) torque bangles, together with a gold plated
Dupont lighter £150-200
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18ct gold sapphire and diamond flower
158 10:00
Tudor Oysterdate stainless steel wristwatch with
cluster ring with a central round mixed cut blue
sapphire surrounded by a border of twelve
brilliant cut diamonds in claw setting, size L £60100
147

Diamond single stone ring with a brilliant cut
diamond, estimated to weigh approximately
0.20cts, with further diamond set shoulders on
yellow metal shank, size M½ £100-150

148

Three 18ct gold diamond set rings within two
antique ring boxes £150-200

149

1950s Omega De Ville 9ct gold cased
wristwatch, with silvered dial and applied gold
baton markers in 9ct gold cushion shaped case
(Edinburgh 1955) and engraved initials R.J to
back, 29mm diameter, on black leather strap
£250-350

a circular silvered dial, applied dart markers and
date aperture, in stainless steel case, 38mm
diameter, on Rolex steelinox bracelet £500-700
159

Ladies Invicta bi-metal wristwatch in box
together with four other wristwatches (5) £40-60

160

9ct gold torque bangle with heart terminals,
Pandora silver bangle and leather bracelet both
with Pandora and other charms, simulated pearl
necklace and other costume jewellery £40-60

161

Gentleman's 18ct gold diamond single stone
ring with an old cut diamond, estimated to weigh
approximately 0.44cts, in claw setting with
reeded shoulders, size P £600-800

162

Waltham gold plated pocket watch with leather
watch chain and two other gold plated half
hunter pocket watches (3) £60-80

150

Sean Whelan black leather belt mounted with
18ct gold buckle and 18ct gold fittings by
Douglas Magnus of Santa Fe (London 1990)
£2,000-3,000

163

Four silver Hoares bank anniversary dishes
depicting the double-headed eagle crest and
dated 1672- 1972, each 9.2cm diameter
(Britannia, 1971) £80-120

151

Georgian pair cased pocket watch with white
enamel dial, Arabic numerals and movement
signed Joseph Johnson, London, numbered
1499, 45mm diameter, in a silver case and outer
case (both London, 1818) £100-150

164

Pair of contemporary silver three branch
candelabrum, 24cm high (London 1971, A.Chick
& Sons Ltd) £150-200

165

Group of silver souvenir teaspoons, other silver
spoons, one plated spoon, pair silver sugar
tongs, silver Christening knife and fork and a
plated pickle fork with green agate handle £5070

166

Silver cigarette case of rectangular form with
engine turned decoration (Birmingham, 1965)
£60-80

167

1950s/60s Omega 18ct gold pocket watch with
silvered dial and applied gold baton markers in
18ct gold case, 45mm diameter £300-500

168

Swiss 18ct gold fob watch with circular white
enamel dial and Roman numeral markers in 18ct
gold case with engraved initials to back, 34mm
diameter £200-300

152

Victorian silver pocket watch with white enamel
dial, Roman numeral markers and subsidiary
seconds dial, in silver case, 53mm diameter,
signed Kendal and Dent's £80-120

153

Four Victorian and later silver cased pocket
watches to include a full hunter (Chester 1889),
silver (800) pocket watch engraved with a
Victorian couple dancing, signed Holy Frs, one
other silver (800) cased pocket watch and
Victorian silver fob watch with decorated enamel
dial and engraved case £100-150

154

Victorian Goliath travelling watch in silver
mounted frame (Sheffield, 1912) £100-120

155

Seven silver Jewish Kiddush cups, 8.5cm- 10cm
£100-150

169

156

Pair of contemporary silver candlesticks on
stepped bases (Birmingham, 1954), 26cm high
£100-150

18ct gold and platinum watch chain with
alternating chain and bar links, 36cm long £300500

170

9ct gold vesta case with engine turned
decoration (London, 1908, Deakin & Francis Ltd)
£200-300

171

9ct gold fancy link belcher chain, 150cm long
£300-500

172

1960s 9ct gold hexagonal cigar cutter (London,
1967) £150-200

173

9ct gold gentleman's signet ring with oval
carnelian panel, size V £100-150

157

Breitling Chronometer Superocean wristwatch
with black circular dial, baton markers, luminous
hands, date aperture, subsidiary seconds dial
and black rotating bezel, in stainless steel case
numbered A37320, 38mm diameter, on black
diver pro rubber strap £600-800
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9ct rose gold vesta case (Chester,Tue,
1903) 29
£150190 10:00
Group vintage costume jewellery including paste
200
175
176

set brooches, clip on earrings, gold plated
bangle, wristwatches and bijouterie £40-60

Contemporary 9ct three colour gold fringe style
necklace, 40cm long £400-600

191

Victorian 15ct gold watch chain, 38.5cm long
£400-600

Yellow metal (stamped 18) curb link bracelet
£600-800

192

Gold (333) curb link bracelet (broken) £120-180

193

Late Victorian 9ct gold bangle with seed pearl
decoration (Birmingham 1900), 9ct gold cameo
ring, size O½ and 9ct gold green stone bar
brooch (3) £120-180

177

Group 9ct gold jewellery to include pair drop
earrings, pair cufflinks, tie clip and chain, 55cm
long £300-400

178

9ct gold mounted simulated amber lily of the
valley brooch, 9ct gold purple cabochon stone
ring, size N½ and an opal stick pin £60-100

194

Ladies vintage Bueche- Girod 9ct gold
wristwatch with a diamond set bezel on bark
effect strap £400-600

9ct gold bracelet with articulated links and
engraved floral scroll decoration, 18.5cm long
£120-180

195

Edwardian 18ct gold ruby and diamond cluster
ring (Birmingham 1904) and 18ct gold synthetic
white stone cluster ring in square platinum
setting, both size T½ - U £100-150

196

Group silver and white metal jewellery including
agate pendant on chain, brooches, pair amber
earrings etc, silver hand mirror, silver toothpick
and other silver items £50-70

179

180

Vintage Cartier red leather jewellery box and
group of costume jewellery including two silver
rings, silver brooch, vintage clip on earrings, pair
antique spectacles and bijouterie £40-60

181

Group vintage jewellery and bijouterie within
various jewellery boxes £40-60

182

Group vintage wristwatches including ladies
gold plated watches, Smiths, Ingersoll, Timex
etc and four pocket watches £30-50

197

Pair of silver sauce boats with engraved
inscriptions (Birmingham, 1902), 14.5cm long, in
fitted case £40-60

183

Small group of silver jewellery to include bangle,
marcasite brooch, Home Watch Co enamelled
spherical watch with brooch fitting, two other
enamelled brooches, military bar brooch, two
signet rings and gem set ring in silver mount on
yellow metal shank £30-50

198

Two Chinese carved pink hard stone bead
necklaces interspaced with carnelian and green
hard stone beads, tassel style terminals and
silver clasps, 88cm long £40-60

199

Two Chinese green jade/hard stone and
carnelian bead necklaces with tassel like
terminals and silver gilt clasps, 72cm long £60100

200

Collection of ten old Chinese silver/white metal
pendant necklaces with embossed panels
depicting figures riding horses/dragons, with
bells suspended from chains £100-150

201

Box of 19th century and later bijouterie to
include antique coral bead necklace, rope twist
chain, various studs and buttons, vintage
wristwatches, pair lorgnettes, compact and glass
seal in fitted case £60-80

202

Victorian 18ct gold and black enamel mourning
ring with carved hardstone cameo depicting a
forget-me-not surrounded by seed pearls
(Birmingham 1869), size M½ £80-120

203

Ruby and diamond flower head cluster ring set
with a central brilliant cut diamond surrounded
by six round mixed cut rubies and further brilliant
and single cut diamonds, on pierced gallery and
yellow metal shank, size N½ £100-150

204

Three 22ct gold wedding rings, one with
platinum interior, sizes M½, K and J £250-350

184

185

Accurist 9ct gold ladies vintage wristwatch on
9ct gold bracelet, together with three other 9ct
gold cased watches on plated bracelets and 9ct
gold chain (broken) £150-200
Victorian white metal propelling pencil, silver
moonstone and turquoise cluster ring, glass
bead necklace, other vintage jewellery and
bijouterie £30-50

186

9ct rose gold gate bracelet with padlock clasp
£200-300

187

Antique 18ct gold synthetic ruby and white stone
ring (Chester 1913), size N, together with opal
ring on yellow metal shank (London 1870), size
P½ £80-120

188

Three silver nurse's buckles together with a
Victorian silver brooch £80-120

189

19th century continental porcelain yellow metal
mounted brooch together with three similar, all
depicting portraits £50-80
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205
18ct gold diamond single stone ring,
size 29
N, Two
217 10:00
Two 9ct gold signet rings to include rose gold,
Victorian 15ct gold gem set rings, sizes R and
M½, Victorian 12ct gold gem set ring, size L,
and 9ct gold Victorian style garnet and diamond
ring, size N £150-200
206

Art Deco 9ct gold bangle with engine turned
Greek key decoration, 8cm diameter, and Art
Deco 9ct gold bracelet with articulated links and
engine turned decoration, 18.5cm long (2) £300500

size S½ and other with engraved initials, size Q
£60-80
218

Tegra Chronometer gold plated full hunter
pocket watch, 50mm diameter £30-40

219

Victorian silver cased fob watch with winding
key, silver gem set ring, plated tea infuser and
group of Victorian and later glass beads £50-70

220

18ct gold diamond single stone ring with a
brilliant cut diamond, estimate to weigh
approximately 0.44cts, and two further
diamonds set to each shoulder in platinum
setting, size K £150-200

207

Chinese jade bracelet with six carved jade oval
panels in yellow metal mounts, in fitted box
retailed by Kwong Woo, Hong Kong £80-120

208

9ct white and yellow gold fancy link watch chain,
36.5cm long, with 9ct gold Masonic fob and a
silver vesta case £100-150

221

18ct gold diamond two stone cross over ring,
estimated to weigh approximately 0.16cts in
total, in platinum illusion setting, size L £60-100

209

Edwardian 9ct rose gold curb link watch chain
with heart locket and a silver vesta case,
together with a similar 9ct gold chain £200-300

222

210

Group of gold and yellow metal jewellery to
include 18ct gold signet ring, 14ct gold ring,
seven 9ct gold rings, pair 9ct gold cufflinks, 9ct
gold amethyst pendant on gold chain, two other
pendants on 9ct gold chains and an Edwardian
9ct gold bar brooch £500-800

Platinum diamond and sapphire three stone ring
with a central round mixed cut blue sapphire
flanked by two brilliant cut diamonds, estimated
to weigh approximately 0.40cts in total, in claw
setting, size O £200-300

223

Swedish 'Vicson' silver bangle set with a large
synthetic white stone, similar style silver
pendant on chain and similar pair silver screw
back earrings £50-70

211

1950s Tudor Oyster-Prince stainless steel
wristwatch with Rotor Self-Winding movement,
matte white dial with applied steel Arabic and
dart hour markers with centre seconds in
stainless steel Oyster case, 34mm diameter, on
later bracelet £200-300

224

9ct gold cased vintage ladies wristwatch on
black chord strap and a collection of
contemporary wristwatches including Pulsar
World Timer Chronograph, Timex, Ted Baker,
two Ralph Klein watches etc, mostly boxed £5070

212

Group of vintage watches to include a MarineStar divers' style wristwatch with 17 jewel selfwinding Incabloc movement and day/date
function, another vintage diver's style
wristwatch, vintage Girard-Perregaux Gyromatic
wristwatch, Roamer Mustang wristwatch, three
other watches and silver cased pocket watch
£60-100

225

Silver mounted pink murano glass heart pendant
on silver chain,75.5cm long, and red enamelled
heart pendant on silver ball chain, 75.5cm long
(2) £30-40

226

Three colour fresh water pearl silver ring in
flower and leaf setting, size N½ (adjustable
shank), together with three colour fresh water
pearl single strand necklace with silver magnetic
clasp, 45cm long (with orignal receipt totalling
£700 from 2019) £60-100

227

Pink and white alternating fresh water pearl
necklace with silver clap, 65cm long, and
matching bracelet (with original receipt totalling
£109 from 2014) £30-50

228

Fresh water pearl necklace with 9ct gold clasp,
67cm long, similar style bracelet, 19.5cm long,
and pair 9ct gold mounted cultured pearl clip on
earrings £50-70

229

Two silver "Aldeburgh Pebbles" rings designed
by Mark Riley, sizes Q½ and O½ (with orignal
receipt totalling £300 from 2018) £30-40

213

Vintage costume jewellery and bijouterie to
include Victorian silver Mizpah brooch, paste
and marcasite, wristwatches etc £30-50

214

1920s silver teapot and sugar bowl, 1950s silver
cigarette box, silver cigarette case and six
Chinese white metal napkin rings with engraved
dragon decoration £300-400

215

9ct gold cased J.W.Benson pocket watch, 48mm
diameter, on 9ct gold watch chain with 9ct gold
seal fob £400-500

216

9ct gold vintage ladies Avia wristwatch on 9ct
gold bracelet £100-150
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230
Two silver abstract design rings, one
set with
a
243 10:00
18ct gold diamond single stone ring with an old
rainbow moonstone cabochon and one with
black star diopside cabochon (both adjustable
sizes) together with two other silver large
rainbow moonstone rings, both size O (with
original receipts totalling £479 from 2019) £4060
231

Large oval silver locket on chain, large oval
silver angel pendant on chain, silver gilt
seahorse pendant, silver mounted nut pendant
on chain, silver amber brooch and three rings
£40-60

232

Fresh water pearl single strand long necklace
and silver wirework ring set with a single
cultured pearl, size N £30-50

233

Quartz and agate bead necklace, black agate
bead necklace and two similar bracelets,
amethyst and fresh water pearl bracelet and
other beads £30-50

234

Group of fresh water pearl necklaces, various
colours, and one bracelet £40-60

235

Yves Saint Laurent silver heart shaped gem set
dress ring in orignal box, size N, together with
five other silver rings (6) £50-70

236

Group silver rings set with semi precious
gemstones including two blue john rings and
similar pair clip on earrings, mother of pearl,
moonstone and others (8 rings) £60-80

237

Silver gilt mesh necklace, 42.5cm long, and
matching bracelet, 20cm long, both with
magnetic paste set clasps £30-50

238

Silver gilt belcher link bracelet set with synthetic
white stones, 20.5cm long (with receipt £370
from 2019) and two similar silver gilt necklaces,
71cm long (3) £30-50

239

240

241

242

Two silver gilt mesh necklaces, five silver and
silver gilt bracelets and pair silver mesh drop clip
on earrings £30-50
Murano red and gilt glass bead necklace and
bracelet, one other murano glass bead silver gilt
necklace, silver and silver gilt mesh magnetic
bracelets, pink and purple pearl necklace and
bracelet and a rock crystal pendant on silver
chain, all boxed with orignal receipts £60-100
Silver two handled trophy with presentation
inscription for Brightlinsea Crabchick Sailing
Club, 1911, 21cm high (London 1907) £100-150

cut diamond, estimated to weigh approximately
0.50cts, in claw setting with further diamond set
shoulders, size N½ £250-350
244

22ct gold wedding ring (Birmingham, 1967), size
N £50-70

245

Silver half hunter pocket watch and French
chronometer pocket watch with enamelled dial
(2) £30-50

246

Silver powder compact of square form with inlaid
black onyx lid (London 1914) 5cm x 5cm £20-30

247

1980s ladies Omega Seamaster gold plated
quartz wristwatch with circular gilt face, baton
markers and date aperture in gold plated case,
23mm diameter, on gold plated expandable
bracelet, in original box with outer box and
booklets £100-150

248

1980s gentleman's Omega De Ville gold plated
quartz wristwatch with circular gilt face, baton
markers and date aperture in gold plated case,
35mm diameter, on gold plated expandable
bracelet, in original box with outer box and
booklets £100-150

249

22ct gold wedding ring with an old cut diamond
in star shape gypsy setting, size M (London,
1965) £150-200

250

Small group of 9ct gold and yellow metal
jewellery to include 9ct gold smoky quartz ring,
size N and matching pendant in yellow metal
mount, one other 9ct gold pendant set with
synthetic pink stone, 9ct rose gold chain and a
yellow metal foliate pendant £150-200

251

Collection of vintage costume jewellery and
bijouterie to include a silver charm bracelet,
various wristwatches, vintage bead necklaces,
brooches etc £50-70

252

Early 20th century Swiss S. Smith & Son 18ct
gold cased half hunter fob watch, with white
enamel dial and Roman numeral markers in gold
case with engraved floral scroll decoration,
34mm diameter £150-200

253

Victorian 9ct gold guard chain, approximately
138cm long £200-300

254

18ct gold mariner link bracelet, 19.5cm long
£300-500

255

Five Victorian 15ct gold bar brooches, one 15ct
gold screw back earring, 14ct gold cameo bar
brooch and pair 14ct gold screw back dagger
earrings £400-600

Pair silver photograph frames, 16.5cm x 12.5cm
(Birmingham, 1901 by E. Mander & Son) and
two others £80-120
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256
Group of Victorian gold bar brooches
to include
269 10:00
Two 9ct gold rings, silver dress ring, Swiss silver
yellow metal curb link bar brooch set with an
opal cabochon, three 9ct gold bar brooches and
three other yellow metal brooches (7) £200-300
257

Three Edwardian gold pendants to include 9ct
rose gold gem set pendant on chain, 9ct gold
mounted glazed locket and one other yellow
metal seed pearl pendant £80-120

258

Various gold jewellery to include 22ct gold
wedding ring, two 9ct gold rings, two 9ct gold
pendants on chains, 9ct gold bar brooch, 9ct
gold watch bracelet and two yellow metal chains
£400-600

259

260

cased fob watch, silver vesta case with painted
floral enamel decoration, silver penknife, two
coin buttons and an ivory carving £50-70
270

Indian gold emerald and pearl necklace with five
pierced design panels and pendant drops on 9ct
gold chain £200-300

271

Group vintage bead necklaces including faceted
glass, ivory and a reconstituted amber necklace
with graduated spherical beads, 42cm long £60100

272

Group of silver mounted amber jewellery
including ring, pendants, chains and a simulated
cherry amber bead necklace £50-80

Group vintage costume jewellery including silver
brooches, pendant necklaces, beads,
wristwatches and bijouterie £60-80

273

14ct gold cased wristwatch on plated
expandable bracelet, together with five other 9ct
gold cased watches, one on 9ct gold bracelet (6)
£150-200

Gentleman's Avalon 9ct gold cased wristwatch
and ladies Accurist 9ct gold cased watch, both
on gold plated expandable bracelets £100-150

274

Ladies 9ct gold Rotary wristwatch on 9ct gold
Milanese bracelet, boxed £150-200

275

18ct gold cased chronograph pocket watch, the
white enamel dial with Royal coat of arms,
Roman numeral markers and outer Arabic
numerals, signed Matheson & Co, Leith, in gold
case, 53mm diameter, suspened on a Rapport
gold plated watch stand, 13.5cm high £400-600

261

Omega silver cased pocket watch, one other
silver cased watch and WWI military compass in
steel case marked with crows foot, Terrasse. W.
Co, VI, 92785, 1918 £40-60

262

Collection of Victorian and later jet, similar style
beads and jewellery, carnelian bead necklaces,
antique coral necklace, agate slices etc £50-70

276

Group vintage costume jewellery including two
cameo brooches, various silver brooches,
miniature silver hand mirror, simulated pearls,
wristwatches and bijouterie £80-120

Gold plated half hunter pocket watch with white
enamel dial signed Sir John Bennett, London,
50mm diameter, on plated watch chain £30-50

277

Silver topped glass hair tidy, another similar,
three silver topped glass vanity jars, salt cellar
and group of silver spoons £40-60

1950s silver cigarette box (Sheffield 1958),
silver cigarette case with engraved foliate
decoration and a silver plated vesta case (3) £60
-80

278

Silver three piece cruet set, Mr Punch silver and
mother of pearl child's rattle, white metal candle
snuffer with engraved crest, silver propelling
swizzle stick and silver napkin clip £50-70

Silver sugar caster, two Eastern white metal
bowls, silver three piece cruet set and child's
silver jester rattle/teether £60-100

279

1960s silver four piece tea and coffee set
comprising of coffee pot with fruitwood loop
handle, hinged octagonal cover and turned
wooden finial on circular base, 19.5cm high
(Sheffield 1964 by Roberts & Belk Ltd),
matching teapot, milk jug and two handled sugar
bowl (Sheffield 1963 by C.J Vander Ltd) £600800

280

9ct gold mariner link necklace, 70.5cm long
£300-400

281

9ct gold fern brooch set with cultured pearls, 9ct
gold chain, 62cm long, 9ct gold gem set heart
locket, green jade disc pendant and pair 9ct gold
moonstone earrings £150-200
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263

264

265

266

Victorian silver pin dish with embossed dancing
putti decoration, 17.5cm x 13cm £80-120

267

Omega Genève 9ct gold cased wristwatch with
circular silvered dial, applied gold baton markers
and date aperture in gold case with engraved
inscription to back, 34mm diameter, on brown
leather strap £200-300

268

Swiss stainless steel stopwatch with white
enamel dial and Brevet movement numbered
905712, 55mm diameter, in fitted case and one
other chrome plated stopwatch signed Tim Anti
magnetic, 48mm diameter £30-50
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282
Three pearl necklaces to include cultured
pearl
293 10:00
Collectors cabinet with seven draws containing

283

284

285

single strand necklace with 9ct gold mounted
synthetic blue stone clasp, 41cm long, cultured
pearl double strand necklace with 9ct gold
mounted synthetic purple stone clasp, 45.5cm
long and freshwater twisted four strand necklace
with 14ct gold clasp, 73cm long £60-80

unmounted semi precious gem stones,
specimens and bijouterie £300-400
294

Large collection of mainly pocket watch parts
including movements, dials, springs, cases,
glasses and other related items £100-150

Collection of various hard stone seals with
engraved monograms and crests, together with
an agate carved seal handle and 9ct gold ring
with engraved green gemstone depicting two
figures, size N £100-150

295

Six gold plated pocket watches including two
Waltham, A.W.W. Co Waltham Mass,
Schierwater & Lloyd, Liverpool pocket watch
with signed A.W.W. Co Waltham Mass
movemet, Elkington and one other similar £4060

18ct gold two stone diamond crossover ring in
platinum setting, size O½ and 18ct gold
diamond single stone ring with diamond set
shoulders, size M½ £100-150

296

9ct gold rope twist necklace, 52cm long £300400

297

Victorian silver pocket watch with white enamel
dial, Roman numeral markers and subsidiary
seconds dials, in silver case (Chester 1888),
53mm diameter, movement signed and
numbered Y. J. Rudelsheim, Wolverhampton,
42801, and a silver watch chain £60-80

Ladies Omega 9ct gold wristwatch with circular
silvered dial and applied gold Arabic numerals in
gold case, 19mm diameter, on 9ct gold bracelet,
in original box £100-150

298

Amber necklace with a string of graduated
polished oval amber beads, 49cm long and one
other amber bead necklace £80-120

286

Two J. G. Graves, Sheffield, silver cased pocket
watches, both with white enamel dials, Roman
numeral markers and subsidiary seconds dials
in silver cases (Chester 1902 and 1905) £40-60

299

Five 9ct gold gem set rings, 9ct gold mounted
cameo brooch, pair 9ct gold earrings, 9ct gold
mounted cultured pearl pendant and Victorian
nephrite bar brooch £100-150

287

Five silver cased pocket watches to include
three full hunters and two half hunters £100-150

300

288

Six silver cased pocket watches to include Sir
John Bennett Ltd (London 1903), W Hinds Ltd
(Chester 1929), Medana and three others £60100

Lacquered box containing cultured pearl
necklace, Edwardian silver cheroot holder case,
Iona silver ring, various silver chains, Victorian
silver brooch, ladies Sekond wristwatch and
other costume jewellery £30-50

301

Vintage ladies Juvenia 9ct gold cased
wristwatch on 9ct gold ball link bracelet, boxed
£100-150

302

Edwardian set of six silver and mother of pearl
handled desert knives and forks (Sheffiled 1903)
£100-150

289

Six silver and white metal pocket watches to
include A. W. W. Co Waltham Mass
(Birmingham 1897), Kendall & Dent, two other
silver cased watches and two white metal £60100

290

Group fob watches including six with silver
cases (9) £60-100

303

Edwardian 9ct gold opal and diamond cluster
bar brooch, 5cm long £80-120

291

Two Victorian silver cased pocket watches to
include one with movement signed and
numbered George Grant, London, 17443
(London 1855) and the other with movement
signed and numbered J Bentley, Birmingham,
126102 (Chester 1883), together with a silver
case (London 1877) and Georgian silver pair
case (London 1806) £40-60

304

9ct gold hinged bangle with engraved foliate
scroll decoration and two 9ct gold rings £150200

305

Ladies Tudor 18ct gold cased wristwatch on
14ct gold bracelet £200-300

306

1970s Omega gold plated wristwatch with
rectangular dial, baton markers and Swiss 17
jewels movement numbered 22094915, on a
gold plated strap, together with two other vintage
wristwatches and Dupont travel clock £80-120
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292

Large collection of various pocket watches
including Smiths, Waltham, Tell, Liga, Expert,
Tempex, Inventic, Elgin etc and a Goliath pocket
watch (40 in total) £150-200
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307
Old amber bead necklace with a string
320 10:00
Two vintage ladies Dogma 18ct and 9ct gold
graduating oval polished amber beads,
approximately 84cm long. Largest bead
measures approximately 25mm x 18mm and
smallest 9mm x 8mm £200-300

cased wristwatches, both on expandable gold
plated bracelets £40-60
321

18ct gold curb link identity bracelet 'Delia' and
two spare links £600-800

322

9ct gold wedding ring, size M and two yellow
metal wedding rings, sizes Q and T (3) £60-80

323

Three strand cultured pearl bracelet with gold
gem set flower clasp, with Continental hallmark,
possibly French. 18.5cm long £80-120

324

Group antique and later brooches to include two
yellow metal monogram brooches, topaz three
stone bar brooch with a further topaz suspended
from a pendant drop, and 15ct gold enamelled
flower brooch (4) £80-120

325

Cultured pearl ring in four claw setting, size L½
and pair matching pearl stud earrings, all with
Continental gold hallmarks, possibly French £60
-80

308

17th/18th century style toadstone in yellow
metal mount, the reverse engraved 'Tode
Stone', 16mm diameter £100-150

309

Group of loose amber beads, two amber
pendants, pair clip on earrings, oval agate panel
etc £60-80

310

Victorian 18ct gold turquoise and diamond ring
with three turquoise cabochons interspaced with
four old cut diamonds in carved claw setting,
size M £120-150

311

Three 19th century Scottish agate hardstone
brooches £100-150

312

Three diamond set pendants, pair diamond
studs earrings, two pairs of pearl earrings and
pair gem set earrings £80-120

326

313

18ct white and yellow gold diamond bracelet
with thirteen brilliant cut diamonds in white gold
setting, estimated to weigh approximately
0.42cts in total, interspaced with yellow gold bar
links, 21cm long £400-500

Five yellow metal rings to include five band ring
set with synthetic rubies, size L½, 9ct gold
cultured pearl cluster ring, size K½, yellow oval
stone ring, size O, malachite ring, size J½ and
'Delia' engraved ring, size N £200-300

327

314

Group of antique jewellery to include brooch
with glazed compartment containing a diamond
heart and arrow with a garnet set mount,
Victorian 15ct gold heart shaped pendant set
with a turquoise cabochon, 1920s Austrian 14ct
gold synthetic ruby bar brooch (hallmarked
Vienna), 9ct gold mounted cameo brooch,
Victorian enamelled cross locket, Georgian
carnelian brooch, Continental gold carved
mother of pearl and diamond set religious
pendant (tests as approximately 18ct) and two
glass/ hard stone bangles £150-250

14ct gold cultured pearl pendant on 14ct gold
chain, together with five other various gold
chains £200-300

328

Group of five gold Jewish pendants to include
14ct gold, 9ct gold and yellow metal Star of
David pendants, Israel medallion and disc
pendant in 18ct gold mount £100-150

329

Yellow metal wedding ring (cut), half eternity
ring (cut), yellow metal bangle, other costume
jewellery, vintage Certina wristwatch, pin dish
and various coins £50-70

330

Eric Ravilious Zwemmer Exhibition Design 1933
brooch with abstract design etched into a navy
blue lucite panel with contemporary brooch
fitting, 8.5cm long, together with an exhibition
card and printed drawing of the brooch £40-60

315

Pair of Edwardian gold peridot and seed pearl
pendant drop earrings, 40mm long £100-150

316

Victorian silver card case/aide memoir with
engraved ivy decoartion, by Frederick Marson
(Birmingham 1889) £80-120

331

Antique silver rattle with coral teether and four
bells (Birmingham 1901 by C. Williams) and
silver bell rattle with circular mother of pearl
teether (Birmingham 1906 by Deakin & Francis)
£60-80

Unusual early 20th century Continental silver
novelty miniature ornament of a figure, armed
with a sword and axe, riding a Komodo dragon
(Import marks for Chester 1900) Berthold Muller.
3.5cm overall length. £30-50

332

Group eight wristwatches to include Rotary,
three Accurists, gold plated Avia and three other
watches £30-50

333

Pair of novelty Continental silver articulated fish
salt and pepper casters set with red and green
cabochon eyes, 9.5cm long £80-120

317

318

319

Rare Victorian silver novelty propelling pencil in
the front of a fan, by S.Mordan & Co.
Registration mark for 18th November 1879,
5.5cm long £100-150
Bueche- Girod 9ct gold ladies wristwatch on
bark effect bracelet, in original case £200-300
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334
Pair late Victorian silver and ivory Tue,
fish servers
348 10:00
18ct gold mounted Chinese green hard stone
(Sheffiled, 1898) in velvet lined fitted case £80120
335

336

Good quality set of six Victorian silver teaspoons
and matching pair of sugar tongs with leaf
decoration (London, 1893) in fitted case £50-70
Georgian style silver cream jug of helmet form
(London 1897), together with a silver spoon and
pusher in fitted case £30-50

337

Pair of Asprey & Garrard 18ct gold and hematite
square panel cufflinks, in original box £400-600

338

Pair Garrard 18ct gold stud earrings £50-70

339

Garrard silver (925) fountain pen with geometric
decoartion and blue cabochon set to top of the
lid £100-150

340

Cartier white metal fountain pen with ribbed
design, yellow metal fittings, blue cabochon set
to end of pen and 18ct gold nib £80-120

341

18ct gold diamond three stone ring with three
brilliant cut diamonds, estimated to weigh
approximately 0.45cts in total, in a white gold
star shaped gypsy setting on yellow gold shank,
size P½ £200-300

342

14ct gold diamond eight stone half eternity ring
with eight brilliant cut diamonds, estimated to
weigh approximately 0.48cts in total, in claw
setting, size L½ £80-120

343

18ct gold aquamarine and diamond cluster ring
with an oval mixed cut aquamarine surrounded
by twelve single cut diamonds in claw setting on
18ct yellow gold shank, size O (London 1962)
£100-150

344

18ct gold diamond single stone ring with a round
brilliant cut diamond, estimated to weigh
approximately 0.30cts, in platinum claw setting
on yellow gold shank, size I £100-150

345

18ct gold diamond cluster ring with a flower
head cluster of old cut and single cut diamonds
in platinum setting on yellow gold shank, size N
£100-150

346

347

19th century rotating cameo brooch depicting a
side profile of a gentleman and a glazed
compartment to the reverse, in yellow metal
mount, 6cm x 5cm, together with pair of cameo
pendant earrings in 9ct gold mount £60-80

carved monkey pendant on 18ct gold chain, one
other green hard stone carved monkey pendant
on silver chain and green hard stone carved
rose pendant necklace (3) £100-150
349

Gold half sovereign, George V 1914, with
pendant mount attached £120-140

350

George V silver cigarette case with engine
turned decoration and engraved initials 'TAA',
also engraved to interior June 1936, (Chester
1934) £40-60

400

G.B. - Mixed pre 1947 silver coins in better than
average condition (N.B. Estimated face value
£3.02½) (qty) £70-100

401

G.B. - Mixed pre 1947 silver coins (N.B.
Estimated face value £9.80p) (qty) £200-250

402

G.B. - Mixed silver coins to include James II
Four Pence 1686 VG, George III Sixpence 1816
GVF - AEF, Victoria OH Shilling 1897 GVF,
Edward VII Half Crown 1907 GF-AVF, silver
Three Pences x 32 (N.B. Various grades) and a
small quantity of pre 1920 silver coins (N.B.
Estimated face value £0.65p) (qty) £50-70

403

World - Mixed coinage to include silver
Wuerttemberg - German State Five Marks
1901F GF/AVF, India Rupee 1919 EF-GEF,
France silver 12 Sols 1778/7A GF, Venezuela
100 Bolivares 1986 A. UNC, copies of European
Thalers, Germany 'Konrad Adenauer' silver
commemorative medallion 1967 A. UNC and
other issues (qty) £80-120

404

G.B. - Mixed coins to include 17th century Trade
Token Farthings - Norfolk, Norwich, Thomas
Rayner 1655 F, Yarmouth, Joseph Cooper 1656
G-VG, Suffolk, Lowestoft, Robert Betts 1655 GVG, Georgian copper, Roman and Greek
ancient AE coins, Medieval hammered silver
Henry VII Half Groat, Canterbury mint Mark Tun
F, Victoria Penny 1855 VF and others (qty) £60100

405

World - Mixed banknotes to include G.B.
Peppiat blue One Pound AVF, Mauve Ten
Shillings AVF and other world issues (qty) £4060

406

World - Mixed silver proof Crown sized coins to
include issues from the World at War
Commemorative Coin Collection and others
circa late 20th to early 21st century (N.B. Some
scarcer coins noted) (24 coins) £300-400

Ladies 9ct gold Avia wristwatch on 9ct gold
bracelet, pair 14ct gold cufflinks, 22ct gold
wedding ring with platinum lining, size N½, 9ct
gold gate bracelet, group 9ct gold and yellow
metal hoop earring, pair 9ct gold pearl stud
earrings, other costume jewellery and pocket
watch £400-600
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407
G.B. - Mixed silver Victorian coinsTue,
to include
419 10:00
Australia - A white metal proof medallion
Crowns YH 1844 (N.B. Obv: with small edge
bruise and scratch) otherwise VG-AF, JH 1889
VG, OH 1900 LXIV AF, 1895 LIX AF, Double
Florins 1887 VF, 1888 (N.B. Small edge nicks
noted) otherwise EF and 1889 VF (7 coins) £120
-180
408

G.B. - Mixed silver coinage to include Half
Crowns Victoria 1887 GF- AVF, 1891 VG, 1893
EF, 1896 VG, Florins 1879 'Gothic' G-VG, 1887
AEF, 1900 F and four other issues (11 coins)
£80-120

409

G.B. - The Royal Mint Proof sets to include
1970, 1974, 1975, 1977, 1979, 1987, 1988 (N.B.
Red case) 1993, 1996, 1998, 2000 x 2, 2003
executive set, 2005 (N.B. Red case) 2006 (N.B.
Blue box) and 2006 executive set (all cased with
Certificates of Authenticity) (16 coin sets) £200300

410

G.B. - The Royal Mint Eleven Coin Proof Set
2009 to include 'Kew Gardens' 50 pence (cased
with Certificates of Authenticity) (1 coin set)
£100-150

411

G.B. - The Royal Mint 'Millennium' Thirteen Coin
Silver Proof Set 2000 (N.B. Includes Maundy
coins) (cased with Certificates of Authenticity) (1
coin set) £200-300

412

G.B. - The Royal Mint Five Coin Silver Proof
'Family Silver Collection' to include 'Entente
Cordiale' £5, 2004 (cased with Certificates of
Authenticity) (1 coin set) £80-120

commemorating 'Parliament House' 1927 (N.B.
Design and legends as with regular issue 1927
Florin but diameter 88mm and weight 187.1
grams.) In original case of issue but without
Certificate of Authenticity (1 medallion) £150200
420

G.B. - Royal Mint mixed Silver Proof Coins to
include Five Pounds 2002, 2006, Two Pounds
1989 (N.B. Two coin set), 1998, Marconi 2001,
Steam Locomotive 2004, World War II
Anniversary 2005, Brunel 2006 x 2, Act of Union
2007, Fifty Pence Council of European
Community Ministers 1992-1993, 25th
Anniversary of the UK's Membership of E.E.C
1998, 50th Anniversary of the NHS 1998,
Libraries 2008, The Victoria Cross 2006 (N.B.
Toned two coin set) and WWF 50th Anniversary
2011 (N.B. All cased with Certificates of
Authenticity) (18 coins) £250-350

421

World - Mixed silver proof Crown sized coins to
include Falkland Islands - Liberation 1982, Lady
of the Century, The Queen Mother 1995,
Jamaica Lady of the Century, The Queen
Mother 1994, Gibraltar Queen Elizabeth II
Commemorative Coin 1997 and Solomon
Islands - Concorde Commemorative 2003 (All
with Certificates of Authenticity) (5 coins) £80120

422

Channel Islands - Westminster issued silver
proof three coin Five Pound proof set, 60th
Anniversary of D-Day (with coloured poppy
motif) to include Alderney, Guernsey and Jersey
2004 (N.B. Cased but without Certificates of
Authenticity) (1 coin set) £60-80

423

World - Westminster issued silver proof three
coin Five Pound proof set with selective 24ct
gold plating to include Jersey, Guernsey and
Gibraltar 2013 (N.B. In case of issue with
certificate of authenticity) (1 coin set) £60-80

413

G.B. - The Royal Mint Six Coin Silver Proof
Commemorative Coin Set 2014 (cased with
Certificate of Authenticity) (1 coin set) £150-200

414

G.B. - Royal Mint Silver Proof Seven Coin
Anniversary Collection 1996 (cased with
Certificate of Authenticity) (N.B. Some toning to
50 pence noted) (1 coin set) £50-70

415

G.B. - Royal Mint Silver Proof Four Coins
Britannia Collection 1997 (cased with Certificate
of Authenticity) (1 coin set) £80-120

424

G.B. - Royal Mint Gold Proof Two Coin set 'The
Victoria Cross' Fifty Pence coins 2006 (cased
with Certificates of Authenticity) (1 coin set)
£1,000-1,250

G.B. - Mixed silver coins to include George V
'Wreath Crown' 1928 EF, Royal Mint £100 UNC
(N.B. Fine Silver) and proof Two Pounds 'Brunel'
2006 F.D.C (3 coins) £200-250

425

G.B. - Silver four coin George VI Maundy set
1937 (uncased) GEF - AU (1 coin set) £70-100

426

G.B. - Mixed silver coins to include Medieval
Fractions x 10, Edward IV Durham Penny (N.B.
Creased) otherwise VG, Elizabeth I Sixpence
1583 fair, Anne Shilling 1708 GF-AVF and
George II Shilling 1758 (N.B. Obv: Small edge
bruise at 11 o'clock) otherwise VF (14 coins)
£80-120

416

417

G.B. - C.M.L. fine silver one kilo Bullion Bar (1
bullion bar) £400-500

418

Australia - Kookaburra fine silver one kilo coin
1997 (N.B. cased but without Certificate of
Authenticity) (1 coin) £600-800
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G.B. - The Waterloo Mint, six medal
set 29 March 2022
437 10:00
World - Mixed coins to include silver U.S.
commemorating The 200 Year Anniversary of
Waterloo to include the Duke of Wellington Gold
proof 14ct (7gms) medal (1 medallion set) £120180
428

429

World - Mixed coinage to include G.B. coin
flatpacks x 7, G.B. coin sets x 10, Westminster
issued Marshall Islands twenty four coin set,
'Aircraft of World War II' 1991, Four coin 'First
Untethered Space Walk' 1984 (N.B. Includes
silver $50, Gibraltar 'D-Day' commemorative
Ten Pounds 2004) silver coin stamp covers and
others (Qty) £120-180
World - Mixed coinage to include silver Crowns
G.B. George V 1935 x 2 GEF-AU, Isle of Man
'Queen Mother Crown' 1980, T.D.C 'World War I'
commemorative 2014 (N.B. Cased with
Certificate of Authenticity) G.B. George III
'Cartwheel' Two Pence 1797 F-GF, Pennies
1797 x 16 Poor-VG, G.B. silver maundy
oddments, Three Pences, copy coins x 2 and
other World silver issues (Qty) £120-180

Dollars 1879 VG, 1922 F G.B. cupro-nickel,
bronze and others (Qty) £100-150
438

Ancients - Mixed Roman coins to include silver
Denarius of Hadrian GF-AVF, Vespasian VG-F,
Septimus Severus AF-AVF, Caracalla F-GF and
four base metal issues to include Probus VF (8
coins) £70-100

439

Alderney - The Hattons of London - 'VE Day
75th Anniversary Gold Sovereign definitive
seven coin proof set' 2020 to include Fifty
Pounds (5oz), Twenty Pounds (2.5oz), Five
Pounds (40gm), Double Sovereign (16gm),
Sovereign (8gm), Half Sovereign (4gm) and
Quarter Sovereign (2gm), all in 22 carat gold
cased with Certificates of Authenticity (N.B. This
is a rare limited issue set with a mintage of 99)
(1 coin set) £9,000-12,000

440

World - Mixed silver coinage to include French
Indo-China Piastre's 1896, 1900, 1913 in
generally F-VF condition, Siam 'Bullet Money'
BAHT GVF (N.B. 14.7 gm) and two other
unidentified small silver coins (Total 6 coins) £60
-80

430

G.B. Gold Sovereign Elizabeth II 2001 UNC (1
coin) £250-300

431

G.B. - Gold Half Sovereign Elizabeth II 2001
UNC (1 coin) £125-150

441

G.B. - Gold sovereign Elizabeth II 2013 UNC (1
coin) £250-300

432

World - Mixed coinage to include Austria M.
Theresa Silver Thalers x 6 (N.B. Restrikes)
cupro-nickel Crowns Ancient Roman AE's x 10
and other silver issues etc (Qty) £100-150

442

433

World - Mixed silver proof coins to include G.B.
Five Pence two coin set 1990, Rugby World Cup
£2 1999 x 2 (N.B. To include 1 Piedfort),
Millenium Crown 2000 and New Zealand Rugby
World Cup Five Dollars 1991 (N.B. All cased
with Certificates of Authenticity) (5 coins) £70100

G.B. - Royal Mint gold proof four coin Sovereign
collection '500th Anniversary of the First Gold
Sovereign 1489-1989' to include Five Pound,
Double Sovereign, Sovereign and Half
Sovereign (N.B. In case of issue with
Certificates of Authenticity) (1 coin set) £3,0004,000

443

G.B. - Royal Mint brilliant uncirculated Gold Five
Pound Coin 1988 (N.B. In case of issue with
Certificate of Authenticity) (1 coin) £1,100-1,250

444

G.B. - Royal Mint brilliant uncirculated Gold Five
Pound coin 1988 (N.B. In case of issue with
Certificate of Authenticity) (1 coin) £1,100-1,250

445

G.B. - Royal Mint brilliant uncirculated Gold Five
Pound coin 1995 (N.B. In case of issue with
Certificate of Authenticity) (1 coin) £1,100-1,250

446

G.B. - Royal Mint brilliant uncirculated Gold Five
Pound coin 1996 (N.B. In case of issue with
Certificate of Authenticity) (1 coin) £1,100-1,250

447

G.B. - Royal Mint mixed proof set's to include
1970 x 3, 1971, 1972 x 3, 1977 x 3, 1978 x 3,
1979 x 3, 1980 x 3, 1981 x 3, 1982 x 3 and five
uncirculated sets 1983 x 4 and 1984 (30 coin
sets) £100-140

448

G.B. - Mixed coinage to include pre 1947 silver
(N.B. Estimated face value £2.22 ½ p) and other
issues (Qty) £70-100
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434

World - Mixed silver coins to include Australia
Crown 1937 EF, Florin 1927 EF, Mexico 5
Pesos 1948 AU, 20 Pesos 'Olympics' 1968
UNC, Sweden 2 Kronor 'Silver Jubilee' 1897
GEF, Russia copper-nickel Nicholas II 37
Roubles 50 Kopeks 1902 P UNC (N.B. 1991
restrike) and other silver coins (Total 20 coins)
£80-120

435

World - Mixed silver bullion 1oz coins to include
G.B. £2 Britannia x 6, Australia One Dollars
'Kangaroo' x 2, Kookaburra and Canada 'Maple
Leaf' Five Dollars x 3 (Total 12 coins) £180-240

436

G.B. - Mixed silver coins to include Victoria Half
Crowns 1887 GEF, 1900 VG, George V Crown
1935 AU, George VI 1937 AU and Trade Dollar
1901 B GVF (Total 5 coins) £80-120

Specialist Collectors Sale incorporating Classic Cars & Automobilia - Live Online,
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449
G.B. - Mixed coinage to include pre
1947 29
silver
463 10:00
G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria JH 1892 VG (1
(N.B. Estimated face value £8.72 ½ p) and
others (Qty) £160-200
450

G.B. - Mixed silver coinage to include Victoria
JH Crown 1980 VG, Double Florins 1888 F,
1889 x 2 F-AVF, George VI Crown 1937 AEF
and others (Qty) £100-140

coin) £250-300
464

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria OH 1899 (N.B.
Edge bruises) otherwise GF (1 coin) £250-300

465

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Edward VIII 1910 (N.B.
Small edge bruises) otherwise GVF (1 coin)
£250-300

451

World - Mixed silver coins 'The Official Coin
Collection in Honour of the Queen Mother' 19941995 x 13 (1 coin set) £150-200

466

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1928 SA (N.B.
Small edge bruises) otherwise VF (1 coin) £250300

452

World - Mixed coinage to include Royal Mint 50p
silver proof 'Girlguiding' 2010, £2 silver proof
'World War II 60th Anniversary' 2005 (N.B. Both
boxed with Certificates of Authenticity) and other
Crown sized silver issues etc. (Total 16 coins)
£170-240

467

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1928 SA GVF
(1 coin) £250-300

468

G.B. - Gold Half Sovereigns George V 1914 x 2
AEF (2 coins) £250-300

469

World - Mixed coinage to include G.B. Victoria
Crowns YH 1847 GF, JH 1889 (N.B. Edge
bruised) otherwise F, OH 1893 LVI VG, 1986 LX
(N.B. Edge bruised) otherwise VF, U.S. 20th
century silver Half Dollars x 4, Canada silver
Dollar 1960 and others (Qty) £100-150

453

World - Mixed coinage to include a small
quantity of G.B. pre 1947 silver, Austria M.
Theresa silver Thaler 1780 UNC (N.B. Restrike),
Switz 5 Francs 1923B EF and others (Qty) £6080

454

World - Mixed coinage to include G.B. pre 1947
silver (N.B. Estimated face value £4.02 ½) and
others (Qty) £80-100

470

World - Mixed coins and banknotes to include
G.B. bronze, cupro-nickel, silver Three Pences x
8 and world bank notes (Qty) £40-60

455

World - Mixed coinage to include G.B. Victoria
silver Florin 1849 GVF, Maundy oddments Four Pences 1859 VG, 1871 GVF, 1892 GVF,
George V Crown 1935 VF, World cupro-nickel
Crowns and others (Qty) £150-200

471

World - Mixed banknotes and coins to include
Bank of England white £5 Chief Cashier Beale
prefix U78 GVF-AEF, cupro-nickel Crowns,
silver Three Pences x 8 and others (Qty) £100150

456

G.B. - Mixed silver Victorian Crowns to include
JH 1889 x 3 VG-AF, 1890 x 2 AF-F, 1892 VG,
OH 1893 LVI x 2 F-GF, 1895 LIX VG and double
florin 1889 G-VG (N.B. Several with edge
bruises) (10 coins) £150-200

472

World - Mixed banknotes x 111, coins to include
G.B. cupro-nickel, bronze, Italy 'Inter-coins'
silver .925 Bullion Bar wt. 50.5gms and others
(Qty) £60-80

473

World - Mixed coinage to include G.B. silver
Victoria Crown 1982 F, Canada silver Dollars
1949 GEF - AU, 1952 UNC, G.B. pre 1947 silver
within Whitman coin folders estimated to be
£2.87½p face value, silver Three Pences x 28
and others £120-150

474

El Salvador - Pattern issue bronze gilt reeded
edge 2½ Pesos 1892 GEF (N.B. Wt. 2.6gms) (1
coin) £200-300

457

G.B. - Mixed cupro-nickel coins to include
Crowns, Half Crowns, Florins, Shillings, Six
Pences and brass Three Pences (Qty) £70-100

458

G.B. - Coin accessories to include albums x 4,
Whitman coin folders x 15 etc (Qty) £30-40

459

G.B. - Mixed bronze coinage to include Pennies,
Half Pennies and Farthings (Qty) £50-80

460

World - Mixed coinage, total weight estimated to
be 13.4 kilos (Qty) £50-80

475

461

World - Mixed coinage to include United States
20th century silver Half Dollars x 6, Victoria
Diamond Jubilee White Medal Medallion 1897
(diameter 68mm) and other issues (Qty) £50-70

El Salvador - Pattern issue bronze gilt reeded
edge 5 Pesos 1892 GEF (N.B. Wt. 4.3gms) (1
coin) £300-400

476

World - Mixed silver Crowns x 14 UNC in
collectors wood case (14 coins) £150-200

477

G.B. - Change checker folders x 5, three of
which contain coins, to include £5, £2, £1, 50p
some taken from circulation but many in
uncirculated condition (Qty) £150-200

462

G.B. - Royal Mint issued brass coin weights to
include 1821 George IV Sovereign, Half
Sovereign and five other grain weights in fitted
mahogany case (One set of coin weights) £60100
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478
World - Mixed coinage to include some
488 10:00
G.B. - Error Five Pound banknote blue and
G.B. date stamp coins in boxes of issue, London
Mint Office and Westminster coin folders x 13
containing part sets to include 'War Poppy
Collection', 'The Battle of Hastings', 'The History
of The Royal Air Force', coin stamp covers
Ancient Roman AE Sesterius and others (Qty)
£100-150

multicoloured, Chief Cashier J.B. Page, prefix
18A (August 1973), folds with extra paper,
partially printed and taken from circulation with
minor creases otherwise graded VF and rare (1
banknote) £80-150
489

G.B. - Royal Mint mixed proof sets to include
1970, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976,
1977 x 2, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, blue
cases - 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988,
1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995,
1996, 1997, 1998 and 1999 (N.B. All cased) (31
Coin sets) £250-350

490

G.B. - Royal Mint mixed proof sets to include
2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006,
2007, 2008 and 2010 (N.B. Cased with
Certificates of Authenticity) (10 coin sets) £150200

491

G.B. - Royal Mint twelve coin proof set 2009 to
include 'Kew Gardens' 50 pence (N.B. Cased
with certificate of Authenticity) (1 coin set) £100150

492

G.B. - Royal Mint mixed uncirculated flatpack
year sets to include 1987, 1992 x 2, 1993, 1994,
1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001,
2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008,
2009 and other flatpack issues (Qty) £200-300

493

G.B. - Royal Mint gold brilliant uncirculated Five
Pounds 1999 (N.B. In case of issue with
Certificate of Authenticity) (1 coin) £1,300-1,500

494

G.B. - Royal Mint silver proof seven coin
collection 'Commemorating 25th Silver
Anniversary' 1996 (N.B. Cased with Certificate
of Authenticity) (1 coin set) £50-70

495

G.B. - Royal Mint mixed silver proof £1's to
include 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988,
1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995,
1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002,
2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009
(N.B. Cased with Certificates of Authenticity) (27
coins) £240-320

496

G.B. - Royal Mint mixed silver proof £2's to
include 'Bill of Right's' two coin set 1989,
'Tercentenary of the Bank of England' 1994,
'50th Anniversary of the United Nations' 1995,
1996, 1997, two coin set 1997-1998, 'Wireless'
2001 and World War II '2005 (N.B. Cased with
certificates of Authenticity) (Total 10 coins) £100
-150
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479

G.B. - Mixed banknotes to include limited edition
Jane Austen Ten Pounds 2017 x 2 series CA03,
CA18 UNC and Winston Churchill Five Pounds
2017 series AH52 A. UNC (3 banknotes) £30-40

480

World - Mixed coins to include G.B. Royal Mint
silver Twenty Pounds 2015, 2016 x 2,
uncirculated flatpack sets 2017 x 2, Beatrix
Potter 'Peter Rabbit' 50 pence x 5, Westminster
issued part Crown sets, 'The Treasures of
Ancient Egypt', 'Royal Crowns Collection' and
others (Qty) £150-200

481

G.B. - Small gold (AU 999.9) bullion bar proof
(wt. 1.2gm) (1 bullion bar) £40-60

482

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria OH 1894
GVF/AEF (1 coin) £250-350

483

G.B. -The Royal Air Force silver (N.B. .999
Sterling) Medallion set of 3 depicting V Class
Bombers in case of issue with Certificate of
Authenticity (1 set of medallions) £60-100

484

G.B. - The Vulcan to the Sky Trust silver limited
edition commemorative medallion to the 'Avro
Vulcan XH558' containing an official piece of
XH558, the very last Vulcan aircraft to fly (N.B.
Total wt. 220.3gms) (1 medallion) £150-200

485

486

487

World - Mixed Crowns to include silver Jersey
Five Pounds 'King Canute' 2017, 'Battle of
Britain 2017 (N.B. Both with selective 24ct gold
plating), 'Duke of Edinburgh - 70 Years of
Service' 2017 and British Indian Ocean Territory
Two Pounds 2017 (N.B. Metal : 990/1000 blue
titanium), cased with Certificates of Authenticity
(4 coins) £80-120
G.B. - The Royal Mint mixed silver proof coins to
include £5's 'The Centenary of the House of
Windsor' 2017 x 2, £2's 'Olympic Games
Handover Ceremony' 2008, 'Charles Darwin'
2009, 'Florence Nightingale' 2010, 'The Queens
Beasts - Unicorn of Scotland' 2017 x 2, £1's,
'London' 2010, 'Belfast' 2010, 50 pence's
'Girlguiding' 2010 and 'Sir Issac Newton' 2017 x
2 (N.B. All cased with Certificates of
Authenticity) (12 coins) £180-240
G.B. - Mixed Britannia silver 1oz coins to include
bullion 2017 x 2 (N.B. Date stamp issued) and
proof edition 2017 (N.B. All cased with
certificates of Authenticity) (3 coins) £70-100
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497
G.B. - Royal Mint mixed silver proof
Piedfort
506 10:00
G.B. - Mixed copper tokens 18th and 19th
coins to include £1 1993, £2's 1987, '2nd World
War' 1995, 1998, 'Rugby World Cup' 1999 (with
coloured hologram) and crown 'Queen Mother
Centenary' 2000 (N.B. All cased with certificates
of Authenticity) (6 coins) £120-180
498

World - Mixed silver coins to include Canada
Dollars 1935 x 2 EF & UNC, G.B. Crowns 1935
x 2 EF-GEF, Southern Rhodesia Half Crown
1937 EF, Florin 1940 (N.B. Obv: Abrasions and
minor scratches in fields) otherwise AEF,
Shilling 1942 GVF - AEF Six Pence 1946 GEF
and others (Qty) £120-180

499

Canada - The Royal Canadian Mint six coin
1937 specimen set to include Dollar, 50 Cents,
25 Cents, 10 Cents, 5 Cents, 1 Cents, in red
cardboard box of issue (N.B. Silver coins lightly
colour-toned) set graded AFDC (1 coin set)
£300-500

500

G.B. - Royal Mint mixed silver proof coins to
include Crowns 1977 x 2, 1980 x 2, 1981, 1990,
1993, 1996, 'Golden Wedding' 1997 '50th
Birthday Prince Charles' 1998, 'Diana' 1999,
'Millenium' 2000, 'Victoria Anniversary' 2001,
'Golden Jubilee' 2002, 'Queen Mother Memorial'
2002 x 2, 'Coronation Commemorative' 2003,
'Diamond Wedding' 2007, '450th Anniversary of
Elizabeth I' 2008, 'Restoration of Monarchy'
2010, Fifty Pence 'Presidency of EU' 1992-1993,
'50th Anniversary D-Day' 1994 and 'Anniversary
of EEC, Membership' 1998 (N.B. All cased with
Certificates of Authenticity) (23 coins) £350-500

501

World - Mixed coinage to include silver proof
Five Pounds, Alderney 'Total Solar Eclipse'
1999, Guernsey 'Prince Edward and Sophie
Rhys-Jones' 1999, a small quantity of G.B. pre
1947 silver coins and two coin albums with silver
issues noted and others (Qty) £200-250

502

G.B. - Gold Sovereign, Elizabeth II 1967 GVF
set in 9ct gold pendant mount (N.B. Total wt.
9.6gms) (1 coin) £260-320

503

G.B. - Gold ½ Sovereign, Victoria OH 1900 AF
set in 9ct gold pendant mount (N.B. Total wt.
5.1gms) (1 coin) £130-160

504

World - Mixed coinage to include 19th to 20th
century copper and others £70-100

505

G.B. - Mixed copper to include Farthings James
II 1672 GF/VG, William and Mary 1694 GF,
Pennies George III 1797 x 2 AF-GF and others
(15 coins) £50-80

century to include Pennies, Suffolk Bury St
Edmunds 'P Decks Post Office' 1794 EF,
Somerset Bath 1811 AVF and others (12 coins)
£60-80
507

Greece - Copper coins to include Lepta 1831
(N.B. Obv: Verdigris spots) otherwise GVF and
10 Lepta 1831 G-VG (2 coins) £70-100

508

Ancients - To include Greek - Ptolymey AE,
Roman silver Denarius and others (N.B. General
condition poor but some better examples noted)
(33 coins) £100-150

509

G.B. - Charles I mixed silver hammered coinage
to include Half Crown, Tower Mint 1641-1643
(N.B. Traces of gilding and some clipping noted)
otherwise GF-AVF and Shillings x 9 (N.B.
Various issues all discernable with some in
better than average grade) (10 coins) £150-200

510

G.B. - Mixed silver hammered coinage to
include James I shilling circa 1604-1619 AVG,
Elizabeth I Shilling m/m Woolpack 1594-1596
(N.B. Traces of gilding) otherwise GF-VG, Six
Pences dated 1565, 1572, 1574, 1575, 1579
and 1602 (N.B. In generally poor condition) (8
coins) £80-120

511

G.B. - Mixed silver hammered coinage to
include examples from the reigns of Henry III,
Edward I, Edward III, Henry VI, Elizabeth I,
Charles I and Alexander III of Scotland (N.B.
Various denominations, graded poor to AVF) (20
coins) £120-180

512

G.B. - Mixed silver coinage to include James II
Penny 1686 VF, William III Six Pence 1696 VGAF, George I Shilling 1723 S.S.C. AF, George II
Six Pences 1757 AF, 1758 x 2 F-AVF, Shillings
1745 Lima (N.B. Obv: Engraving) otherwise GF,
1758 AVF, George III Three Pences 1762 EF,
1772 F, Six Pence 1787 AEF and shillings 1787
x 2 (N.B. One with traces of gilding) otherwise
AVF (13 coins) £150-200

513

G.B. - Mixed 18th to 19th century copper coins
in varying grades VG-AVF (91 coins) £120-180

514

G.B. - Mixed 18th to 19th century copper trade
tokens in varying grades VG-VF (51 coins) £100
-150

515

G.B. - Mixed 18th to 19th century brass money
weights to include G.B. Guinea and Portuguese
Moidore examples with one very early issue
noted (21 money weights) £60-100
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516
G.B. - Mixed silver Crowns to include
Victoria
525 10:00
G.B. - Silver Half Crowns William & Mary 1689
YH 1845 (N.B. Traces of gilding noted)
otherwise AF-GF, George IV 1821 Secundo
(N.B. Traces of gilding noted) otherwise F-GF,
Victoria JH 1887 AF, 1890 (N.B. Edge bruised)
otherwise VG and George V 1935 GEF (5 coins)
£80-120

F/GF and Anne 1707 Roses & Plumes F/GF (2
coins) £150-200
526

G.B. -Silver proof George VI 1937 coins to
include Crown, Half Crown and Three Pence (3
coins) £60-100

527

Mexico - Silver Carolus IIII 8 Reales 1793 FM
and 1796 FM (Graded AF/AVF) (2 coins) £100150

528

World - Mixed coins to include G.B. silver
Victoria JH Double Florin 1887 AF, Edward VII
Crown 1902 (N.B. Edge bruised) otherwise GF,
Victoria copper Fractional Farthings and others
(Qty) £120-180

529

U.S. - The Franklin Mint 100 Silver Medallion
Set 'The 100 Greatest Masterpieces' circa 1982
(N.B. In cabinet of issue with Certificate's of
Authenticity) estimate: A.S.W. to be 200oz's (Set
of medallions) £1,500-2,000

530

U.S. - The Franklin Mint 50 Bronze plated in 24
carat gold medallion set 'The Art Treasures of
Ancient Greece' circa 1981-1982 - First edition
proof set (N.B. In folder of issue with
Certificate's of Authenticity) (1 medallion set)
£100-200

531

World - Mixed coins to include G.B. James I
hammered silver Shilling fair, silver Honours Technological Examination Medallion issued by
City and Guilds of London Institute inscribed
edge - To James Barnshaw, Cotton Spinning 1st
prize 1910 UNC (N.B. In John Pinches case of
issue) and four other worn coins (5 coins and 1
medallion) £70-100

532

G.B. - Mixed coins to include G.B. pre 1947
silver (N.B. Estimated face value £5.80, pre
1920 estimated face value .75p) and other
issues (Qty) £150-180

533

G.B. - John Pinches silver medallion set 'The
100 Greatest Cars Miniature Collection'
(Estimated total silver wt. 165gms) in box of
issue with Certificates of Authenticity (1
medallion set) £70-100

534

World - Mixed coins to include silver Crown
Victoria 1890 (N.B. With edge nicks) otherwise
AF, Half Crown 1887 VF Elizabeth I hammered
silver Shilling (N.B. Clipped and worn) otherwise
poor, Ancient Roman AE's F-GF x 9, India
Rupees 1901, 1904 GVF, Edward VIII silver
Coronation medallion and other issues (Qty) £80
-120
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517

518

G.B. - Mixed silver coins to include pre 1920
estimated face value £1.67½p to include
damaged Anne Half Crown 1707 E and pre
1947 estimated face value £2.40 (Qty) £100-150
G.B. - Mixed 18th century copper tokens to
include Suffolk Penny, Seckford, Woodbridge
1796 GVF (Ref: D&H 15), Half Pennies - Bugay
'Bigodscastle' 1794 VF (Ref: D&H 22), Bungay
Obv: 'Scroll' 1795 GVF (Ref: D&H 21a),
Blything, Obv: 'Mounted Yeoman' 1794 x 2 coins
AEF and GEF (Ref: D&H 19), Ipswich Obv:
'Town Arms' Edge: Robert Mannings VF (Ref:
D&H 34), Norfolk - Norwich Obv: 'Bottle', edge:
Richard Denmore & Son, not dated, EF (Ref:
D&H 23), Lancashire, Manchester Obv: 'Porter
Carrying Sack' edge: Engrailed 1793 GVF (Ref:
D&H 135e), Middlesex Obv: 'Edward Duke of
York', edge: At London and Dublin 1795 VF
(Ref: D&H 985a) and Scotland, Forfarshire,
Montrose, Obv: 'View of Town', edge: I Bisset &
Son 1796 VF and scarce (Ref: D&H 28) (10
coins) £80-120

519

World - Mixed coins to include G.B. silver Three
Pences, Victoria Commemorative Medal 1897,
bronze, copper, cupro-nickel, Mexico City silver
8 Reales 1772 VG-AF, France silver 5 Franc's
1825, 1833, Belgium silver Franc's 1873 and
others (Qty) £200-300

520

Accessories - wood-drawer coin cabinet (1 coin
cabinet) £60-80

521

G.B. - Mixed George VI coinage to include
issues in silver, cupro-nickel and bronze (qty)
£150-200

522

World - Mixed coinage to include a quantity of
G.B. pre 1947 silver (Estimated face value
£6.62½), a silver medallion commemorating
Apollo Mission 'Man's First Moon Landing'
20.7.1969 (N.B. Wt. 71.5gms) and other issues
(Qty) £180-240

523

World - Mixed coinage to include G.B. bronze
and cupro-nickel with a small quantity of silver
noted (Qty) £60-100

524

G.B. - Bank of England silver George III Three
Shillings 2nd Head 1812 GVF-AEF and
Eighteen Pence First Bust 1812 (N.B. Obv:
Scratch below bust) otherwise GVF (2 coins)
£60-100
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535
G.B. - Mixed coins to include George
V silver
550 10:00
G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria YH (Rev: George
proof Crown 1927 A.F.D.C, Elizabeth II silver
Bullion pendant circa 1977 on chain and other
issues (Qty) £100-150

& Dragon) 1881M GVF (1 coin) £270-300
551

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria YH (Rev: George
& Dragon) 1883S GVF (1 coin) £270-320

552

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria YH (Rev: George
& Dragon) 1884 VF (1 coin) £270-320

553

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria YH (Rev: George
& Dragon) 1885M VF (1 coin) £270-320

554

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria YH (Rev: George
& Dragon) 1886M AVF (1 coin) £270-320

555

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria YH (Rev: George
& Dragon) 1887M AVF (1 coin) £270-320

556

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria JH 1888 GF (1
coin) £270-320

557

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria JH 1889 EF (1
coin) £270-320

558

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria JH 1890M VF (1
coin) £270-320

559

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria JH 1891 VF/GVF
(1 coin) £270-320

560

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria JH 1892M
GVF/AEF (1 coin) £270-320

561

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria OH 1893
GVF/AEF (1 coin) £270-320

562

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria OH 1894 AVF (1
coin) £270-320

563

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria OH 1895
GF/AVF (1 coin) £270-320

G.B. - Gold Two Pound coin Victoria JH 1887
(N.B. With 9ct gold suspension mount at 12
o'clock - total wt. 17.1gms) otherwise AF and
base metal chain (1 coin) £500-700

564

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria OH 1896 AVF (1
coin) £270-320

565

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria OH 1897M AVF
(1 coin) £270-320

542

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George III 1817 VF (1
coin) £500-700

566

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria OH 1898
GF/AVF (1 coin) £270-320

543

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria YH (Rev: Shield
Back) 1853 AVF (1 coin) £300-350

567

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria OH 1899
GVF/AEF (1 coin) £270-320

544

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria YH (Rev: Shield
Back) 1869 AVF (1 coin) £300-350

568

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria OH 1900 AEF (1
coin) £270-320

545

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria YH (Rev: George
& Dragon) 1872 AEF (1 coin) £270-320

569

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria OH 1901 AVF (1
coin) £270-320

546

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria YH (Rev: George
& Dragon) 1875S VF (1 coin) £270-320

570

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Edward VII 1902 EF (1
coin) £270-320

547

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria YH (Rev: George
& Dragon) 1876 VF (1 coin) £270-320

571

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Edward VII 1903 VF (1
coin) £270-320

548

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria YH (Rev: George
& Dragon) 1878M VF (1 coin) £270-320

572

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Edward VII 1904 EF (1
coin) £270-320

549

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria YH (Rev: George
& Dragon) 1879M AEF (1 coin) £270-320

573

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Edward VII 1905 (N.B.
Edge nicks) otherwise EF (1 coin) £270-320

536

537

538

539

540

541

G.B. - Mixed coinage to include G.B. pre 1947
silver (Estimated face value £3.15), George VI
Crown 1937 EF, cupro-nickel and bronze issues
(Qty) £120-150
World - Mixed coins to include G.B. Royal Mint
silver proof £2's 'Commemorating The
Tercentenary of The Bank of England' 1994,
'50th Anniversary of The United Nations' 1995,
silver pre 1947 coins (Estimated face value
£1.22½p), France silver 5 Francs 1868 BB GVF,
cupro-nickel and bronze issues and others (Qty)
£80-120
World - Mixed coinage to include G.B. pre 1947
silver (Estimated face value £1.02½p), India
20th century bronze 1/12 Anna's, Ancient
Roman AE's and others (Qty) £80-120
World - Mixed coins and banknotes to include
G.B. Royal Mint issued silver proof Crowns 1977
x 2, 1980, 1981, £1 1983, a small quantity of pre
1947 silver (Estimated face value £2.02½p),
banknotes to include Chard Bank Ten Pounds
1805 (N.B. Repaired and in poor condition) and
others etc. (Qty) £180-240
G.B. - Mixed coins and banknotes to include
G.B. silver Three Pences x 38, Victoria OH
Crown 1893 LVII (N.B. Edge bruises) otherwise
VG-AF and others (Qty) £50-70
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G.B. - Gold Sovereign Edward VII Tue,
1906 EF
598 10:00
G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1930SA GEF
coin) £270-320

(1 coin) £270-320

575

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Edward VII 1907 EF (1
coin) £270-320

599

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1931SA GEF
(1 coin) £270-320

576

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Edward VII 1908
GVF/AEF (1 coin) £270-320

600

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1932SA
AU/GEF (1 coin) £270-320

577

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Edward VII 1909M VF (1
coin) £270-320

601

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Elizabeth II 1957 GEF/AU
(1 coin) £270-320

578

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Edward VII 1910P VF (1
coin) £270-320

602

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Elizabeth II 1958 GEF/AU
(1 coin) £270-320

579

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1911 EF (1
coin) £270-320

603

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Elizabeth II 1959 AU (1
coin) £270-320

580

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1912 AEF (1
coin) £270-320

604

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Elizabeth II 1962 AU (1
coin) £270-320

581

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1913 (N.B.
Edge nicks) otherwise A UNC (1 coin) £270-320

605

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Elizabeth II 1963 EF (1
coin) £270-320

582

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1914 EF (1
coin) £270-320

606

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Elizabeth II 1964 AU (1
coin) £270-320

583

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1915 EF/AU (1
coin) £270-320

607

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Elizabeth II 1965 AU (1
coin) £270-320

584

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1916M AU (1
coin) £270-320

608

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Elizabeth II 1966 GEF/AU
(1 coin) £270-320

585

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1917P AU (1
coin) £270-320

609

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Elizabeth II 1967 UNC (1
coin) £270-320

586

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1918P AU (1
coin) £270-320

610

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Elizabeth II 1968 UNC (1
coin) £270-320

587

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1919P UNC (1
coin) £270-320

611

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Elizabeth II 1974 UNC (1
coin) £270-320

588

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1920P EF (1
coin) £270-320

612

589

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1921P EF (1
coin) £270-320

G.B. - Gold proof Sovereign Elizabeth II 1980
(N.B. Cased with Certificate of Authenticity) (1
coin) £275-325

613

G.B. - Gold proof Sovereigns Elizabeth II 1979 x
2 (N.B. Cased without Certificates of
Authenticity) (2 coins) £550-650

614

G.B. - Gold proof Sovereigns Elizabeth II 1981 x
2 (N.B. Cased with Certificates of Authenticity)
(2 coins) £550-650

590

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1922P EF (1
coin) £270-320

591

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1923P GEF (1
coin) £270-320

592

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1924P (N.B.
Rev: Striations) otherwise AU/GEF (1 coin) £270
-320

615

593

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1925SA UNC
(1 coin) £270-320

G.B. - Gold proof Sovereigns Elizabeth II 1981 x
2 (N.B. Cased with Certificates of Authenticity)
(2 coins) £550-650

616

594

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1926SA AU (1
coin) £270-320

G.B. - Gold proof Sovereign Elizabeth II 1982 x
2 (N.B. Cased with Certificates of Authenticity)
(1 coin) £275-325

595

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1927SA EF (1
coin) £270-320

617

G.B. - Gold proof Half Sovereigns Elizabeth II
1980 x 3 (N.B. Cased with Certificates of
Authenticity) (3 coins) £400-500

596

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1928SA AU (1
coin) £270-320

618

597

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1929P GEF/AU
(1 coin) £270-320

G.B. - Gold proof Half Sovereign Elizabeth II
1982 (N.B. Cased with Certificate of
Authenticity) (1 coin) £140-180
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619
Isle of Man - Gold proof four coin set
197329
to March 2022
634 10:00
G.B. - Mixed Edward VII 1902 silver coins to
include Half Sovereign, Sovereign, £2 piece and
£5 piece (N.B. Cased without Certificate of
Authenticity) (1 coin set) £2,000-2,500
620

Isle of Man - Gold proof four coin set 1974 to
include Half Sovereign, Sovereign, £2 piece and
£5 piece (N.B. Cased with Certificate of
Authenticity) (1 coin set) £2,000-2,500

include Crown AU, Half Crown UNC and Florin
UNC (3 coins) £400-500
635

G.B. - Mixed George V 1927 silver proof coinage
to include Crown, Half Crown, Shilling and Six
Pence GEF-AU (4 coins) £200-300

636

G.B. - Mixed coinage to include silver Victoria
Double Florins 1887 GEF, 1889 VF, George V
'Wreath' Crown 1930 GVF/AEF and others (Qty)
£150-200

621

G.B. - Gold Half Sovereign Victoria YH 1885
AEF/GVF (1 coin) £150-180

622

G.B. - Gold Half Sovereigns Victoria JH 1890
AEF and 1892 VF (2 coins) £280-340

637

G.B. - Victoria YH four coin Maundy set 1885
AU and cased (1 coin set) £100-150

623

G.B. - Gold Half Sovereigns Victoria OH 1900
GF (1 coin) £130-160

638

624

G.B. - Gold Half Sovereigns George V 1912 EF,
1914 EF and 1915 UNC (3 coins) £400-500

G.B. - Mixed Maundy four coin sets to include
Victoria OH 1898 EF, Edward VII 1902 GEF and
George V 1935 EF (N.B. All uncased) (3 coin
set) £200-300

625

G.B. - Silver six coin proof set George V 1927
(N.B. In red box of issue) A.F.D.C (1 coin set)
£300-400

639

G.B. - Mixed Maundy four coin sets to include
George VI 1950 AU and Elizabeth II 1964 AU (2
uncased coin sets) £150-200

626

G.B. - Proof fifteen coin set - Crown to Farthing,
including Maundy set (N.B. In case of issue)
A.F.D.C (1 coin set) £200-250

640

627

G.B. - Royal Mint proof year sets to include
1970, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976,
1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981 x 2, 1983, 1984,
1986, 1987, 1988, also silver proof crowns 1972,
1977 x 2, 1980, 1981, (N.B. In cases of issue
with Certificates of Authenticity) and other
issues (Qty) £150-200

World - Mixed silver coinage to include Pobjoy
Mint sterling silver Elizabeth II 'Jubliee' eight
crown set, Turks and Caicos Islands 50 and 20
Crowns two coin set 1976, six Queens silver
coin 1976, The Cayman Islands 25th
Anniversary of the Coronation of Queen
Elizabeth II six coin collection 1978, Isle of Man
Crowns x 4 and others (Qty) £300-400

641

World - Mixed coinage to include Cayman
Islands sterling silver $25 x 2, U.S. silver Dollars
1921 Liberty 1oz fine silver Bullion One Dollar
1987, G.B. Victoria Maundy Four Pence 1848
EF, Gothic Florin 1853 VF and other issues
(Qty) £180-240

642

G.B. - Mixed silver hammered coins to include
Edward I London Pennies x 2 AF-GF, Edward III
London Penny AVF, Elizabeth I Six Pences
1565, 1567 VG-AF and seven other coins in
generally poor condition (12 coins) £100-150

643

World - Mixed banknotes to include G.B., U.S.,
Ireland and others £150-200

644

U.S. - Mixed Bullion Bars to include Johnson
Matthey fine silver 10oz Troy and Titanium 1oz
Troy (2 bullion bars) £160-240

645

World - Mixed gold coins to include G.B. Royal
Mint proof Quarter Sovereign 2009 (N.B. Cased
with Certificate of Authenticity), Gibraltar proof
One Pound 'Elizabeth II 80th Birthday' 2006
(N.B. 22ct gold, wt. 7.98gms, cased with
Certificate of Authenticity) and China 'Panda'
2004 (N.B. A.G.W 1/20th oz .999 uncased) (3
coins) £420-500

628

G.B. - Gold proof Half Sovereigns Elizabeth II
1980 x 3 (N.B. Cased with Certificates of
Authenticity) (3 coins) £400-500

629

G.B. - Mixed silver, copper, bronze coinage
within albums and Whitman folders (Qty) £500750

630

G.B. - Mixed Victoria YH silver Crowns to
include 1844 cinquefoil stops on edge (N.B.
Minor edge bruises noted) otherwise AEF, 1844
star stops on edge GF/AVF and 1845 cinquefoil
stops on edge (N.B. Rev: edge bruises)
otherwise VF (3 coins) £400-600

631

G.B. - Victoria YH Gothic silver Crown undecimo edge (N.B. Minor cleaning abrasions
noted) otherwise AU (1 coin) £2,000-2,500

632

G.B. - Victoria silver Crowns to include JH 1888
(N.B. Narrow date) EF and OH 1899 LXIII AU (2
coins) £300-400

633

G.B. - Mixed Victoria silver Florins to include
1849 'Godless' GEF, 1885 'Gothic' GVF/AEF
OH 1893 EF and JH 1887 GEF (4 coins) £250350
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646
Guernsey - Westminster issued three
coin29
proof
658 10:00
G.B. - Mixed coinage to include silver Crown
set 'Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth 70th Birthday'
1996 to include gold 24ct £25 (wt. 7.81gms) and
sterling silver £5 and £1 coins (Total silver wt.
37.78gms) (N.B. Cased with Certificates of
Authenticity) (1 coin set) £300-350

George VI 1937 EF and other silver pre 1947
issues, many in better than average condition
etc. (Qty) £80-120
659

G.B. - Mixed coinage to include gold Half
Sovereign George V 1911, Victoria J.H silver
Halfcrown 1887 G.V.F - A.E.F, Elizabeth I
hammered silver Sixpence 1561 poor, silver
medallion in John Pinches case of issue
commemorating 900th Anniversary of Battle of
Hastings (N.B. Wt. 85gms) and others (Qty)
£200-250

660

G.B. - Mixed coinage to include a small quantity
of pre 1947 silver and others (Qty) £35-50

661

G.B. - Mixed cupro-nickel to include 50p's Peter
Rabbit, Beatrix Potter, Sherlock Holmes etc. and
other coinage £30-50

662

G.B. - Gold Half Sovereigns to include Edward
VII 1906 GF and George V 1912 GVF £270-320

663

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1912 GVF (1
coin) £270-320

664

World - Mixed coinage to include silver issues
and Victoria silver medallion commemorating
Diamond Jubilee 1897 in case of issue AU (N.B.
Diameter 56mm Ref: Eimer 1817a) (Qty) £80120

665

World - Mixed coinage and banknotes to include
G.B. silver Victoria Crown 1889 AVF, Portugal
silver 1 Escudo 1915 GVF and others (Qty)
£250-350

666

World - A folder containing a quantity of Share
Bond/Stock Certificates dated from the early
19th century to mid 20th century, predominately
Egyptian railways, tramways and banks etc, also
noted issues for Australia, U.S. and G.B. plus
one issue framed (N.B. In generally very good
condition) £200-300

667

G.B. - Royal Mint mixed uncirculated flatpack
coins and coin covers to include 'Celebration of
Britain' Churchill £5's 2010 x 5, year set 2006,
proof set 2000, 'HRH Prince George of
Cambridge' Christening £5 2013, 'The Royal
Birth' £5 2015 and others (Qty) £80-120

668

G.B. -Royal Mint mixed silver proof coins to
include £5's ' The Christening of HRH Prince
George' 2013, 'The Royal Birth' (Crown) 2013,
'The 300th Anniversary of the Death of Queen
Anne' 2014, 'Prince George - 2nd Birthday'
2015, Jersey 'Winston Churchill
Commemorative 2010 and £2 'Lunar Year of the
Horse ' 2014 (N.B. 1oz fine silver), all cased with
Certificates of Authenticity (Six coins) £180-240
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647

G.B. - Royal Mint three coin proof Sovereign set
2008 to include Half Sovereign, Sovereign and
Double Sovereign (N.B. Cased with Certificate
of Authenticity) (1 coin set) £1,100-1,250

648

G.B. - Maundy four coin set Edward VII 1906
GEF (N.B. In red dated case of issue) (1 coin
set) £80-120

649

650

G.B. - Gold Half Sovereign set 'The Three Faces
of Queen Victoria' to include YH shield back
1885 GVF-AEF, JH 1892 VF-GVF and OH 1893
GF-ANF (N.B. Cased with Certificate of
Authenticity) £420-500
G.B. - Royal Mint silver proof Britannia
Collection four coin set 2003 (N.B. Cased with
Certificates of Authenticity) (1 coin set) £80-120

651

G.B. - Royal Mint silver proof Britannia
Collection four coin set 2009 (N.B. Cased with
Certificate of Authenticity) (1 coin set) £80-120

652

G.B. - Royal Mint silver proof Britannia
Collection four coin set 2011 (N.B. Cased with
Certificate of Authenticity) (1 coin set) £100-150

653

G.B. - Royal Mint silver proof coins 'Countdown
to London 2012' three £5 coins 2009, 2010 and
2011 (N.B. Part of four coin set), The Official
London 2012 Olympic £5 and three brilliant
uncirculated cupro-nickel £5's 2009, 2010 and
2011 (N.B. All cased with Certificates of
Authencity) (7 coins) £120-180

654

G.B. - Mixed pre 1947 silver coins (N.B.
Estimated face value £31.50) (Qty) £650-800

655

World - Mixed coinage to include G.B. Farthings
Victoria YH, OH dated 1860-1901 x 326 (N.B.
Includes 1895 YH, scarce) and other issues
(Qty) £70-100

656

657

World - Mixed coinage to include G.B. silver
Victoria OH Crown 1900 LXIII (N.B. Edge
bruised) otherwise F/GF, silver threepences x
91, pre 1947 silver coins (N.B. Estimated face
value £7.95) and other issues (Qty) £240-320
G.B. - Mixed Ten Shilling banknotes to include
Catterns - prefix S96 (N.B. Creased) otherwise
F, O'Brien - prefix A14 x 23 GEF-AU and Fforde
- prefix 78Z x 7 GEF-AU (N.B. Many
consecutively numbered) (Total 31 banknotes)
£100-150
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669
G.B. - Royal Mint silver Crown 'Elizabeth
II March 2022
679 10:00
G.B. Elizabeth II gold full sovereign 1957 (1
Golden Jubilee Part Collection' of twelve coins
with Obv: Enhanced gilding 2002, in wood case
of issue and twelve other coins to include some
silver (Qty) £200-300
670

G.B. Danbury Mint six coin base metal Elizabeth
II '90th Birthday' commemorative set (with £1
banknote) and Royal Mint issued silver 'Big Ben'
£100 coin 2015 in glass topped wood cabinet
with Certificate of Authenticity (1 coin set) £6080

671

G.B. - Royal Horticultural silver medallions
awarded to the Colchester and District
Gardeners Association for Apples and Pears
October 13, 1910 (N.B. Diameter 37mm Wt.
34gms) and October 10, 1911 (N.B. Diameter
43mm, Wt. 45.3gms) A.UNC-UNC. In John
Pinches cases of issue (2 medallions) £100-150

672

G.B. - Mixed coins and commemorative
medallions to include Victoria JH Crown 1889
(N.B. With edge bruises) otherwise F. Elizabeth
II Crowns 1953 x 3 UNC, 1960 x 2 UNC, AE
Medallion 'Marriage of Alexandra and The
Prince of Wales' 1863 UNC (N.B. Uncased diameter 63mm) Ref: EIMER 1562 and others
(qty) £50-70

673

Iran - Early issues of Sassanian silver Drachm x
4 (N.B. With some edge loss) otherwise VG-AF
and three fractions (7 coins) £50-70

674

Alderney - The Royal Mint Issued silver proof
'Great Britons' Twelve £5 coin set 2006 cased
with Certificate of Authenticity (1 coin set) £120180

675

G.B. - The Royal Mint Issued silver proof £10 The Official London 2012 (Olympic Games) U.K.
5oz coin in case of issue with Certificate of
Authenticity (1 coin) £100-150

676

World - Mixed coins to include Bradford
Exchange 'The Flying Scotsman
Commemorative Collection' - fully layered in
24ct gold and colour accented, with authentic
metal from the Flying Scotsman entered to the
centre (N.B. Cased with Certificates of
Authenticity). A bronze medallion
commemorating The Centenary of the Great
War 2018 (N.B. Diameter 81mm, cased with
Certificate of Authenticity) and others (Qty) £5070

677

World - Mixed coinage to include Papal States
silver SCVDO 1853R G - VG, Israel 100 Mils
1927 G.V.F - A.E.F and other issues. £60-80

678

World - Mixed yellow metal jewellers copy U.S.
one dollar coins x 4 and France five francs x 8
(total 12 coins) £300-400

coin) £250-350
680

G.B. George V gold full sovereign 1919 (1 coin)
£250-350

681

G.B. Three gold half sovereigns, 1898, 2 x 1911,
in gold pendant mounts (3 coins) £500-700

700

First World War memorial (death) plaque named
to Richard Henry Taylor
N.B. Private Taylor of 2nd Bn. The Essex
Regiment, died on 23 October 1916, aged 19
years. £50-70

701

Interesting First World War War medal named to
Eng. Lt. W. J. Lapper. Nigerian Marine., together
with named box of issue and miniature medal
pair comprising War medal and George V Sea
Gallantry medal.
N.B. W. J. Lapper, assistant engineer, Marine
Department, Nigeria (Government steambarge
Gallwey). (9.12.16) £60-100

702

First World War War medal named to 2. Lieut. L.
Holt in box of issue, together with a George V
Special Constabulary Long Service medal with
The Great War 1914 - 18 clasp, named to
James. B. Holt. (2) £30-50

703

Second World War medals comprising 1939 1945 Star, Africa Star, France and Germany
Star, Defence and War medal together with an
Elizabeth II Coronation medal in box of issue.
£50-70

704

First World War pair comprising War and Victory
medals named to 5347 PTE. G. W. Wright. S.
Staff. R. together with Second World War
campaign medals comprising 1939 - 1945 Star,
Italy Star, Atlantic Star, Burma Star, Africa Star,
Defence medals x3 and War medals x2 (12
medals) £80-120

705

First World War On War Service 1914 badge,
Artists Rifles cap badges, dog tag, military
buttons, bullet cases, two Second World War
A.R.P. Whistles and sundry militaria. £40-60

706

First World War Memorial (Death) plaque
named to Charles William Boon, together with a
First World War War medal named to 24629
PTE. C. W. Boon. Essex. R., First World War
War and Victory medals named to 42075 PTE.
T. Boon. R. IR. Rif. and a George VI General
Service medal (naming erased and suspension
bar missing) (5) £100-150

707

Collection of Second World War related
ephemera to include Ration books, British ship
identification cards and various other items
including a reproduction First World War
memorial scroll (1 box) £40-60
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708
Victorian Crimea medal with one clasp721 10:00
First World War Victory medal named to 2398
Sebastopol (unnamed) N.B. solder repair to
suspension mount noted £60-100
709

710

First World War pair comprising War and Victory
medals named to 60015. 2. A.M. S. Watson.
R.A.F. £30-50
Collection of Royal Navy and other British
military cloth badges including a Civil Defence
Corps Warden's arm band (1 box) £30-50

711

First World War British military cloth covered
field water bottle, with brown leather strap dated
1917, together with a collection of wooden
barrels constructed from the timber of Warships
and group of shell cases. (1 box) £50-70

712

First World War pair comprising War and Victory
medals named to T4 - 247530 SJT. J. A.
Ridgway. A.S.C. together with a First World War
Mercantile Marine War medal named to John.
M. Higgs., Second World War War medal and
other medals and badges (qty) £40-60

713

First World War Victory medal named to 2. Lieut
A. L. Kemp, First World War Lusitania
medallion, Second World War medals
comprising 1939 - 1945 Star, Atlantic Star,
France and Germany Star and War medal,
together with badges. £50-70

714

Second World War Nazi Iron Cross (Second
Class) with ribbon £40-60

715

Victorian Silver and mother of pearl folding
military campaign cutlery fork & spoon,
(Sheffield 1846), maker William Hazlett, 19.5 &
18.5cm in overall length £100-150

PTE. C. Byrne. S. IR. H. together with a pair of
brass shell cases, a Second World War tin
helmet and small group of badges. (1 box) £4060
722

Group of British military brass buttons, together
with Soviet military badges. £50-70

723

Interesting Boer War / First World War Nursing
medal group comprisng a Boer War Princess
Christian’s Army Nursing Service Reserve
badge, numbered 6 to reverse, together with a
First World War 1914 'Mons' Star Trio comprsing
1914 Star named to Miss E. L. Willoughby.
(Ethel Lizzie Willoughby) Q.A.I.M.N.S.R. War
and Victory medal (with mentioned in
despatches oak leaf) named to Sister E. L.
Wiloughby and a Queen Alexandra's Imperial
Military Nursing Service Reserve Cape Badge.
£400-600

724

First World War Princess Mary gift tin with
original tobacco and cigarette packets £80-120

725

Collection of First World War ephemera to
include Queen Alexandra's Field Force Fund
letter, postcards and other items. £30-50

726

First World War 1914 - 15 Star Trio comprising
1914- 15 Star, War and Victory medals named
to 11104 PTE. G. F. Hawes. C. GDS. mounted
in glazed frame. Together with related
ephemera, photographs and a Second World
War War medal in box of issue. £60-80

727

Early 20th century Horse Hoof engraved 'C50
RHG' possibly for Royal Horse Guards. £20-40

728

Scarce George III engraved glass bottle for the
Loyal Colchester Volunteers with Town Arms
C.A.C. initials dated 1797 and frosted and cut
cartouche with L.C.V. monogram.
N.B. this bottle was part of a table service made
for Captain Charles Alexander Crickitt of the
Loyal Colchester Volunteers (1797 - 1805) by
John Absolom of Great Yarmouth. £20-40

729

First World War period wooden propeller boss
mounted with a clock mechanism, and various
stamps- Type 504K, Y31 100 H.P, Gnome,
G1546N17, Dia 2744, Pitch 2134, 38.5cm in
overall length £50-70

716

First World War Memorial (Death) plaque
named to George Dewey £50-70

717

First World War Memorial (Death) plaque
named to Niven Dalziel, together with 1914 - 15
Star and Victory medal named to 12148. PTE.
N. Dalziel. R. S. Fus. mounted in a glazed
frame. £100-150

718

First World War pair comprising War and Victory
medals named to 10535 PTE. D. J. Miller, Ches.
R. Together with a Trench Art shell case and
small group of military books. £40-60

719

Unusual Home Guard veterans car grill badge,
11 x 9.5cm £30-50

730

720

George VI General Service medal with one
clasp- Malaya, named to 14081964 PTE. H.
Jacobs. RAOC. together with miniature medal
and box of issue. £50-70

Essex Constabulary badge, napkin ring
constructed from a Jutland ship, Edwardian
treen cigarette box set with a 1909 Farthing and
sundries. £40-60

731

First World War period engraved brass triptych
panels in folding mahogany frame of Royal
Flying Corps aircraft, central panel marked
C.J.B., 50.5cm (unfolded). £60-80
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732
Scarce First World War tank crew Tue,
face mask
742 10:00
One box containing modern military camouflage
steel construction with leather covering,
attached chain mail and cotton retaining tabs.
N.B. This mask was formerly the property of
John Henry Small, known as Jack. He was born
in Neath, South Wales on 3rd January 1892. At
the age of 14 he started work in the local coal
mines, before joining up at the age of 23 in
1915. The now Private Small, went on to serve
in the Tank Corps, until he was badly injured
during battle. He was reported as missing,
presumed dead, until quite remarkably he turned
up many months later in a French hospital run
by nuns. He had been badly wounded by
shrapnel in the temple, which left him with a
huge indent in his forehead. As a result of his
injuries, he was medically discharged from the
army on 10th August 1918 (War Badge No.
434254). After the war ended he returned to
South Wales, recovering and returning to work
as a miner, going on to serve in the Home Guard
in the Second World War, before he passed
away on 16th April 1951, aged 59. This mask
has been consigned for sale by Private Small's
Grand daughter. £300-500

field packs (qty) £30-40
743

One box of modern military camouflage battle
dress and boots (qty) £30-50

744

One box containing military sleeping bags,
together with camouflage uniform items and
other militaria (2 boxes) £30-50

745

One box containing a quantity of white vinyl
holsters and pouches, possibly Police dress
items. £40-60

746

Second World War Royal Navy Brass and
leather sword belt £30-40

747

Pair of First World War Imperial German
binoculars by Carl Zeiss, in original brown
leather case with paper label to interior, together
with a pair of First World War British No. 3
Prismatic binoculars, dated 1916 in brown
leather case. (2) £80-120

748

Pair of Second World War British Barr & Stroud
7x CF25 military binoculars, serial no. 35345 M
and broad arrow markings, in maker's leather
case £40-60

749

Second World War aircraft escape axe, with
rubber covered shaft and steel head stamped 'E
- Well 1944' and marked with broad arrow £3050

750

Collection of fourteen Second World War British
Islands and Adjacent waters naval tide maps,
mostly dated 1943 (14) £40-60

751

Victorian South Africa campaign medal named
to John Tastow 6th Regt.
N.B. medal is worn overall and has had
suspension bar removed, inverted and
converted to a pendant £80-120

752

Books- 2 volume set, J.H. Boraston, Sir Douglas
Haig's Despatches, Pub. J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd,
1919 first editions, complete wth numerious
maps (2 books) £100-150

753

First World War casualty 1914 -15 Star medal
named to J.30811. F. E. Baker. Boy. I. R.N. N.B.
Frederick Edward Baker was serving aboard the
armoured cruiser HMS Warrior during the Battle
of Jutland in 1916 when the ship was attacked
and set alight. Sold with printed research. £3050

754

First World War casualty 1914 -15 Star medal
named to S - 1065. SJT. W. E. South. R. W.
Kent. R. N.B. William Edward South was serving
in the Queen's Own (Royal West Kent
Regiment) and was killed on 26th September
1915. Sold with printed research. £30-50
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733

Collection of First World War silk postcards
together with Second World War booklets and
pamphlets £30-50

734

One box containing a large quantity of various
British and foreign military buttons. £40-60

735

Large collection of British and other military cap
badges (1 box) £50-70

736

One case containing a large quantity of British
military cap badges £50-70

737

Second World War medals comprising 1939 1945 Star, Africa Star with North Africa 1942 43 clasp, Atlantic Star, Burma Star and War
medal, together with a First World War compass
by S. Mordan & Co, dated 1918, cloth and other
badges, military ephemera and related items (1
box) £150-200

738

Large glazed frame mounted with approximately
84 British military cap badges (originals and
reproductions noted), 86 x 67cm overall. £40-60

739

One box of various military uniform items to
include canvas webbing pouches, camoflauge
hats etc (1 box) £30-50

740

1960's British military 1949 pattern battledress
blouse, dated 1960, together with another
battledress blouse, dated 1965, two pairs of
trousers and a pair of overalls (5) £30-50

741

One box containing various pairs of modern
NATO combat trousers and jackets (qty) £30-50

Specialist Collectors Sale incorporating Classic Cars & Automobilia - Live Online,
755
Interesting 1930's French Military Tue,
double 29
sideMarch 2022
768 10:00
American M1 steel helmet, in original finish with
silk and bullion work parade banner for the 3rd
Foreign Infantry Regiment and the Army of the
Levant embroided '3E Compagnie and 8E
Bataillon Du Levant', approximately 60 x 44cm
£60-100

Lieutenant Colonel's insignia to the front, the
interior with insignia for National Guard New
York 27th Empire Division. £80-120
769

Argentinian M1 steel helmet complete with
camouflage painted finish, net, liner and
chinstrap, believed to be a Falklands War
trophy. £80-120

756

First World War Officers' private purchase
folding trench lantern by Christopher Collins,
Birmingham, dated 1915. £50-70

770

757

First World War Officers' private purchase
folding trench lantern in case by Jones & Foster
Ltd, Birmingham, dated 1915. £60-100

Spanish private purchase army officer's parade
helmet, in green painted finish with royal badge
on front and leather liner. £80-120

771

758

Group of three Second World War cloth arm
bands- Voluntary Worker, National Savings
Campaign, SFP and Fire Guard (3) £40-60

American M1 steel helmet with projectile
damage possibly Vietnam War era with earlier
shell and liner. £50-70

772

759

Group of Second World War militaria to include
Essex Regiment Wartime economy cap badge,
another similar wound dressings and collection
of shrapnel collected around the Colchester area
(1 box) £30-50

American M1 steel helmet manufactured circa.
1944 - 1945, as used in the Korean War, liner by
Westinghouse, with netting and hessian strips to
shell and liner and chinstraps. £150-200

773

Fine Victorian medal group comprising Crimea
medal with Sebastopol clasp named to Capt. C.
P. Rosser. 10th Hus. A.D.C. to Gen. Sir J. Y.
Scarlett K.C.B., India Mutiny medal with Delhi
clasp named to Capt. Chas. P. Rosser, 6th
Dragn. Gds. (naming partially restruck), Turkish
Order of the Medjidieh badge and Turkish
Crimea medal, Sardinia issue, unnamed as
issued .
Provenance by direct family descent. £1,5002,000

774

Second World War G.S.T.P open face pocket
watch, by Recta with, luminous hands, Arabic
numerals, subsidiary seconds and button wind
movement, rear of case, stamped G.S.T.P,
F069992, together with another Second World
War G.S.T.P. pocket watch by Buren, the rear of
the case stamped H10300, Bravingtons,
London. (2). £50-70

775

First World War Royal Flying Corps Mark V, 30
hour pocket watch, the black dial with Arabic
numeral hour markers and subsidiary seconds
dial marked 30 hour non luminous, C.B. 189,
case numbered 25310F £60-100

776

Second World War Helvetia G.S.T.P open face
pocket watch, with luminous Arabic numerals,
minute, subsidiary seconds and button wind
movement, rear of case, stamped G.S.T.P
P82446, together with a G.S.T.P. watch case
and two other military pocket watches (4) £50-70

777

Second World War Nazi M42 pattern steel
helmet with wire cage, wires wrapped with
twisted hessian, shell painted in field grey and
camo. complete with liner, stamped with size 57.
£260-320
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760

Large Second World War period Union Jack
flag, stamped- British Made, 177 x 115cm £3050

761

Scarce Second World War Royal Air Force
(RAF), stamped on edge, with Air Ministry and
RAF marks, dated London 1940, 3 x 5. £150200

762

First World War Imperial German Iron Cross
(First Class) £40-60

763

Irish Free State Army German M27 style helmet,
inter war period made by Vickers Ltd, London,
with liner by T. Smith & Son, in white painted
finish. £90-120

764

American M1 steel helmet with original finish,
with liner, leather headband and chinstrap liner,
named YANTOSIK on front, made by Mine
Safety Applicance Company (MSA) circa. 1944 1945 £50-70

765

American Vietnam era M1 steel helmet,
complete with camo cover, liner and chinstrap,
the cover with graffiti 'Khe Sanh 68, Semper FI,
Charlie 13 kills'. £50-70

766

American M1 steel helmet complete with liner,
chinstrap and South Vietnamese camouflage
cover, used by the Army of the Republic of
Vietnam (ARVN) in support of US troops. £60-80

767

British military RBR S4 composite helmet made
by RBR Armour Ltd, April 1997, in paratroop
configuration, believed to be Italian Army
specifications. £30-50
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778
Victorian Officer's 1st York North Riding
790 10:00
1960's Royal Navy Commander's Service Dress
Regiment bi metal belt buckle £100-150
779

Second World War British military axe, with steel
head by Cornelius Whitehouse, stamped with
broad arrow and dated 1944, with wooden shaft.
£40-60

jacket with mounted medal ribbons, together
with another similar, a Royal Navy Mess Dress
jacket and other Naval uniform (6) £50-70
791

French M26 steel helmet bearing the badge of
the Defenc Passif (DP) Civil Defence
organisation of Vichy France, with khaki paint
finish, liner to interior and DP badge to front. £80
-120

Collection of 19th century and later British
military uniform to include Royal Engineers
Lieutenant's Mess Dress jacket, red cloth tunic
with applied bullion thread embelishment
(possibly a theatrical piece) and two others (4)
£80-120

792

1950's British Military Royal Signals Lieutenant's
1949 pattern battledress blouse, dated 1952,
with rank insignia and badges, together with a
Home Guard Lieutentant's battledress blouse
(post war with wartime badges) (2). £30-50

Second World War British Military steel helmet
stamped - 1940, 791, C.E.C. & Co Ltd, with
painted RAF badge to front, together with
helmet net and two other similar steel helmets
(4) £50-70

793

Second World War British Military steel helmet
with painted lettering under brim D14. S.F.P. ,
together with three other similar steel helmets
(4) £50-70

794

Second World War British Military steel helmet
with painted 17/21st Lancers badge and
W.H.A.R. initials, together with three other
similar steel helmets (4) £50-70

795

Second World War British Military Steel Helmet
with green painted finish and NFS (National Fire
Service) badge to front together with a similar
Second World War Police Steel Helmet (2) £5070

796

Second World War British Military steel helmet
with painted RP (Repair Party) to front and
dated 1940 under brim, together with another
with painted W (Warden) to front and other with
painted HR to front, dated 1941 to head band (3)
£50-70

797

Collection of four Second World War and later
British Military MKIII and MKIV pattern steel
helmets (4) £30-50

798

Second World War British Military steel helmet
with canvas webbing and netting covering,
another steel helmet dated 1941, a MKIII steel
helmet and two others (5) £40-60

British Military Sergeant's No. 2 dress jacket and
trousers with rank insignia and badges, together
with a Parachute Regiment No. 1 dress jacket
with regimental buttons and badges together
with other British Military uniform. £30-50

799

Large collection of civil aircraft and airship press
photographs to include Concorde (1 box) £40-60

800

Large collection of Second World War / Cold
War press photographs to include Spitfire's,
Vulcan's and Victor's (1 box) £40-60

788

Post Second World War German military jacket,
together with other military uniforms (1 box) £3050

801

Second World War floodlight projector lamp on
pivoting stand, by Tilley, Hendon, approximately
76cm in height. £60-100

789

1950's British Military Jerkin, dated 1956,
together with Second World War British Military
Motorcyclists Pantaloons, dated 1943 (2) £30-50

802

Large quantity of British Military mess tins,
together with two canvas covered waterbottles
(1 box) £50-70

780

781

782

783

784

785

786

787

1960's British Military Royal Army Service Corps
Captain's service dress jacket and trousers, with
rank insignia and badges, together with two
1980 pattern British Military No.2 pattern dress
jacket's and trousers (3) £30-50
1950's British Military Royal Engineers 1949
pattern battledress blouse, dated 1954, with
badges, together with another battledress
blouse and trousers (3) £30-40
Post War British Military Royal Army Service
Corps Captain's Great Coat, with rank insignia
and regimental buttons, together with a 1940's
British Army Great coat with Home Guard
badges (Great coat probably post war) (2). £3040
1950's Royal Air Force Corporal's Great Coat
dated 1952, together with a Royal Air Force
service dress jacket and trousers and an Air
Training Corps jacket (3) £30-50
1950's British Military 1949 pattern battledress
blouse, dated 1955, with Home Guard rank
insignia and badges, together with a Post War
Great Coat and a 1949 pattern battledress
blouse and trousers with Parachute Regiment
badges and insignia (4) £50-70
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803
Collection of approximately 18 Post
War Royal
821 10:00
Male manneqin dressed in a Royal Navy
Navy, RAF and Army side caps and hats (1 box)
£50-70
804

Collection of various military clothing and other
items to include an HMS King George pennant
(1 box) £40-60

uniform, together with a female manneqin in a
Royal Navy WREN's uniform, male mannequin
approx. 175cm in height. £60-80
822

Post War British military Horse back radio
recievers and saddle on wooden stand £50-70

805

Five Second World War Civil Defence stirrup
pumps with hoses (5) £30-50

823

Victorian cord bound life preserver 26cm overall
length £30-50

806

Collection of seven military shell carriers,
together with five shell cases (1 box) £30-50

824

807

Second World War British anti- aircraft
identification telescope MKIII by Ross, London,
No. 2496 £40-60

Dutch M34 pattern steel helmet with Dutch
Royal coat of arms and Lion of Nassau badge,
in original factory green paint with liner and
chinstrap. £200-300

825

Swiss M48 - 62 parachutist / despatch rider
helmet, in good order with leather liner and
harness. £50-70

826

Pair of Victorian Welsh Lord Lieutenants
epaulettes with silver bullion thread and silver
plated mounts with Prince of Wales feather
badges captioned ‘Ich Dien', in original japanned
tin case, with the remains of the original owners
name, and plaque for C. Haeskell of New Bond
Street, the original retailer. £100-150

827

Second World War Auxiliary Fire Service /
National Fire Service (NFS) hand written war
diary from a fireman based in Plaistow, entries
begin on 1st September 1939 and continue into
the start of the Blitz in September 1940. The
final entry dated 7th September 1940 gives a
moving account of air raids and bombings at
Victoria docks. Sold together with photographs
and related wartime and post war fire brigade
ephemera. A highly interesting lot. £100-150

828

Interesting collection of items and ephemera
relating to Captain William Thomson Dawson
O.B.E., a former Trinity House Master from 1964
- 1977, included is an O.B.E. medal box (empty),
collection of photographs of him from the start of
his career at sea, Leith Nautical College
pass,various other pass and membership books,
two hats, jacket, an Orrefors presentation
decanter and group of pictures and
photographs. £100-150

829

First World War British MK1 steel helmet worn
by 2nd Lieutenant Louis Anthony Loup (later
General Loup CBE), special reserve
Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire Regiment
(Sherwood Forester) with which he served on
the Western Front, thereafter serving with the
2nd Gurkha Rifles in 1917. The helmet complete
with liner and chinstrap. Sold with
documentation on the provenance. £250-300

830

Group of ten Second World War British green
helmet netd for MKII steel helmets £30-50

808

Three First World War period military campaign
folding beds £40-60

809

Collection of Second World War and later Gas
masks in bags and boxes (approximately 6) £4060

810

Large collection of Second World War canvas
webbing items to include pouches, holsters and
belts (1 box) £60-100

811

Second World War British military mine detector
kit £30-50

812

Second World War British military mine detector
kit in original pine transit case £50-70

813

Post Second World War aircraft crash rescue
dingy / boat £30-50

814

Four Second World War and later British military
field telephones, together with two bakelite
telephones (6) £50-70

815

Second World War ARP gas rattle, together with
field telephone set, canvas webbing bags and
pouches and other items (1 box) £40-60

816

Collection of Second World War and later British
military field radio and telephone sets (1 box)
£50-70

817

Large Post Second World War painted military
drum, approx. 72.5cm in diameter £30-50

818

Group of assorted militaria to include two field
radios / radio recievers, a collection of military
pictures and prints, a wooden ammunition box,
Torpedo work box and other items £40-60

819

Group of musket balls, other metal detecting
finds, ships blocks, webbing and other militaria
(qty) £30-50

820

Large Royal Army Service Corps Association
Grays and District Branch parade flag and pole.
£50-70
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831
Collection of 27 large helmet nets,Tue,
mainly29
British
843 10:00
Group of five British Airborne forces helmet nets

832

and Austrian, NATO era, suitable for British
MKIV, MKV, MK6 and US M1 style helmets. £15
-25

844

Second World War British MKIII steel helmet,
liner FFL 1944, painted with the granular brown
camouflage paint for D Day and Normandy.
Underside of brim inscribed SF Bradley, small
blue formation sign also pained underside brim
for Royal Engineers. £100-150

Second World War British MKII steel helmet,
painted black and labelled SC Co. on front,
complete with liner and chinstrap dated 1939.
£80-120

845

Group of five Second World War Canadian bi tone helmet nets for the British and Canadian
MKII steel helmet £80-120

846

Group of ten Second World War British Desert
camoflage helmet nets for the British MKII, MKIII
and MKIV steel helmets. £70-100

847

Group of ten British military Second World War
black helmet nets for the British MKII steel
helmets, late war period £60-80

848

A Group of three 1940's and later RAF flying log
books relating to Flight Officer C. K. Williamson,
beginning in 1948 with training in a Tiger Moth
and going on to fly many different aircraft
including Chipmunk's, Mosquito's, Meteor's,
Vampires, Harvards, Varsity's, Valetta's,
Devon's, Pembroke's, Oxford's, Venom's, Sea
Furies, Provosts, Hurricanes, as well the three V
Bombers- Vulcan, Victor and Valliant, finishing
his RAF career in 1967. Also included are later
entries as a commerical pilot in the 1960's - 80's.
£300-500

849

First World War and later O.B.E. medal group
comprising O.B.E (military type), 1914 -15 Star,
War and Victory medals named to Surg. H.
Williamson. R.N., George V General Service
medal with one clasp- Iraq (naming erased),
George V 1935 Silver Jubilee medal and George
VI 1937 Coronation medal (mounted on bar), the
medals of Colonel Harold Williamson O.B.E.,
M.D. M.R.C.P. F.R.C.S.ED. I.M.S. (Ret.), who
after his Naval career had a distinguished career
in the Indian Medical Service, ending up as the
surgeon on the personal staff of the Viceroy of
India. Sold with photographs and related
ephemera. £500-700

850

Unusual pair of late 19th century Police steel
horse shoe hand cuffs by Haitt, Birmingham,
13cm in overall length £30-50

851

Somalian dried leather gashan shield, with
decoration in ink on reverse side, 34cm £80-120

852

Edwardian brass military compass by J.H.
Steward, dated 1902, named to E.W. Chadwick
on reverse, together with a First World War
brass compass dated 1918, Second World War
MKIII compass dated 1941 and another by
Stanley (undated) (4). £50-70

833

Post Second World War Flight Sergeant's No 1
Home Dress Jacket with Air Gunner's badge and
mounted medal ribbons. £50-70

834

Interesting First / Second World War German
style turned wood dummy stick grenade,
stamped '43', 36cm in overall length £50-70

835

Interesting 1950's / 60's musical leather
photograph album 'My tour in Germany',
formerly the property of 23090602 GNR. Green.
33. C. Troop. V. Battery. 6th Field Regiment.
B.A.O.R. 30. The album contains various
badges and photographs of gunner Green
showing day to day life in post war Germany, as
well as landmarks, other family scenes and
related photographs of life in England. £40-60

836

19th century Royal Artillery / Royal Engineers
gold bullion thread belt with red leather backing,
together with a set of silver bullion busby / cap
lines. £40-60

837

Second World War Nazi Operational Flying
Clasp badge for Fighter Squadrons with broad
pin backing.
N.B. possibly a Post War copy. £40-60

838

Second World War medal trio comprising 1939 1945 Star, Air Crew Europe Star (original) and
War medal, together with George VI Special
Constabulary Faithful Service medal named to
Gordon McPherson Croix De Gurre with 1914 1918 reverse and an Italian War Merit Cross.
£200-300

839

Unusual WVS Civil Defence veterans chrome
car grill badge by Birmingham Medal Co, 11 x
6.5cm £30-50

840

Second World War British MKII steel helmet,
painted green with National Fire Brigades
Association badge to the front, with liner and
chinstrap, inscribed 'Miller'. £100-150

841

Second World War British MKII steel helmet,
painted white over kahki and labelled Transport,
with liner, dated 1942 £70-100

842

19th century mahogany military campaign
mirror, with pivoting action, 15.2cm in overall
length. £30-50

for MKI and MKII British AT helmets £80-120
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853
Second World War Magnetic Marching
864 10:00
Second World War Nazi Kreigsmarine Dress
Compass MKI, together with an aircraft cockpit
gauage and other compasses. £30-50

Dagger etched, polished steel blade by Puma,
Solingen, wire bound cream celluloid grip with
portpee / dress knot, in scabbard.
N.B. This dagger was formerly the property of
Norman Theodore 'Taffy' Davies, who served on
HMS Hood and HMS Royal Oak. The dagger
was gifted to him by German veteran Herbert
Herrmann with whom Taffy became good friends
with in the 1960's. See also lot(s) 861, 862 and
863 £250-350

854

Pair of Second World War No. 68 A.R.P lamps,
by Joseph Lucas Ltd, in unused condition,
together with another lamp (3) £30-50

855

Collection of approximately 13 Victorian and
Edwardian blue cloth helmet plates including
Officers (1 box) £50-70

856

Victorian helmet plate of 4th Vol.Batt.Essex
Regiment £40-60

865

857

Lot reproduction helmet plates and sundry
militaria £40-60

Lot cloth patches,badges, buttons and sundry
militaria £50-70

866

858

Second World War British MKII steel helmet,
with black painted finis and label for GPO
(General Post Office) to front, with liner and
chinstrap, dated 1939. £70-100

Two British military signalling lamps in boxes
and mobile canteen in box £50-70

867

Royal Artillery Officers mess dress and sundry
militaria- 2 boxes

859

Book- British Jewry Book of Honour, 1914 to
1918, edited by Rev. Michael Adler D.S.O.,
S.C.F. B.A. first Selous reprint 1997. £30-50

868

Lot Police helmets and caps £50-70

869

Irvin-style sheepskin flying jacket -size 42- good
overall condition £60-100

860

19th century mahogany military campaign
mirror, with pivoting action, 19cm in overall
length. £40-60

870

American military -style flying jacket and other
clothing £40-60

871

Lot First World War and Second World War
military binoculars and sundries £40-60

872

Edwardian British military lacquered brass
electrical instrument, stamped with broad arrow
mark and named R.W. Paul, London, 1901, in
original leather case £30-50

873

Lot military berets, caps and sundry militaria £50
-70

874

Quantity of old reproduction Second World War
posters £30-50

875

Lot military ammunition/ stab vests £40-60

876

Books- one box Second World War Nazi
reference books, and other military reference
books. £30-50

877

Second World War tin helmet, together with two
gas masks in box and a metal ammunition case
(1 box) £30-40

900

George III Officers spadroon sword with steel
stirrup guard, reeded ivory grip with gilt copper
band engraved with crowned LC badge,
diamond section blade engraved with trophies of
arms and floral scrolls with traces of blued and
gilt decoration , the blade 81 cm £200-300

901

Imperial German Guard Uhlan Officers sword
with nickel guard ( folding section missing),
etched blade decorated with portrait of The
Kaiser, Guard star, Uhlan and trophy of arms ,
two verses '2.Garde Ulanen Regt' The blade
78.5 cm £80-120

861

862

863

Large collection of Militaria to include miniature
medal group comprising 1939 - 1945 Star,
Atlantic Star with France & Germany clasp,
Africa Star, Italy Star, War, George VI Royal
Navy Long Service Good Conduct medal and
Civil Defence Long Service medal. Civil Defence
jacket, compasses, whistles, photographs and
sundry items.
N.B. Formerly the property of Norman Theodore
'Taffy' Davies, who served on HMS Hood and
HMS Royal Oak. He survived the sinking of the
Royal Oak, appearing in a 1989 television
documentary shortly before he passed away.
See also lot(s) 862, 863 and 864 £100-150
Group of three 1930's silver Presentation trophy
oars from HMS Royal Oak, all engraved and
named to N.T. Davies, each approximately
20cm in length.
N.B. Formerly the property of Norman Theodore
'Taffy' Davies, who served on HMS Hood and
HMS Royal Oak. See also lot(s) 861, 863 and
864 £150-200
Second World War Nazi Kreigsmarine battle flag
£150-200
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902
18th century Officers sidearm withTue,
fullered
916 10:00
Second World War British No.4 MK II spike
blade, ebony grip and brass crossguard, 1853
Pattern cavalry troopers sword ( grips lacking)
and two daggers (4) £60-80
903

Antique Japanese wakizachi sword with civilian
mounts , curved blade - un signed tang in
lacquer scabbard . The blade 55cm £150-250

904

Second World War Japanese officers wakizashi
sword with military mounts apart from early tuba,
original knot, leather covered scabbard and rare
leather grip cover, curved blade retaining most
of original polish - unsigned tang.The blade 51
cm long £300-400

905

Good quality Burmese Dha sword with silver
mounts and niello decoration to hilt, silver
damascened blade decorated with dancing
figures in silver mounted wooden sheath, 83 cm
overall £300-400

906

First World War French 1866 pattern chassepot
bayonet stamped 363, the blade retaining much
original finish, in scabbard. £30-50

907

First World War French 1866 pattern chassepot
bayonet stamped 305, the blade retaining much
original finish, in scabbard. £30-50

908

Second World War Nazi 1933 Model S.A. dress
dagger, the blade etched 'alles für Deutschland',
and marked RZM M7/13, Nazi insignia removed
and scabbard not present. £80-120

909

19th century turned wood club / truncheon of
tapered form, the head set with smoothed nails
and engraved 'Belfast 1886', possibly used
during the Belfast Riots of 1886, 42.5cm in
overall length. £40-60

910

First World War French 1886 pattern Lebel
bayonet, together with a French 1874 pattern
Gras bayonet and a French 1866 pattern
Chassepot bayonet, all lacking scabbards (3)
£40-60

911

First World War British 1907 pattern bayonet in
scabbard £30-50

912

First World War British 1907 pattern bayonet in
scabbard £30-50

913

British military 1903 pattern bayonet, blade with
crowned ER cipher and marked - Sanderson,
Sheffield, with scabbard. £50-70

914

First World War Imperial German M1884/98
bayonet in steel scabbard £50-70

915

Victorian Enfield socket bayonet in brass
mounted leather scabbard £30-50

bayonet in scabbard with canvas webbing frog,
together with another spike bayonet and a knife
bayonet (3) £40-60
917

British military No.7 Mk.I L knife bayonet in
scabbrd with canvas webbing frog £50-70

918

First World War American 1913 pattern
Remington pattern bayonet (no scabbard)
together with three Grukha Kukri's and two
fighting knives (6) £60-100

919

Second World War British military machete in
brown leather sheath dated 1935, together with
a Cold War era British military machete dated
1966 on blade (2) £40-60

920

Decorative model of a signalling type cannon on
wooden carriage, together with an unusual
scratch built model of a cannon (2) £50-70

921

Elizabeth II Scottish Regimental Piper's Dirk
with studded ropework hilt and crown pommel,
the etched steel blade with foliate & thistle
decoration in black leather scabbard with white
metal thistle mounts, 48cm in overall length. £80
-120

922

An early 19th Century original classical style
Bowie Knife of large proportions with 131/2 inch
blacksmith forged steel clipped-back blade with
overlaid hardened sheet brass strip along the
back edge. Characteristic hilt with recurved
brass quillons, one pierced for a chain guard.
Ribbed ivory grip. Circa 1830/35. 181/2 inches
overall length. Circa 1830/35. £1,200-1,500

923

Rare Victorian knife and fork set in original fitted
case, comprising an unusual triple bladed knife
stamped V crown R, Joseph Rodgers & Sons,
Cutlers To Her Majesty, with ivory scales and
white metal collar stamped 9, together with a
four pronged fork with ivory handle. Circa 1840.
Knife 22.2cm overall length. £80-120

924

19th century multi bladed “Exhibition” knife with
twenty four separate small blades and carved
ivory scales, in its original red Morocco leather
case. 8.5cm overall length. £200-300

925

Victorian dagger with spearpoint, diamond
section blade, Ricasso stamped J Rodgers &
Sons, 6 Marple Street, Sheffield, England *+,
and ivory handle with white metal mounts, in
original white metal mounted sheath with belt
stud. Dagger 24.5cm overall length. £80-120
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Mid Victorian multi - blade Exhibition
knife29
withMarch 2022
933 10:00
First World War Imperial German S84/98
nine folding blades, ivory scales inlaid with silver
wire and Mother of Pearl and Abalone flowers,
deep cut and worked springs, unmarked but of a
style made by John Petty & Son Sheffield, with a
Chamois leather case. (See page 92 The
Heritage of English Knives). 11.7cm overall
length closed. £500-700
927

928

929

930

931

932

Late 19th/Early 20th “Tam O’Shanter” Penknife
Hone in a Mauchline Ware case, with Trade and
1885 Gold Medal Exhibition stamps, and hinged
cover with illustrations of Alloway Old Kirk and
Burns Cottage. 21.5cm overall length £80-120
Rare Georgian seaman’s combination knife, fork
and spoon set, with central brass liners that
divide and ivory scales. Spatula blade stamped
Wostenholm, the fork and spoon in close plate
with stamped marks, one scale engraved
“George King Ship Duchess of Athol”. The set
predates Wostenholm Trademark I.XL
introduced in 1826. The Duchess of Athol was a
British Merchant East Indiaman built in 1821.
13cm overall length closed. £80-120
Late 19th century Asprey, London multi-bladed
pocket knife comprising two cutting blades,
corkscrew, spike, tweezers and pricker, with
ivory scales engraved with an Earl’s coronet and
letter E, blades marked Asprey, 166 Bond
Street, in a maroon case, together with a small
two bladed penknife with ivory scales by George
Wostenholm Ltd, Sheffield, England, main blade
stamped I*XL. Asprey knife 13cm overall length
closed. (2) £200-300
Edwardian two blade opposing penknife with
ivory scales, blades marked I*XL, George
Wostenholm, Sheffield, England, together with
original guarantee. A late 19th/early 20th
century Gentleman’s Budding /Grafting knife by
Saynor, Cooke & Ridal, blade marked Saynor
and “Obtain” Trademark and one other penknife.
Saynor knife 11.3cm closed. (4) £40-60
Fine quality Victorian sportsman’s knife with
three cutting blades, corkscrew, spike, scissors,
pricker and tweezers, chequered ivory scales,
eared spring lock release and suspension ring,
blades stamped Asprey, 166 Bond Street. 16cm
overall length closed. £200-300
19th century French travelling knife, fork and
spoon/cork screw set with ivory scales in its
original Morocco leather covered case with
embossed emblem for Medaille De 1re Classe
Paris 18. . Jaq. Monch & Comp. Closed Case
13.5cm overall length. £80-120

bayonet by Erfurt in steel scabbard with original
leather frog £50-70
934

Second World War Nazi dress Bayonet with
eagle head pommel, plated blade in black
painted sheath £50-70

935

Nazi German dress bayonet with plated eagles
head pommel, plated blade in black painted
scabbard £30-50

936

Argentinian silver and yellow metal mounted
knife in sheath with floral decoration 27 cm
overall £40-60

937

19th century Indonesian kris with ivory handle,
watered waved blade in wooden sheath 38 cm
£100-150

938

19th century Indonesian kris with carved
wooden handle, watered waved blade in
wooden and metal mounted sheath 50 cm £80120

939

Large Spanish Navaja folding lock knife with
brass frame opening to 45 cm £30-50

940

George III painted wooden truncheon with
crowned GR cipher 32 cm and William IV
truncheon with painted Royal Arms and armorial
shield in wreath 32 cm (2) £80-120

941

First World War German trench knive ( tip
broken ) , Imperial German epaulette , Japanese
bone dagger cmand other militaria £50-70

950

Large French-style oversized 8 bore percussion
military-style pistol in case with powder flask, the
gun 43 cm £100-150

951

Of Colchester interest- Victorian percussion 13
bore sporting gun by P.Hast Colchester with
heavy two-stage barrel , platinum makers stamp
and line, walnut half stocked with ramrod 123
cm overall £100-150

952

Scarce 19th century American Springfield
military rifle with trapdoor conversion, lock
marked with eagle, U.S. Springfield and dated
1864, the trapdoor breech conversion dated
1866, complete with cleaning rod 142 cm overall
£400-600

953

Victorian three band Enfield military musket with
chrome plated mounts, walnut stocked with
ramrod 140 cm £100-150

954

Anschutz .177 air rifle with telescopic sight £4060

955

A 'King Arms' M1A1 military Thompson SMG
A.E.G. BB gun with twin magazines and
instruction manual £150-200
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Replica German MP40 machine gun
.17729
BB March 2022
1110 10:00
Set of six Aynsley coffee cans and saucers with
gun by Spirits of Legends in box with accesories
£150-200
957

Diana Model 5 .22 air pistol £30-50

958

Modern Pistol grip crossbow with bolts- 85 lbs
pull weight £30-50

959

Gamo Magnum 22 air rifle with scope sight £3050

960

SMC CO2 powered .22 air rifle with scope £4060

961

Soviet Air Rifle £40-60

962

green and gilt decoration with a set of six silver
gilt coffee spoons (Birmingham 1974) £60-100
1111

Five Wedgwood dishes designed by Eric
Ravilious, decorated with designed from the
Alphabet series, 18cm diameter £200-300

1112

Four Wade "Snippet" figures to include Hansel,
Gretel x 2 and Gingi £80-120

1113

Wemyss ware bowl with hand painted pink wild
rose and green border, 19cm diameter £40-60

1114

Vintage Apollo Falcon metal Bow and arrow and
group of bows £30-40

Two Royal Copenhagen porcelain models Fawns with rabbit number 439 and 498 £100150

1115

963

19th century bronze signalling cannon on
wheeled gun carriage, 26cm in overall length
£200-300

Two Royal Copenhagen porcelain models Fawn riding tortoise number 858 and Lady with
goose number 527 £50-80

1116

964

Group of brass shot measurers and powder
drams (qty) £30-50

965

Crossbow and bolts £60-100

1100

Large good quality mottled blue art glass vase,
possibly Monart, 24.5cm high £80-120

Five Royal Copenhagen porcelain models Polar Bear no 729, Cat no 422, Deer no 2648,
Rabbit no 1019 and rabbit group no 578,
together with a Royal Crown Derby tortoise
paperweigt, Shona bear paperweight and Wade
Tom (8) £80-120

1117

1101

Opalescent glass model of two lovebirds,
possibly Murano, 23.5cm high £30-50

Sallie Wakeley (born 1967) ceramic sculpture of
a leopard, signed and dated 2001, 29cm wide,
18cm high £100-200

1102

Eric Ravilious for Wedgwood 1953 Queen
Elizabeth II coronation mug, 10cm high £80-120

1118

Collection of Murano glass clowns, tallest is 56.5
cm (7) £50-70

1103

Moorcroft table lamp decorated with Puffins,
26cm high excluding fitting £80-120

1119

1104

Set of three modern Moorcroft lamps decorated
in the Oberon pattern, 35cm high excluding
fitting £200-300

1105

Two large Moorcroft dishes, both 35.5cm
diameter, together with pin tray, 20cm x 8.5cm
and small vase,10.5cm high (4) £100-150

1106

Set of eleven Moorcroft pin dishes, various
patterns, all boxed £150-250

Set of 7 Wedgwood limited edition Crompton &
Woodhouse models of Henry VIII and his six
wives including Henry VIII no 1051 from a
limited edition of 4500, Catherine of Aragon (580
of 7500), Catherine Parr (1059 of 7500),
Catherine Howard (803 of 7500), Anne of
Cleves, (1621 of 7500), Jane Seymour (841 of
7500) and Anne Boleyn (356 of 7500) all with
certificates of authenticity and boxes (7) £200400

1120

1107

Set of six Aynsley Orchard Gold teacups and
saucers with gilt rim and hand painted
decoration, signed N. Brunt and D. Jones £150250

Three Royal Copenhagen ducks - model
numbers 361, 362 and 363 £40-60

1121

Eleven Lladro and Nao porcelain figures
including girl painting, ballerina, dancing couple,
ducks etc £200-300

1122

Quantity of Wedgwood Gold Florentine pattern
china, including twelve plates, seven side plates
and six bowls £60-100

1123

Quantity of Wedgwood green and gilt Florentine
pattern china, including a two-handled dish,
nineteen plates, eighteen small plates, seven
side plates, twelve cups, twelve saucers £100200
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1108

1109

Set of five Aynsley Orchard Gold teacups and
saucers, signed D.Jones, another similar
unsigned cup and saucers, together with a
porcelain two handled dish with floral decoration
£80-120
• Set of six Aynsley bone china coffee cups and
saucers with cobalt blue and gilt decoration with
a set of six silver gilt and cobalt blue enamel
coffee spoons (Birmingham 1967) £60-100
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1124 Pair of Carlton Ware lustre vases decorated
1139 10:00
Studio pottery figure of a woman by Sophie
parrots on a blue lustre ground, 26cm high £80120

1140

MacCarthy, 29.5cm high £60-100

1125

Orrefors signed glass decanter in the form of a
cat, signed and numbered to base, 34.5cm high
£100-150

Studio glass dish by John Chipperfield,
polychrome decorated with an abstract fish
pattern, 36cm diameter £50-70

1141

1126

Glass paperweight in the style of John Deacons,
a mushroom head of concentric millefiori canes
within clear glass with a blue over white
encasement, polished to give five side windows
and a larger one to the top, 75mm diameter £4060

Four studio pottery bowls by Tessa Fuchs £60100

1142

Emma Bridgewater Diamond Jubilee Limited
Edition pottery mug in original box £20-30

1143

Seven studio pottery plates by Suzanne
Katkhuda, 28cm diameter, all signed £30-50

1127

A clear glass paperweight of lobed form,
encasing a central purple cushion feature
surrounded by minute bubbles, probably
Scottish, 80mm diameter £40-60

1144

Ten Wade Betty Boop figures including Beach
Belle, Liberty, Halloween Trick Or Treat,
Graduate, Springtime, Rose, Jubilee 2002 etc,
together with a Betty Boop plaque £80-120

1128

Two commemorative glass paperweights,
including one Caithness prototype paperweight
commemorating the engagement of Charles and
Diana, and another Perthshire paperweight
commemorating fifty years reign of Elizabeth II
£50-70

1145

Set of five Wade Wind in the Willows figures Toad, Rattie, Mole, Weasel and Rattie and Mole
in a boat, all boxed £40-60

1146

Selection of Wade figures including Peter Pan
collection, Alice in Wonderland collection,
Cinderella, Lady and the Tramp etc (24) £40-60

1129

Four pieces of art glass, including a Holmegaard
vase and dish, a Strombergshyttan vase, and a
Caithness purple vase £40-60

1147

1130

Four Italian glass paperweights, including one
with 19 millefiori canes, another with lamp work
flowers, another with latticino ribbons, and one
more £40-60

Selection of Wade figures including Tom &
Jerry, Yogi Bear, Rupert, Mr Jinks, Pixie, Dixie,
Tetley items, Snowman figures, Andy Capp
toast racks, Eddie Stowbart truck etc £40-60

1148

Selection of Wade figures and Whimsies,
together with a selection of Wade money boxes
including five Natwest pigs £50-70

1131

Large pale green glass doorstop / paperweight
encasing a rising single lampwork flower and
leaves, 120mm high £40-60

1149

Extensive collection of Royal Albert Old Country
Roses tea, coffee and dinnerware together with
an Oriental plate - 99 pieces £150-250

1132

Six Caithness paperweights £40-60

1150

1133

Four Perthshire glass paperweights with
cartwheel designs, approx 80mm diameter £4060

Royal Crown Derby imari teaset, pattern number
2451 - 37 pieces £200-250

1151

Collection of Toby jugs including Father
Neptune, Scottie and Fisherman by Shorter £2030

1152

Seven Royal Crown Derby paperweights
including Swimming Duckling, Schoolgirl Teddy,
Ladybird etc (6 boxed) £100-150

1153

Two boxed Lladro Golden Memories figures child Doctor with Teddy and child with dog £3040

1154

Set of four Royal Crown Derby imari plates,
pattern number 1128, 27cm diameter £80-120

1155

Royal Crown Derby imari ewer, 25.5cm high,
matching jardinere, 14cm high, and a bell,
13.5cm high, all pattern number 1128 (3) £50-80
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1134

1135

Good collection of ten glass paperweights,
including Whitefriars, Strathern, a large example
with white ribbon overlay, millefiori examples, a
one in the form of a globe, etc £100-150
Good quality Lalique Druide opalescent glass
lamp of globular form, signed R. Lalique,
France, 24cm high including brass fitting, 24cm
high £250-350

1136

Mintons Art Deco model of Mary by R. Bradbury
£60-100

1137

Six Royal Copenhagen models including cow
number 1072, woman carrying a flagon number
815, owls and dogs £60-100

1138

Fifteen various Lladro porcelain clown figures
£200-300
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1156 Seven pieces of Royal Crown Derby
imari29
bone
1174 10:00
Ten Royal Doulton Bunnykins figures - Balloon
china to include two coffee cans, two saucers,
lobed dish, another similar and a tea plate, all
pattern number 1128, together with 6 other
pieces of Royal Crown Derby (13) £50-80

Man, Irishman, Astro, Vicar, Eskimo, Cowboy,
Bridesmaid, Judge, Knockout and Dollie £80120
1175

1157

Selection of Royal Crown Derby item including
Exclusive Edition paperweight - White Pelican
No 1604 of 5000, The Special Edition
paperweight - China Shop, Piglet, miniature
Wheelbarrow, miniature Kettle, and two Clown
Dolls, all boxed (7) £80-120

Eight Royal Doulton Winnie the Pooh figures Christopher Robin, Pooh and Piglet The Windy
Day, Tigger Signs The Rissolution, Winnie The
Pooh and the Honeypot, Christopher Robin and
Pooh, Kanga and Roo, Winnie The Pooh in the
Armchair and Piglet and the balloon £60-100

1176

1158

Of football interest: Royal Crown Derby mug, England versus Finland (amateur) Swindon,
May 10th 1951 £50-70

Five Beswick Beatrix Potter figures - Jemima
Puddleduck and Foxy Whiskered Gentleman,
Little Black Rabbit, Foxy Whiskered Gentleman,
Hunca Munca and Jemima Puddleduck £40-60

1159

Four Lladro figures, boxed, two others and a
Nao figure £100-150

1177

1160

Impressive David Fryer Studio model of a Barn
Owl, on wooden stand, 50cm high £50-70

Seven Beswick Pig Band figures - Michael,
David, Matthew, Daniel, John, James and
Richard £60-80

1178

Nine Beswick Cat and other figures includind
Puurfect Pitch, Feline Flamenco, Calypso Kitten,
Ratcatcher Bilk, Kitcat, Dribble, and Grandpa
Hippo £80-120

1161

Impressive David Fryer Studio model of a Long eared Owl, on wooden stand, 45cm high £50-70

1162

Impressive Coalport model of a Barn Owl, on
wooden stand, 25.5cm high £30-50

1179

1163

Six models of song Birds under glass domes,
together with eight various other ornaments of
birds including David Fryer. £80-120

Beswick Cat, Beswick Dog, Royal Albert Old
Country Roses teapot and other ceramics and
ornaments £40-60

1180

Steve Harrison studio pottery salt glazed jug,
dated 1997, 14cm high £100-150

1181

Steve Harrison studio pottery salt glazed
mug/tankard, dated 1999, 10cm high £80-120

1164

Pair of early 20th century etched glass Royal
Thames Yacht Club decanters with stoppers,
20cm high £30-50

1165

Royal Albert Lavender Rose pattern teaset - 22
pieces £50-70

1182

Steve Harrison studio pottery salt glazed jug,
dated 1999, 14cm high £100-150

1166

Mintons dinner service with gilt rim and green
wreath banded decoration - 48 pieces, plus one
other ashet £60-80

1183

Steve Harrison studio pottery salt glazed jar with
lid, dated 1995, 12cm high £80-120

1184

Richard Ginori Italy vintage twin handled lamp,
25.5cm high excluding fitting £60-100

Steve Harrison studio pottery salt glazed jug,
dated possibly 1998, 10.5cm high £80-120

1185

1168

Beswick tree stump display stand and a similar
one by Royal Doulton (2) £30-40

Pair of Steve Harrison studio pottery salt glazed
beakers, dated 1996, 11cm high £150-250

1186

1169

Royal Doulton The Shipmates Collection
comprising HMS Bunnykins, Captain, Captain's
Wife, Pirate, Seaman, Boatswain, Cabin Boy
and Ship's Cook £80-120

Steve Harrison studio pottery salt glazed jug
dated 2000, 11.5cm high £100-150

1187

Steve Harrison studio pottery salt glazed jug
dated 1999, 13cm high £100-150

1188

Steve Harrison studio pottery salt glazed jug
dated 1998, 7.5cm high, together with another
dated 1999, 16cm high, damaged spout (2) £80120

1189

Walter Keeler studio pottery salt glazed two
handled bowl, 38cm diameter, 16.5cm high £80120

1190

Two Walter Keeler studio pottery salt glazed
jugs, 24cm high and 16cm high £60-100

1167

1170

Nine art glass vases and scent bottles including
Murano £40-60

1171

Three Royal Doulton figures - Patricia HN3365,
Autumn Breezes HN1939 and Top O' The Hill
HN1834 £40-60

1172

Wedgwood Hathaway Rose part dinner service 49 pieces £30-50

1173

Collection of 29 resin dragons including
Enchantica and a Lilliput Lane model Edinburgh Castle (30) £60-80
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1191 Pair of Walter Keeler studio pottery
salt glazed
1206 10:00
Moorcroft pottery candlestick with floral
mugs, 8cm high, another similar, together with
two vessels (5) £100-150
1192

Large Jane Hamlyn studio pottery salt glazed
blue and green jar and cover, 27cm high £50-70

1193

Large Jane Hamlyn studio pottery salt glazed
bowl of shaped form, 37cm x 35cm £50-70

1194

Two Jane Hamlyn studio pottery salt glazed
mugs, 10cm high, together with a bowl, 11cm
diameter (3) £40-60

1195

Two Lisa Hammond Maze Hill studio pottery
Soda glaze vessels, 28cm high and 16cm high,
together with two pieces by Daniel Smith - bowl,
16.5cm diameter and vessel 13cm high (4) £6080

1196

1197

1198

1199
1200

1201

Two Michael Casson studio pottery vases,
14.5cm high and 13cm high, small teapot and a
Shiela Casson studio vase, 14cm high, together
with a Studio pottery salt glazed vase by Micki
Schloessingk (5) £50-80
Four Mark Smith studio pottery salt glazed items
including three vessels and a small bowl,
together with a Denby three handled bowl and a
copper jelly mould (6) £50-80
Five pieces of studio pottery including a salt
glazed pot and cover by Phil Rogers, Margaret
Firth jug, David Firth preserve pot, vessel and
box with cover £50-80
Contemporary pottery seated lion sculpture with
gilt paintwork, 40cm high, 60cm long £80-120
Collection of Royal Crown Derby paperweights
including ram, pig, cat, frog, badger etc (6 with
gold stoppers) together with an Oriental cat (12)
£100-150
Moorcroft pottery vase with fruit decoration on
blue ground, impressed marks to base with blue
painted signature and original paper label Potter To H.M The Queen, 17cm high £150-250

decoration on blue ground, impressed marks to
base, 20.5cm high, together with Moorcroft vase
decorated in the pomegranate pattern on blue
ground, on pewter base (restored) 16.5cm high
(2) £60-100
1207

Moorcroft pottery vase decorated in the
pomegranate pattern on blue ground, impressed
marks and painted signature to base, 18.5cm
high £80-120

1208

Moorcroft pottery circular dish decorated in the
pomegranate pattern, 11cm diameter, together
with another small bowl,7.5cn diameter (2) £5070

1209

Moorcroft limited edition pottery vase decorated
with white flowers on black ground, number 45
of 50, signed Paul Hilditch, 27.5cm high £150200

1210

Moorcroft pottery jug with floral decoration on
cream and blue ground, 24cm high £100-150

1211

Moorcroft pottery Christmas vase decorated with
four snowmen, signed Kerry Goodwin, dated
2008, 11cm high £60-100

1212

Moorcroft pottery vase decorated in the Blue
Rhapsody pattern, signed Phillip Gibson, dated
2001, 25cm high, boxed £100-150

1213

Moorcroft pottery vase decorated in the Angels
Trumpets pattern, signed Anji Davenport, dated
99, 18.5cm high, boxed £80-120

1214

Moorcroft pottery squat vase with floral
decoration on red, blue, green and pink ground,
11cm high, boxed £50-70

1215

Moorcroft limited edition pottery vase with floral
decoration, number 102 of 250, signed Rachel
Bishop, dated 2005, 20.5cm high, boxed £80120

1216

Moorcroft pottery vase with fruit/floral decoration
on cream ground, 18cm high, boxed £40-60

1202

Moorcroft enamel trinket box with floral
decoration on pink ground, 6cm wide, in original
box £80-120

1217

Moorcroft pottery ginger jar and cover decorated
in the mistletoe pattern, dated 2001, 11.5cm
high, boxed £50-70

1203

Moorcroft enamel vase decorated in the
Snowdrop pattern, 7cm high £80-120

1218

1204

Moorcroft pottery vase decorated in the
pomegranate and berries pattern on blue and
green ground, impressed marks and green
painted signature to base, 27cm high £150-200

Moorcroft pottery vase decorated in the Kaffir
Lily pattern, signed Shirley Hayes, dated 2001,
15.5cm high, boxed £50-70

1219

Moorcroft pottery Art Nouveau style twin
handled vase, 15cm high, boxed £50-70

1220

Moorcroft vase decorated in the Persephone
pattern, signed Nicola Slaney, dated 2007,
20.5cm high, boxed £50-70

1205

Moorcroft vase with floral decoration on blue
ground, impressed marks and blue painted
signature to base, 22cm high £150-200
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1221 Moorcroft pottery vase decorated with
purple
1237 10:00
Selection of Moorcroft pottery including powder
and yellow flowers on blue and cream ground,
dated 99, 20.5cm high, boxed £80-120
1222

1223

blue coffee can, saucer and pepper pot,
experimental turquoise vase 12.5cm high,
yellow lustre footed bowl, green glazed lamp,
and other small items (11) £60-100

Moorcroft pottery vase decorated in the New
Dawn pattern, signed Emma Bossons, dated
22.10.06, 20.5cm high, boxed £60-100

1238

Moorcroft pottery vase decorated in the Clematis
pattern, signed and dated 28.5.93, 13.5cm high,
boxed £50-70

Large collection of Moorcroft Collectors Club
newsletters, pamphlets etc together with two
empty Moorcroft boxes £20-40

1239

Whitefriars pewter grey bark vase designed by
Geoffrey Baxter, 23cm high, together with a
clear glass (possibly Swedish) glass vase 25cm
high (2) £80-120

1240

Lalique Mesanges glass bowl with bird
decoration to rim, signed R Lalique, 24cm
diameter £200-300

1224

Moorcroft pottery vase decorated in the Peacock
pattern, signed Rachel Bishop, dated 22.3.97,
21cm high, boxed £100-150

1225

Moorcroft pottery vase with floral decoration on
cream ground, 13.5cm high, boxed £30-50

1226

Moorcroft pottery vase decorated in the
Christmas Angel pattern, dated 2008, 13cm
high, boxed £50-70

1241

1227

Moorcroft pottery wall plaque in silvered frame Silent Night, dated 2010, 25cm x 14.5cm, boxed
£40-60

Royal Worcester vase, hand decorated with a
Peacock, signed A. Watkins (restored rim chip),
12cm high £80-120

1242

Royal Worcester vase, hand decorated with a
Peacock, signed F. J. Dray, 9cm high £100-150

1228

Moorcroft pottery vase decorated in the Hibiscus
pattern on brown ground, 17.5cm high, together
with a planter and an ashtray with original paper
label - Potters To The Late Queen Mary (3) £5070

1243

George V Solid silver dish set with two Royal
Worcester hand decorated plaques with fruit
decoration, (Birmingham 1912), 12cm high,
18cm wide £80-120

1244

1229

Moorcroft Macintosh collection pottery table
lamp with shade, 23.5cm excluding fitting,
33.5cm including fitting and 45cm including
shade £80-120

Royal Worcester cabinet cup and saucer, hand
decorated with fruit, signed Rickell £150-200

1245

Royal Worcester cabinet cup and saucer, hand
decorated with Teal, signed Jas Stinton £150200

1246

Royal Worcester cabinet cup and saucer, hand
decorated with Pheasants, signed Jas Stinton
£150-200

1247

Moorcroft pottery teapot decorated in the
Buttercup pattern, designed by Sally Tuffin,
12,5cm high £60-100

Royal Worcester cabinet cup and saucer, hand
decorated with a Pheasant, signed Jas Stinton
£150-200

1248

Moorcroft pottery ginger jar and cover decorated
in the Hibiscus pattern on blue ground, with
green painted signature, 11cm high £50-70

Royal Worcester cabinet cup and saucer, hand
decorated with a Pheasant, signed Jas Stinton
£150-200

1249

Royal Worcester cabinet cup and saucer, hand
decorated with a Pheasant, signed Jas Stinton
£150-200

1250

Group of Wedgwood jasperware £30-50

1251

Collection of eighteen Beswick Beatrix Potter
figures - Mr Jeremy Fisher, Lady Mouse, Tailor
of Gloucester, Little Pig Robinson, Mrs
Tittlemouse, Samuel Whiskers, Tabitha Twitchit
and Miss Moppet, Benjamin Bunny, Poorly Peter
Rabbit, Hunca Munca, Flopsy Mopsy and
Cottontail, Mrs Tiggy Winkle, Mrs Puddleduck,
Ribby, Peter Rabbit, Timmy Willie from Johnny
Town Mouse, Tommy Brock and Hunca Munca
£80-120
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1230

1231

1232

Three Moorcroft pottery mugs to include
Macintosh design, signed Rachel Bishop, dated
23.3.97, Bramble pattern and one decorated
with bee and butterfly, dated 99, all boxed £60100

1233

Moorcroft pottery cup decorated in the Anemone
pattern, 8cm high £30-50

1234

Moorcroft MacIntyre chocolate pot decorated in
the Forget Me Not pattern, 21cm high £40-60

1235

Three Moorcroft pottery pin dishes including
Christmas Eve, by Sian Leeper, Panache, dated
2004, and Inca Sunflower, dated 94, all 12cm
diameter, all boxed £60-100

1236

Miniature Moorcroft pottery vase decorated with
purple flowers, dated 99, 9.5cm high £40-60
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1252 Wedgwood Florentine W4312 dinner
and29
coffee
1268 10:00
Coalport limited edition Millennium Ball figure service - 88 pieces £100-200
1253
1254

Star, no. 151 of 250, boxed with certificate £150200

Clarice Cliff 'Fantasque' Bizarre bowl and a
Clarice Cliff ashtray (2) £100-150

1269

Three large Royal Dux models of Fish- a Shad,
Perch and Grayling, all with pink triangle mark to
base (3) £80-120

Coalport limited edition Millennium Ball figure Four Seasons, no. 1307 of 2500, boxed with
certificate £150-200

1270

Six Coalport Classic Elegance figures - Summer
Breeze, Angelina, Special Day, Many Happy
Returns, Hilary and Birthday Celebration, all
boxed £100-200

1271

Eight Coalport Ladies of Fashion figures Elizabeth, My Sweetheart, Southern Belle,
Jayne, Marilyn, Vicky, Louise and Cafe Royal,
all boxed £100-200

1255

Contemporary Moorcroft pottery vase decorated
with bird in tree on cream ground, 18.5cm high
£60-80

1256

1: Pair of cut glass decanters with German silver
mounts, together with two other glasses £40-60

1257

Two Moorcroft pottery pieces, comprising
Bramble vase, 10.5cm high and Inca Sunflower
pin dish, together with Royal Copenhagen and
other animals £40-60

1272

Eleven Royal Crown Derby paperweights
including Puppy, Turtle Dove, Tawny Owl,
Carolina Duck, Barn Owl, Robin, Cat, Waxwing,
Kitten, Red Squirrel and Little Owl, all boxed £60
-100

Nine Coalport Ladies of Fashion figures - Sue,
Emma, Megan, Alison, Susan, Rhian, First
Dance, Debbie and Jacqueline, all boxed £100200

1273

Beswick 10 piece Cat band comprising Purrfect
Pitch, Calypso Kitten, One Cool Cat, Ratcatcher
Bilk, Trad Jazz Tom, Catwalking Bass, Feline
Flamenco, Bravura Brass, Fat Cat and Glam
Guitar £50-70

Four Coalport limited edition Literary Heroines
figures - Lorna, no. 816, Rebecca, no. 138,
Scarlett, no. 662 and Moll, no. 612, all in an
edition of 2500, together with another - Olivia,
no. 2745, all boxed with certificates £100-150

1274

Selection of Wade figures including Tom and
Jerry, Noddy, Big Ears, PC Plod, Mrs Fluffy Cat,
Yogi Bear, Huckerberry Hound, Mr Jinx,
Gingerbread Man, Lady and the Tramp and
other Wade figures (24) £100-150

Three Coalport Ladies - Merry Christmas 2007,
Merry Christmas 2008 and Merry Christmas
2005, together with Coalport limited edition The
Millennium Cottage, no. 32 of 250 with
certificate, all boxed (4) £60-100

1275

Six Coalport Ladies - Perfect Rose, The Willis
Collection Collectors Choice 2002, The
Collingwood Collection - Norma, Silver
Anniversary, Gala Occasion and Tapestry, all
boxed £60-100

1276

Nine Coalport figures including some limited
edition - Dearest Rose, True Love, Shall We
Dance, Dearest Rose, The Fairytale Begins,
Lady Rose, Perfect Moment and The Dream
Unfolds, all unboxed £150-200

1277

Ten Coalport Ladies including Park Lane
Collection and Ladies of Fashion - Belle Of The
Ball, Anniversary Waltz, An Enchanted Lady,
With This Ring, Gabrielle, Rosie, Grace,
Rhiannon, Liz and one unnamed £150-200

1278

Seven Royal Worcester limited edition Romance
of the Victorian Era figures - Queen of Hearts,
Sweetest Valentine, The Last Waltz, Belle of the
Ball, Royal Debut, The Last Quadrille and The
Masquerade Begins, all boxed with certificates
and ptints of the figures £150-200
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1258

1259

1260

1261

Goebbel figure of a girl with watering can £50-70

1262

Group of 19th century and later English blue and
white transfer printed ceramics to include
Caughley, Meissen and other pieces £40-60

1263

Pair good quality Late 19th century German
porcelain romantic figures, 35cm high £50-70

1264

Coalport limited edition Millennium Ball figure Rain, no. 973 of 2500, boxed with certificate
£150-200

1265

Coalport limited edition Millennium Ball figure Time, no. 32 of 2500, boxed with certificate £150
-200

1266

Coalport limited edition Millennium Ball figure Sun, no. 1305 of 2500, boxed with certificate
£150-200

1267

Coalport limited edition Millennium Ball figure Moon, no.700 of 2500, boxed with certificate
£150-200
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1279 Four Royal Worcester limited edition
figures
1292 10:00
Two Coalport limited edition Guinness figures The Jewel in the Crown, The Embassy Ball, First
Dance and Spring, all boxed with certificates,
together with another Royal Worcester limited
edition figure - Melanie (unboxed) £50-80
1280

Nine Royal Worcester figures - Charlotte,
Reflection, May Ball, Glyndebourne, Royal
Premiere, Jessica, Grace, Claire and Diana
£100-150

1281

Royal Doulton limited edition The Gentle Arts
figure - Painting HN3012, no. 601 of 750, boxed
with certificate £60-100

1282

Royal Doulton limited edition The Gentle Arts
figure - Flower Arranging HN3040, no. 632 of
750, boxed with certificate £60-100

1283

Royal Doulton limited edition The Gentle Arts
figure - Adornment HN3015, no. 632 of 750,
boxed with certificate £60-100

1284

Seven Royal Doulton figures - Alice HN3368,
Joy HN4053, Autumn Breezes HN1934, Susan
HN3871, Country Rose HN3221, Suzanne
HN4098 and Diana HN3266 £60-100

1285

Seven Royal Doulton figures - Rebecca
HN4041, Yours Forever HN3354, Andrea
HN4584, Susan HN4532, Diana HN3266,
Bunny's Bedtime HN3370 and Bedtime HN3418
£60-100

1286

Seven Royal Doulton figures - Rachel HN3976,
Rose HN3709, Alexandra HN3292, Rebecca
HN2805, Patricia HN3365, Hope HN4097 and
Camellias HN3701 £60-100

1287

Seven Royal Doulton figures - Best Wishes
HN3971, Mary HN3375, Melissa HN3977,
Susan HN3050, Happy Birthday 2002 HN4393,
Elizabeth HN4428 and Sheila HN2742 £60-100

1288

Four Royal Doulton figures - Elaine HN3307,
Angela HN3419, Katie HN3360 and Forget-MeNots HN3700 £40-60

1289

Four Royal Doulton limited edition figures - Mary
Countess Howe HN3007, Sophia Charlotte Lady
Sheffield HN3008, Isabella Countess of Sefton
HN3010 and The Hon. Frances Duncombe
HN3009 £60-100

1290

Set of six Wedgwood limited edition The
Dancing Hours Floral Collection figures together
with another Wedgwood figure - Enchanted
Evening (7) £60-100

1291

Four Royal Doulton limited edition Guinness
figures - Big Chief Toucan, MCL 3, Miner
Toucan MCL 10, Seaside Toucan MCL 7 and
Christmas Toucan MCL 6, all boxed with
certificates £150-200

Sealion no. 182 and Ringmaster no. 744, both
boxed with certificates £50-80
1293

Royal Doulton Bunnykins Tudor Collection
comprising Henry VIII and his six wives,
complete with stand, all boxed with certificates
£80-120

1294

Royal Doulton Bunnykins Occasions Collection
comprising- Christening Day Boy, Graduation
Time, Wedding Day, Easter Treat, Easter
Parade, Graduation Day, Love Heart, Christmas
Morning, Birthday Girl and Congratulations,
complete with stand, all boxed with certificates
£80-120

1295

Royal Doulton Bunnykins Arthurian Legends
Collection comprising Sir Lancelot, Sir Galahad,
King Arthur, Merlin, Sir Gawain and Queen
Guinevere, together with Bunnykins Shipmates
Collection comprising Seaman, Captain, Ship's
Cook, Cabin Boy, Captain's Wife, Boatswain
and Pirate, all boxed, some with certificates £60100

1296

Royal Doulton Bunnykins Robin Hood Collection
comprising Little John, Robin Hood, Friar Tuck,
Will Scarlett, Sheriff Of Nottingham, King
Richard, Maid Marion and Prince John, all
boxed, together with display stand £50-80

1297

Two large Royal Doulton limited edition
Bunnykins figures - Father and Mother & Baby,
together with three Roman Collection figures Centurion, Emperor and Gladiator, plus Sister
Mary Barbara, all boxed, most with certificates
(6) £30-50

1298

Selection of Royal Doulton Bunnykins Figures of
the Year, International Collectors Club
Exclusives etc - Cowboy, Tourist, Indian,
Mother, Sailor, Father, Cinderella, Sightseer,
Seaside, Sands of Time, Randolph The
Ringmaster, Hornpiper, Gladiator, Eskimo,
Winter Lapland, Summer Lapland,
Ankhesenamun and Tutankhamun, all boxed
with certificates (18) £100-150

1299

Selection of Royal Doulton Bunnykins Year
Figures and Club Exclusives - Juliet, Judge,
Stopwatch, Vicar, Sundial, Choir Member,
Clarence the Clown, Lawyer, Mermaid and
Romeo, all boxed, some with certificates (10)
£50-80
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1300 Selection of Royal Doulton Bunnykins
figures
1313 10:00
Swarovski crystal Eagle, boxed together with a
Jack & Jill, Tyrolean Dancer, Tennis &
Strawberry, Little Bo Peep, Morris Dancer, Wee
Willie Winki, Fisherman, Little Jack Horner,
Fortune Teller, Fireman, Mary Mary Quite
Contrary and Mystic, all boxed, some with
certificates (12) £60-100
1301

Selection of Royal Doulton Bunnykins figures Goodnight, Angel, Mother's Day, Sweet Dreams,
Mother & Baby, Bridesmaid, Shopper, Caddie,
Ballerina and Golfer, all boxed, together with two
unboxed Bunnykins figures - Little Boy Blue and
Little Miss Muffet, plus Royal Doulton Lady
Ratley figure and a Bunnykins plaque (14) £4060

Swarovski Memories trinket box and a fabric
Swarovski jewellery bag (3) £60-100
1314

Set of three Swarovski crystal Magic Of Dance
figures - Isadora 2002, Antonio 2003 and Anna
2004, each with stands and plaques, all boxed
£100-150

1315

Two Swarovski crystal Masquerade figures Columbine 2000, and Harlequin 2001, with
stands and plaques, both boxed £80-120

1316

Extensive Minton Haddon Hall tea, coffee and
dinner and breakfast service comprising
approximately 4 tureens and covers, 2 oval meat
platters, coffee pot, teapot, milk jug, cream jug,
sugar box and cover, 2 sugar bowls, pair of posy
vases, tray, 16 dinner plates, 18 breakfast
plates, 12 cereal bowls, 12 fruit bowls, 14
tea/side plates, pair sauce boats and stands, 12
tea cups and 12 saucers, 10 coffee cups and 12
saucers, 7 coffee cans and 8 saucers, 2
breakfast cups and 2 saucers, approximately
157 pieces. £200-300

1302

Selection of Royal Doulton Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs and Winnie the Pooh figures, all
boxed (13) £40-60

1303

Three Royal Doulton dogs - Chow Chow,
Chihuahua and Corgi plus two Royal Doulton
cats - Siamese and Maine Coon, all boxed £4060

1304

Four Royal Doulton limited edition 20th Century
Advertising Classics - Player's Hero, Father
William, Guinness Toucan and Golly, all boxed
with certificates £60-100

1317

Seven Whitefriars Gerorge VI 1937 Coronation
commemorative glasses £60-100

1318

Five Whitefriars Elizabeth II 1953 Coronation
commemorative glasses £50-80

1305

Four Royal Doulton limited edition 20th Century
Advertising Classics - The Milkybar Kid, Sir
Kreemy Knut, John Ginger and Fox's Polar
Bear, all boxed with certificates £60-100

1319

Four Whitefriars commemorative glasses
including 1935 Silver Jubilee Coin glass and
another similar £40-60

1306

Five Royal Doulton limited edition 20th Century
Advertising Classics - Father William, Sir
Kreemy Knut, Fox's Polar Bear, Player's Hero
and John Ginger, all boxed with certificates £80120

1320

Lenci ceramic figural box in the form of a baby
and cockerel, polychrome decorated, marked to
base, 19cm high £400-600

1321

Two Victorian Royal Worcester blush ivory scent
bottles commemorating Queen Victoria £50-70

1322

Twelve Beswick Birds including Stonechat, Grey
Wagtail, Blue Tit etc £30-50

1323

Five pieces of Royal Copenhagen including
Guinea Fowl, no. 1068, duck, dove, figure with
geese and a dish with windmill decoration £4060

1307

Two Royal Doulton limited edition Millennium
Collectables - Penfold Golfer and Dunlop
Caddie, both boxed with certificates £40-60

1308

Two Royal Doulton limited edition figures Bibendum (the Michelin Man) and Tony The
Tiger, both boxed with certificates £40-60

1309

Two Royal Doulton limited edition figures - The
Bisto Kids and Pick Up A Penguin, both boxed
with certificates £40-60

1324

Three Royal Doulton figures: The Wizard
HN2877, The Mask Seller HN2103, and The
Lobster Man HN2317 £60-100

1310

Rare Royal Doulton limited edition Guinness
Topiary Sealion, boxed with certificate £100-150

1325

Royal Albert Lavender Rose 12 place setting tea
and dinner service - 77 pieces £100-150

1311

Two Coalport limited edition figures - Bertie
Bassett and Robertsons Farewell, both boxed
with certificates £50-80

1326

Extensive Royal Doulton Carlyle pattern H5018
12 place setting dinner, tea and coffee service 78 pieces £250-300

1312

Three Royal Doulton limited edition figures - PG
Tips Chimp Ada, Quality Street Couple and
Whiskas Cat Ginger, all boxed with certificates
£50-80

1327

Four Caithness Dianosaur paperweights, by
Colin Terris, circa. 1998 (4) £50-70
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Pair Late 19th century Austrian porcelain
Murano and one Heron Apple (3) £50-70
1329

Five Wedgwood paperweights, circa 1970's, four
sea fern and one clear Galaxy (5) £60-80

1330

Seven Chinese Millefiori paperweights circa.
1930 in the Clichy style (7) £100-120

1331

Six Art glass Jellyfish paperweights (6) £60-80

1332

Four Strathearn end of day carpet paperweights
circa. 1970's (4) £70-100

1333

Two Royal Worcester limited edition figures The Princess of Tara, no. 1775 of 7500 and
Midnight Encounter, no. 339 of 950, both with
certificates £80-120

1334

Two Royal Worcester limited edition figures Queen of Hearts, no. 3605 of 12500, and First
Dance, no. 1802 of 7500, both with certificates
£40-60

1335

Two Coalport limited edition figures - The Pearl
Princess, no. 200 of 7500, and The Queen, no.
2825 of 7500, the Queen has a certificate £60100

1336

Three Coalport figures - Lady Harriet, Karen and
Sarah, together with a Royal Doulton figure - A
Winter's Morn and a Franklin Mint figure Arabella, some with certificates (5) £40-60

Turkish figures, together with a quantity of
teawares including Royal Albert Old Country
Roses and Royal Doulton Tapestry (qty) £60100
1348

Beswick Lion family comprising Lion, Lioness
and two Cubs (4) £50-70

1349

Good quality Gray-Stan (circa 1922-1936) green
and white glass vase, signed, 24.5cm high £150
-200

1350

Impressive heavy Murano blue, green and clear
art glass vase, signed Bruno Toso, Murano,
26.5cm high £200-300

1351

Isle of Wight glass paperweight, signed by
Michael Harris, together with a purple glass
vase, blue art glass bowl, signed, and another
piece of art glass (4) £60-80

1352

Two Clarice Cliff for Liberty's 'Bizarre' bowls with
polychrome painted horizontal stripes, signed
'Liberty's' and printed Bizarre mark. 19cm and
21cm diameter (2) £40-60

1353

Rare Swedish cream glazed double spouted
teapot with wicker handle, by Gunnar Nylund,
16cm high £120-180

1354

Rare 1960s fur glaze teapot by Gunnar Nylund
for Rostrand with wicker handle, 16cm high
£120-180

1355

Unusual stylish Royal Copenhagen Fajance
white glazed jug, numbered 143 to base, 20.5cm
high £120-180

1356

Collection of Lladro porcelain figures and geese
including nuns, girl with cat and dog etc,
together with a Nao dog, Capodimote figures
and a Spanish basket (20) £100-150

1357

Large collection of Lilliput Lane cottages
including Marche House, Snowdon Lodge, Little
Bee, Dream Catchers, Gypsy Cottage, Sugar
Mouse, Nutkin Cottage etc, full listing available
£80-120

1337

Group of Royal Albert 'Old Country Roses'
pattern ceramics including teaware £50-70

1338

Ruskin pottery jar and cover, model number
1924, decorated in an orange lustre glaze, 17cm
high £40-60

1339

Ruskin pottery art nouveau style green-glazed
candlestick, model number 1925, 16.5cm high
£40-60

1340

Three pieces of Ruskin pottery, including two
vases and a bowl £40-60

1341

Five 18th century and later English porcelain tea
bowls, including Worcester £40-60

1342

Collection of Royal Doulton figures and others
including Royal Worcester and collectors plates
(14) £100-150

1358

1343

Lladro figure, Russian figures and other animal
ornaments £30-50

Selection of Swarovski crystal items mainly
animals including cats, fox, frog, tortoise,
kangaroo, pineapple etc (41) all boxed £150-200

1359

1344

Six Gucci Rock crystal high ball glasses £60100

Six Lladro figures including two clowns and two
girls with fruit £80-120

1360

1345

Royal Doulton Art Deco tea set with floral
decoration on pale green ground - 13 pieces £50
-80

Six Lladro porcelain figures including two
ballerinas and two angels £80-120

1361

1346

Collection of Lladro and NAO figures including
Geisha girls (11) £60-80

Nine Nao porcelain figures including boy with
train, girl with bird, two angels playing
instruments and three dogs, together with
another Spanish figure (10) £60-100
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1362 Three Waterford Crystal Colleen pattern
1404 10:00
Postcards in two albums including Comic,
wine and spirit decanters with stoppers £80-120
1363

Five Waterford Crystal Colleen pattern Hock
glasses £80-120

1364

Six Waterford Crystal Colleen pattern
Champagne glasses £80-120

1365

Waterford Crystal Colleen pattern Port, Sherry,
Brandy, Champagne and other glasses - 28
pieces £150-200

1366

Four Hagen Renaker figures of horses £20-30

1400

Collection of postcards in album mainly GB
Topographical. Mainly real photographic cards
including animated street scenes and shop
fronts. Lipton Tea wagon and horse, Post Office,
Boys fishing on the Colne, Watford, Abbey Mill
and Flood Tewesbury, Harbour Mousehole, Milk
Cart with churns and people, 1906 Stocks and
men outside Burton's Old Curosity Shop, Rye
Life Boat, 1906 Steam Snow Plough in snow
drift Highland Railway near Dingwall, 1905
Battle of the Flowers, Bexhill, 1911 Oxen pulling
log cart, Sussex. 1917 Hastings Pier fire and
other cards including Silk Lord Kitchener. £200300

1401

1402

1403

Postcards in album mainly topography of Barnet
and North London area. Real photographic
cards include Railway interiors, exteriors and
trains. Animated High Street Barnet with open
top tram, International Stores shop front with
staff, night scene Barnet Fair with Helter Skelter,
fire damaged houses and other fires, Leach's
Bakery wagon and horse and other cards. £150200
Postcards in album Barnet and North London.
Real photographic cards include various scenes
from Barnet Fair 1903, animated street scenes,
1908 House Fire, 1907 First Electric Tram to run
in Barnet, Leon Carton Caterer wagon and
horse, road accident wagon and barrels and
other cards. £150-200
Postcard in album, mixed themes including artist
drawn Glamour, advertising, Harry Payne
military, Real Photographic social history tradesmen, workmens, crowds, Blacksmiths,
Shop fronts, Wreck of the Lebaudy Airship,
Open-top tram with passengers 1911,
Teighmouth Lifeboay Day 1905, Torpedoes from
HMS Montagu on Great Western Railway wagon
with people, Minster Sanitary Laundry Wagon
stuck on beach with policeman and children and
other cards. £200-300

Military, Father Christmas, Hold to Light
Christmas, Sport, Kinsella, Phil May 'Write
Away' early undivided backs set of six in original
wrapping, Glamour by Frank Haviland, Art
Nouveau card etc. Also GB topography. £150200
1405

Stamps Malta one country collection mint and
used to include Queen Victoria 1886 5/- mint
1899 set to 10/-, Edward1903-1904 set to 1/mint, 1904-1914 mint to 5/-, George V 19221926 to £1 mint, 1925 postage dues to 6d mint,
1926 overprint postage to 10/-, George VI mint
to 10/-, 49 silver wedding set mint, Queen
Elizabeth 1956 definitive set to £1 mint, good
range of unminted commemorative sets,
postage dues etc. plus a good selection of early
G.B. line engraved and surface printed issues
with Malta used abroad A25 cancel, very high
catalogue value £300-500

1406

Stamps G.B. Queen Elizabeth collection housed
in Stanley Gibbons hingeless albums to include
early commemorative and definitive issues,
watermark varieties, phosphor issues various
presentation packs, prestige booklets, various
folded booklets, booklet panes good degree of
completeness on early issues plus a range of
world mint and used including George VI issues
with high values, Gibraltar one country
collection, Indian States selection early Queen
Victoria issues etc. £400-600

1407

Postcards in album including Children's carcs
Fairies, Mickey Mouse, Bonzo (x 7), Snow White
set, Comic, Zoo animals, real photographic
topography and others. £60-100

1408

Postcards in album , mixed themes including GB
Topography, Children's cards, Artist drawn,
Comic, Mabel Lucie Attwell, Disney, shiping,
Aviation and other cards. £60-80

1409

Postcards in two albums including Real
Photographic Street Scenes, Windmills, Seven
Kings 1913 shops and street, Seven Kings Hotel
1913 exterior with three open top buses, 1907
Wrabness shore, North Strret Dunmow and
others. Plus printed cards, artist drawn, early
cards etc. £60-100

1410

Collection of postcards and greeting cards loose
and in album. Greeting cards include WW1,
comic, paper lace etc. £20-30

1411

Stamps large selection of G.B. presentation
packs plus some year packs (approx. 300) and
two framed and glazed GV and GVI sets £100150
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well 29 March 2022
1424 10:00
Group of ephemera including letters postcards,
presented and notated bird collection, the
majority appear unminted, to include miniature
sheets, booklet panes, se-tenant panes etc, all
housed in twenty nine senator albums (29) £250
-350
1413

1414

Stamps selection of stock books of World
Thematus strength in Bird Thematus, plus loose
on stock booked, pockets etc and a quantity of
Hawid, Prinz, Showguard and other mounts £40
-60
Stamps G.B. and World selection in albums and
stock books, G.B. includes modern illustrated
first day covers, unminted commemorative
issues. Prestige booklets, coin covers, 1935
Silver Jubilee Booklet (incomplete). World
includes Singapore mint issues, GVI Bahamas
5/- m/m copy and others plus a range of beer
and spirit labels £150-200

auction deeds, postcards including Bainsfather,
autograph albums, postal stationary etc. £60100
1425

.Selection of 1960's Speedway Magazines. £2030

1426

Stamps - GB and World selection in two albums
including good range of Chinese. £25-35

1427

Cigarette Cards- Selection of various
manufacturers Player's, Will's, Churchman's etc.
£40-60

1428

Stamps- GB and World selection in albums,
stock cards etc, ideal for thematic collectors.
£60-100

1429

Shipping Memorabilia including Collection of
cigarette cards and Hand Coloured cards etc.
£40-60

1430

Cricket Famed and Glazed Photograph. Catford
CC v ASC. Match played in aid of the Funds of
the Lewisham Division of the British Red Cross
Society on Whit Monday 1915. W.G. Grace in
the center , Jack Hobbs and other identified
players. Overall 65 x 75 cms. £60-100

1415

Comics Tell Me Why including issue No.1,
Beano, Warlord, etc mostly 1970s issues (Qty)
£20-40

1416

Stamps G.B. including two albums of
presentation packs, first day covers, special
cancellations etc. £25-35

1431

1417

Postcards World selection in carry case,
including real photographic, windmills, light
houses, topographical etc (100's) £60-100

Autographs - The Beatles signed record sleeve
with record The Beatles Hits EP signed on front
in blue biro £300-400

1432

Michael Jackson Twelve 1980's Black and White
Press Release photographs. Michael Jackson
with various stars including Liz Taylor, Diana
Ross 1981, Whitney Houston, Brooke Shields,
Kim Wilde, Star light Express cast etc. £30-50

1433

Postcards in three albums. All periods, real
photographic including Railway Station interior ,
topographic, artist drawn, etc. £40-60

1434

One shoe box of modern postcards and
cigarette cards including silk issues. £20-30

1435

Stamps- Two boxes of presentation packs, GB
First Day Covers, mint commemorative issues,
gutter pairs, stamp albums and other stamps.
£80-120

1418

1419

Theatre memorabilia comprising of an archive of
sets designs (50+) by Audrey J Bellwood 196165. Theatres include Chesterfield Civic, Clacton,
Kidderminster, Ayr and Folkestone. A quantity of
mounted photographs annotated with theatre,
play and playrite. A selection of original water
colour set designs and indexed newpaper
cuttings of play reviews etc. £60-100
Four boxes of comics mostly 1970’s issues
including Action comic No. 1 with free gift, Bullet
comic, No 1 with a sequential run . Whoopee ,
Hornet, Victor , Tiger, good range of Marvel etc.
Plus football and Rugby programmes. £60-100

1420

Stamps Four albums of First Day covers £25-35

1436

1421

Colchester Oyster Feast 1889 programme
together with Jarrolds' Colchester Pageant
postcards and other ephemera (1 box) £60-100

1978 FA Charity Shield unused ticket stubs
together with a programme and other Ipswich
Town football programs £30-50

1437

1422

Collection of Victorian and later greeting cards in
Victorian work box. Including novelty, pull out,
paper lace, celluloid, Military, artist drawn. Plus
some postcards and mourning stationary. £4060

1423

Silk Souvenir - Greetings from The Franco British Exhibiton London 1908 by W. H. Grant
Coventry. £30-50

Two albums of postcards including Real
Photographic Thomas Saunders, Harwich Baker
with trade bicycle, Fire Damaged shop with
policemen, Silks, harvest workers in fields,
Father Christmas, Marshall & Son Second Hand
Furniture horse and cart, First World War, Indian
scenes, local cards etc. £60-100
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1438 Autograph Elizabeth Taylor Actress
1940's
1446 10:00
Box of 1930's and later advertising items,
Portrait Photograph hand signed ' To Peter Best
Wishes Always Elizabeth Taylor'. Plus unsigned
film stills Eliabeth Taylor in The Conspirator
1949 (x4), Ivanhoe 1952 and two others. With
provenance. (Qty: Eight) £200-300
1439

Autograph Grace Kelly Actress 1950's Portrait
Photograph hand signed 'To Sheila With Best
Wishes Grace Kelly' With provenance. £100-150

1440

Autograph Clark Gable Actor c1950's Portrait
Photograph handsigned 'To Dennis from Clark
Gable'. Plus four other Clark Gable unsigned
photographs. With provenance. (Qty: Five) £100
-200

1441

1442

1443

1444

1445

Autographs 1950's Actors and Actresses hand
signed portrait Photographs and Film Stills, Ava
Gardner 'Best Wishes Ava Gardner, Robert
Taylor 'To Sheila My Best Wishes Robert Taylor,
Greer Carson 'Best Wishes Greer Carson 1950
plus three other unsigned Greer Garson. With
provenance. £60-100
Autographs Actor and Actresses 195's
photographs handsigned John Holiak, Cathy
O'Connell,Sheila Sim (x2), Anna Valentina. Plus
a quantity of portraits, groups, film still, MGM
photographs of well know film stars including
Anna Neagle, Michael Wilding in Spring in
Mayfair, Deborah Kerr, Lana Turner, Victor
Mature, Stewart Granger, Alfred Hitchcock, crew
and actors in Under the Capricorn 1949. With
provenance (Qty: Thirty +) £100-200
Colchester Postcards including Real
Photographic Social History Charles Brown
Hardware, Horse and Cart with Tradesmen
(three cards). Charles Brown & Sons Horse and
Cart drawn oil tank ( two cards), C. Brown East
Hill, Colchester parade of shop fronts with staff,
horse and carts and people. Three sign-written
oil tanks with carts and lorries. Also street
scenes, Langenhoe earth quake, greetings etc.
£100-200
Postcards loose in two shoe boxes including
Real Photographic 1917 King George V and
Queen Mary outside the Liverpool & London
Globe Insurnce Co. HRH Duke of York unveiling
War Memoraial, Cambridge 1922 (three cards),
Military groups, Street scenes. Other cards
include greetings, artist drawn, topography,
Silks, early cards, comic etc. £60-100

company sales catalogues for beds, chairs, cots,
brass fittings, domestic ware, price lists etc. £3050
1447

Victorian Wild Flower Illustrated Photograph
Album Carte de Visites and Cabinet cards plus a
box of mixed ephemera including Quen
Victorian1887-8 Jubilee Year Souvenir, 1911
Empire Booklet, 1911 Swamp-Root Almanac by
Dr Kilmer & Co, 1904 Cyclist Almanac, stamps,
mourning stationary etc. £60-80

1448

Autographs Ballet - A group of Royal Opera
House 1953 programmes hand signed by
various dancers including Margot Fonteyn (x8),
Michael Soames, Beryl Grey, Alfred Rodrigues,
Peter Clegg, Nadia Nerina and many others.
Also some signed and unsigned photographs
and other Ballet programmes and souvenir
publications. £60-100

1449

A box of photographs including Carte De Visites,
Military and other postcards, Victorian Tennis
group Cabinet Card etc. £30-40

1450

Ballet - Dame Margot Fonteyn Extensive
Collection of autographs and ephemera
including books, programmes, photographs and
other items. Plus Rudolph Nureyev signed
programmes. A quantity of Fonteyn with
Nureyev items, photographs including on the
beach, press releases, informal photographs
poster etc. Small Royal Opera House curtain
fragment framed and glazed. £200-300

1451

Postcards in album including Christmas Hold To
Light, early coloured vignettes and undivided
backs, street scenes, artist drawn, topography
etc. Plus a selection of cigarette cards. £40-60

1452

Run of Eagle comics including issue no. 1 to no.
51 £40-60

1453

Collection of mixed ephemera including Frank
Sinatra tickets and programmes, theatre
programmes, autographs, trade cards, playing
cards etc. £30-40

1454

Stamps GB & Channel Island, IOM Collection
housed in albums plus tea cards. £150-200

1455

Stamps, GB and World selection including
France, Germany, USA and GB, including early
issues £60-100

1456

One album of late 19th / early 20th Century
Employments References from Colchester and
other employers, car tax discs, Colchester
Ordinance Survey map 1921. Also some
atuomobilia items and an album of greeting
cards, postcards and scraps. £30-50

Postcards in two albums including greetings,
early cards, Father Christmas in blue coat, artist
drawn, Pickford's advert, social history,
topography etc. £60-80
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Postcards in two albums and some loose
photographic Children's home Aldeburgh, Spring
Flowers Leison 1910, Japanese street scenes
and views, Salvation Army gatherings with
crowds, other cards include Kirchner, Bonzo,
1904 Dickins & Jones shop front, printed card,
Iken School, topography, quantity of Azuza
reproduction postcards Native Americans £4060
1458

1459

1472

Stamps Thematic collections in albums including
aircraft, cars, birds, butterflies, flowers,
locomotives etc £100-150

Set of four interesting 19th century journals /
scrap books containing extensive writing,
watercolours, prints and photographs of an
Ostrich farm in South Africa. £100-200

1473

Stamps - Canada one country collection on
three hingeless albums mint and used including
early issues, plus other stock books of Canadian
issues, covers etc (Qty) £80-120

Stamps collection of over 300 G.B. First Day
Covers, Australia stamps in stock book including
early booklet, G.B. mint, used and others £40-60

1474

Football programmes selection of Ipswich Town,
mostly later period £30-50

1475

Stamps G.B. selection of year books (16) first
day cover selection, PHQ cards, Royalty coin
covers etc. (3 boxes) £100-150

1476

Cigarette cards selection loose and in album
including Players, Wills etc £30-50

1477

Selection of 1960's/70's Charles Buchan
Football Monthly. £30-50

1478

Stamps GB 1840 Penny Black, Victorian penny
red £30-50

1479

Collection of First Day covers, Presentation
Covers and stamps. Plus a lot of facsimile film
star postcard. £20-40

1480

Kensitas silks flags and Flowers £30-50

1481

Collection of 17 sets of cigarette cards £40-60

1482

Stamps - box with stock cards and packets with
a British Commonwealth range, mint and used
£30-40

1483

Stamps - Box with a collection of GB first day
covers and PHQ cards - 10 albums plus many
loose £60-70

1484

Stamps - G.B. and Channel Islands first day
covers loose and in a blue binder - wide range
from the 1960s onwards £30-40

1485

Stamps - Red plastic crate of G.B., Channel
Islands, Commonwealth first day covers in
albums and loose £30-40

1486

Stamps - G.B. first day covers in a 6 pioneer
albums and loose £20-30

1487

Stamps - large accumulation of GB first day
covers in plastic folders - 1960s onwards £30-40

1488

Stamps - Box with a range of G.B. first day
covers from 1966 onwards. Special postmarks
noted £20-30

1460

Stamps - G.B first day covers and presentation
packs in albums and loose £100-150

1461

Stamps - World accumulation in albums and
stock books all periods mint and used, including
Channel Islands, one country collections
Australia, New Zealand etc (Qty) £80-120

1462

Stamps - G.B. collection in albums and stock
books including 1840 1d black x 7 various
plates, 1841 1d imperfs, plate No's, surface
printed, 1939 and 1951 high values, range of
Queen Elizabeth II commemorative and
definitive issues (high catalogue value) £400600

1463

An early hand written recipe book dated 1848,
together with another similar and a scrap book
(3) £80-120

1464

Three early 20th century photograph albums of
India including camp sites, pilgrims prostrate on
the way to shine, crowds, oxen, elephants,
railway, locals etc. £20-30

1465

Victorian purchase ledger for the London and
Blackwall Railway Widening 1885 £50-80

1466

Set of three rare 1920's guides to Brazil £80-120

1467

Grand Tour photograph album including China,
local people, activities and views etc. £50-80

1468

Free Nelson Mandela Wembley 1988 Concert
poster with provenance £100-150

1469

Victorian Photograph North Norway Indigenous
People outside a sod house with group of
uniformed men. Photographer J H Wennberg,
Tromso, Norway. £30-50

1470

including Felixstowe, Ipswich and surrounding
district, real photographic cards and social
history. A selection of stamp albums. Some
photographs including interior of Imperial
Airways Empire Flying Boat. £40-60

Box of mixed ephemera including a group of
Suffolk Sale Catalogues and Identures,
Photographs, Crests in two albums, Engravings,
Maps etc. £40-60
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1489 Suitcase of photographs and letters
relating
1507 10:00
Stamps, GB first day covers, 1973 - 2000,
the Alfieri family including a photograph album
of a ship laying cables, 1930's photographs of
Singapore and Malaya. £20-30
1490

Scarce Beatles ticket for De Montfort Hall 1964 the show was attended by the vendor's motherin-law £80-120

1491

Scarce Beatles ticket for De Montfort Hall 1964 the show was attended by the vendor's motherin-law £80-120

selection of illustrated covers, mostly
unaddressed, commemorative and definitive
issues, booklets, Bradbury covers, Benham silks
etc. all housed in albums. Stamps, Sotheby's
Silk Cover collection 1988 - 1995. Complete,
No's: 1 - 109. Stamps, selection of PHQ Cards,
Presentation Packs and Aerogrammes all
housed in albums. £80-120
1508

Cigarette Cards early selection including
Ogden’s Owners Racing Colours and Jockeys,
Clarke Marine Series (20) Players Arms and
Armour and others £40-60

1509

1970's Robert Brothers Circus poster and a
similar 1960's poster (2) £30-40

1510

Sally Chipperfieds Circus, Circus King and
reproduction Tom Arnold's circus poster (3) £2030

1511

Collection of 50 1980's and later circus posters
including Circus Wonderland, Cirque Normandie
etc. £40-60

1492

Stamps - World selection in stock books
including Germany, USA etc (Qty) £40-60

1493

Stamps - Chinese mint and used collection in
two albums and folder 1890 onwards including
coiled dragons, Shanghai, Mao 1950s £150-200

1494

Stamps - World selection in albums and
stockbooks including Omnibus issues and
Penny Reds £40-60

1495

Stamps - New Ideal album, various albums and
stockbooks mint and used all periods £40-60

1496

Stamps - Commonwealth selection in New Ideal
and Ideal albums (5) £60-80

1512

Collection of 50 1980's and later circus posters
including Barnum, George Irvin's etc. £40-60

1497

Stamps - Commonwealth and World selection
including stockbook of Persia £40-60

1513

One box of circus programmes (50 plus) £40-60

1498

Stamps - Commonwealth and World selection in
albums and stockbooks plus some loose
postcards £40-60

1514

Books- two boxes of magic, entertainment and
circus related books (2 boxes) £30-50

1515

Original early 20th century poster for 'The Pilot
Insurance Corporation Ltd' £30-50

1516

Stamps GB and World Selection in albums and
stockbooks, mostly junior collections. £30-50

1517

Elvis book autographed by Elvis's session
musicians including James Burton and Myrna
Smith, Jerry Scheff and Ronnie Tutt £30-50

1518

Collection of 1960's Press Release black and
white photographs sports including Football
famous names, 1st Division in play action shots
and team photos,Pele, Boxing, Rugby etc £3050

1519

Stamps World Selection including Album of gold
issues, Framed Stamps-Harry Potter, Star Trek,
Elvis and other TV and Sport related items. £3050

1520

Collection of 1960's Press Release and Black
and White Photographs including Christine
Keeler, Mandy Rice-Davies, film stars including
Sophie Loren, Kim Novak, Pin Ups, other actors
and actresses, Royalty, Military etc. £40-60

1521

Stamps - World Selection including Channel
Island Covers, Chinese and USA Year Packs
and others. Two boxes. plus Ten Elvis Quarters
and Two Concorde silver dollars £40-60

1499

Victorian scrap album including verses,
drawings, engravings etc. £40-60

1500

Film Posters- Return of the Jedi Special Edition,
Empire Strikes Back Special Edition, Star Wars
Special Edition, Avatar and Hitchhikers Guide to
the Galaxy (5) £40-60

1501

Film Posters- Tigger the Movie, 101 Dalmations
(remake), Finding Nemo, Herbie Fully Loaded,
Monsters Inc and Bugs Life (6) £30-40

1502

Film Posters to include The Beatles, Spiceworld
the Movie, and others (4) £40-60

1503

Mickey Mouse paraphernalia circa 1930s
onwards to include an enamel Mickey Mouse
Chums badge £40-60

1504

Original Amy Winehouse 2011 Brazil Tour
information pack (with provenance) £100-150

1505

GB and World Collection of stamps to include
French, Canada and New Zealand. £60-100

1506

Football programmes Arsenal Home and Away
seasons 1958-59, 1990's period with duplication
(listing available) (4 boxes) £60-100
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1522 Collection of photographs and slides
related
1536 10:00
Postcards album of Aircraft including
Space, including from the Planetarium and
Space Frontiers £30-50

Messerschmitt, Wellington, Spitfire etc. £20-30
1537

Postcards selection in album including
Advertising. £20-30

1538

Postcards selection including Comic, Bamforth,
Tom B, Seaside humour etc. (75) £30-40

1539

Stamps GB collection mint and used in album
including 1840 1d black (x2), 1d plate no's,
surface printed etc. (2 albums) £60-100

1540

Stamps Commonwealth mint and used in three
New Age albums, including omnibus issues. (3)
£60-100

1541

Stamps Commonwealth selection in loose leaf
albums including George V and George VI
issues mint and used (2) £50-70

1542

Stamps World selection in albums stockbook,
exercise books etc. including GVI mint blocks,
sheets/part sheets, China, Japan etc. (qty) £60100

1543

Colchester pageant 1909 programme and other
Colchester ephemera, Brown Brothers Cycle
Catalogue No 463 dated 1939, cycling maps etc.
£40-60

1544

Late 19th century Grand Tour leather bound
photograph album circa. 1900, various Italian
scenes including Naples, Rome and Milan, all
annotated (approx 120 Images). £40-60

1545

Very large leather bound 19th century and later
photograph album captioned 'some trips abroad'
the photographs are dated from 1890, mostly
annotated in ink and depict Holland, Sweden,
Switzerland, France and Germany
(approximately 44 pages of photographs) £5070

1546

Postcards in album including real photographic
First World War Queen Mary Army Auxiliary
Corps women's tug of war and group portraits
including 'Good Old No 9 !, WW11 ATS group
running. Also shipping aviation etc. Some
photographs. (approx 154 cards) £50-70

1547

Stamps, GB and World selection in large blue
crate including covers, albums, stock books etc
£60-100

1548

Football programmes selection including 1950's
FA Cup finals, including 1953 Blackpool v Bolton
signed by 4 players, Pymm, Blackmore,
Jennings and one other, Manchester City v
Newcastle, Birmingham v Manchester City,
Aston Villa v Manchester United and others,
Internationals, 1967 England v USSR, England
v Spain plus others (qty) £100-150
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1523

Autograph Album early 1900's autographs
including Sir E.R.G.R. Evans South Pole
Explorer, signed piece, pages signed by Walter
W Hedgecock composer, August Mann
conductor, Mackenzie Rogan, John Philip Sousa
composer signature with music notation, Agnes
Nicholls soprano and others. £50-70

1524

Early Victorian linen backed pen, ink and
watercolour Royal Ancestral Tree illustrating
Kings and Queens from William I to Victoria £50
-100

1525

Brightlingsea Memorabilia - The Book of the
Mayor of the Cinque Port Liberty of Brightling
1928-29 Thomas Bartlett Howard. Quarter
leather bound albun containing photgraphs,
news paper cuttings documenting various
events including Guy Fawkes Day 1929, tree
planting, Mayor election, Football teams etc. £60
-100

1526

17th Century Framed and Glazed Indenture,
Bound Volume The Times 1924 and a large
bound Office Accounts. £20-30

1527

Stamps GB Prestige Booklets selection
including Beatrix Potter, Tolkien, Agatha
Christie, European Football etc. (50+) £100-150

1528

Stamps GB selection of Presentation packs (74)
plus year books (3) and Prince of Wales
watercolour book. (qty) £50-70

1529

Stamps GB mint u/m selection including blocks
of 6 x £5.00 values, £10.00 and commemorative
and definitive issues face £320 + £100-150

1530

Stamps GB mint selection including definitive
presentation packs £10.00 issues, Post & Go
presentation packs, Millenium Moments packs
(x2) Booklets, sheets face in excess of £300.00
£100-150

1531

Autographs, two signed Essex Cricket bats,
2016 and 2017 players £25-30

1532

Shoebox of Postcards (approximately 350) £3040

1533

Red album of topographical postcards, Weston
Super Mare, Ramsgate, Clacton etc. £25-30

1534

Cartes Postales album containing topographical
Shepperton, Bacton on Sea (approximately 100)
£30-40

1535

Postcards album containing real photographic
including Salmon & Co. Sheffield, Cobham,
Marlow (84) £20-30
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1549 Royal Christmas Card of George IITue,
of Greece,
1703 10:00
Ray Bradbury - Fahrenheit 451, Rupert Hartwith black and white photograph of him in Naval
uniform £30-40

Davis 1954, first U.K. edition, with dust jacket
£200-300

1550

Stamps GB Booklets 2/- blue No358 In Trying
Weather try Bovril (complete) 3/- Red No 321
Bovril keeps you Fit (complete) (2) £30-50

1704

Ray Bradbury - The Silver Locusts, 1951 first
English edition, together with An Illustrated Man,
1954 second impression (2) £60-100

1551

World and GB postcards including stations,
overseas including Cologne military 1919, real
photographic and others £20-30

1705

Small collection of 20th century literature,
including Iris Murdoch, Graham Greene, Aldoux
Huxley etc. (2 boxes) £30-50

1552

Photographic Foyer Cards Warner Bros Faithful
with Jean Muir 1936 (x10), Fugitive in the Sky
(x1), Metro Goldwyn Ben Hur Ramon Navarro
(x6), Ben Hur Charlton Heston 1959 (8) £20-30

1706

One box of Childrens illustrated books, including
Arthur Rackham, Kate Greenaway and others
£40-60

1707

1553

Stamps Great Britain Covers a pair of illustrated
covers for the issues of Edward VIII cancelled by
London Machine cancel plus an abdication day
illustrated cover doubled on the wedding day
plus a selection of Edward VIII covers including
last day cover to Lundy Island, various plain
FDC's and others £100-150

W. Gurney Bentham, Colchester Oyster Feast,
pub. 1902, original cloth binding, 32cm high £40
-60

1708

Edward Gilbert - The Madonna and Child,
London 1895, numbered 15 from an edition of
100, calf binding £30-50

1709

Clive Holland, Things seen in Japan, 1911,
together with H.B. Tristram, Rambles in Japan,
1895 and Mortimer Menpes, Japan a record in
colour, 1905 5th edition (3) £20-40

1710

Walter Tyndale R.I., An Artist in the Riviera,
tooled cloth binding, 28cm high £40-60

1711

Four boxes of Folio Society books, relating to
history £150-250

1712

Four boxes of Folio Society books, including
fiction and history £80-120

1713

One box of P. G. Wodehouse books £40-60

1714

Two boxes of poetry books £40-60

1554

1555

1556

1557

Railway ephemera including the ABC Railway
booklets, British Railways 1944, 1940's small
scrap book, Tain spotting notebooks, GNR zig
saw by Chad Valley, 1918 LSWR Engineers
Office Details of Switches and Crossings, other
books and two 1888 Illustrated London News.
Pus a box of small pieces of track ironwork. £2030
Album of 19th century trimmed engravings
including topography, Welsh Costumes by
Newman & Co, London, literary figures,
landmarks, aqueducts, some verses and
drawings. £30-40

1715

Cycling magazines including Bi Cycling News,
The Cyclist 1902 & 1900, Cycling Echoes 1900,
Cyclist Tour Club Gazette no. 1 1911 to 1913
period. £30-50

One box of literature including Balzac, Charles
Kingsley, Sinclair Lewis £20-40

1716

Stamps Benham silk issues including G.B.
commemoratives, The Royal Collection, Visit of
The Pope John Paul II (qty) £30-50

Set of four Percy Macquiod History of English
Furniture: history of walnut, oak, mahogany,
satinwood, published Lawrence and Bullen
1938, cloth binding £50-100

1717

Three volumes Herbert Cescinsky English
furniture of the 18th century £50-100

1718

Rowling, J. K. Harry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone, third printing, London: Ted
Smart, The Book People Ltd., 1998, hardback,
print line on copyright page reads '10 9 8 7 6 5 4
3' £50-100

1719

Good collection of first edition Harry Potter
books, with dust jackets (5) £50-100

1720

Large collection of Harry Potter books, including
some first editions. Approximately 30 £60-100

1721

Large collection of Penguin paperbacks. (3
boxes) £50-70

1700

Gibbon (Edward), 'The Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire', 8 vols., pub. John Murray 1887,
calf covers, marbled ends, together with six
books from 'Sir John Lubbock's hundred books'
collection, and three French leather-bound law
books £60-100

1701

Ian Fleming - four early Bond Novels, including
The Man with the Golden Gun, pub 1965, On
His Majesty's Secret Service, 1964 - seventh
impression, You Only Live Twice, 1964, Live
and Let Die, Reprint Society, 1956. (4) £50-70

1702

Churchill World War II 6 Vols. 1948 1st edition,
with dust jackets £40-60
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1722 Early 20th century mahogany revolving
1736 10:00
Collection of DC and other comics, including
bookcase containing the complete works of
Shakespeare £60-100
1723

Two boxes of auction catalogues, to include
Sotherby's Elton John Collection, and other
prominent collections, predominantly Sotherby's
but also Richard Green catalogues and others
£50-100

1724

Ian Fleming - Goldfinger, 1959 fifth impression,
with dust jacket, in fine condition £40-60

1725

Book- Folio Society, Merian (Maria Sibylla) The
Surinam Album, 2006, Folio Society, 91 colour
facsimile watercolour plates, publishers original
green quarter morocco in book-box, folio, limited
edition 861/1000, as new, includes commentary
volume, £200-300

1726

1727

Book- Folio Society, The Luttrell Psalter, 2006
facsimile edition reproduced from the British
Library Editional. MS42130 and printed at
Cambridge University Press, original blue
morocco, the binding by Smith Settle of Ottley,
with a design by David Eccles, with separate
commentary bound in quarter cloth, contained in
original drip back box, 866/1480 limited edition.
£200-300
Book- Folio Society, The Wind in the Willows by
Kenneth Graham in slip case, The Earth an
Intimate History by Richard Fortey in slip case,
The Nude by Kenneth Clark in slip case,
Together with other books to include A Book of
Britain by Johnny Scott, The Gypsy Hedgehogs,
Hare and Guy Fawkes and Hare and the Easter
Eggs by Alison Uttley (7 books) £50-70

Superman. (50+) £30-50
1737

Sexton Blake Library, approximately 57 in total
£100-150

1738

Thomas Scott - Holy Bible, London 1830,
contemporary tooled calf binding £30-50

1739

East Anglian Magazines, 22 bound volumes.
From Vol 6, 1946 £150-250

1740

Miniature bookcase glazed, with complete works
of Shakespeare published by Charles Tilt.
C.1830 £100-200

1741

Lewis Carroll - First edition of the peoples
edition of Alice in Wonderland and the Through
the Looking Glass, 1887. (2) £100-200

1742

Book- Le Microscope Bibliograpique by
Maximillien Malebranche 1771 £30-40

1743

Mary Austell - Reflections upon a Marriage, 3rd
edition 1706, important feminist work, leather
binding, 18cm high £100-150

1744

Book- Life of David Roberts, signed by the
author £30-40

1745

Sir John Dillon - The case of the children / His
Royal highness Duke of Sussex, 1832, board
ends, 29cm high £30-40

1746

John Profily - An Easy and Exact Method of
curing the Venereal Disease, second edition
1748, losses to end papers (text to page 332)
leather bound £50-100

1747

One box of folio society titles £30-50

1748

Box of signed modern biography hardbacks
£100-150

1749

Ecclesiastical and civil law - Arthur Browne,
Compendious View of the Civil Law, Vol 1, 1797
- Ecclesiastical Law in Ireland, 1803 second
edition, two works £80-120

1728

Frederic Shobert, The World in Miniature,
Hindoostan volumes 5 and 6 (Two volumes
bound as one). Around 1820 with colour
engravings by R Ackerman £100-150

1729

Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, R L
Stevenson, Longmans Green and Co 1886
Seventh Edition. £60-90

1750

Dirk Bogarde - - A Particular Friendship, signed,
and two others, one bearing a signature £50-70

1730

One box of Folio Society books £40-60

1751

1731

Interesting box of mixed literature and
antiquarian books £40-60

Rabindrath Tagore - Three works including The
Gardener, 1913 first edition, Gitanjali 1913, 1st
edition - October reprint, Sidhana 1914 reprint.
£50-80

1732

Three boxes of Folio Society books, together
with De-luxe editions of Tolkien's The Hobbit
and Silmarillion £100-200

1752

Thomas Morgan - Romano-British, Mosaic
Pavements 1886, with folding plates £40-60

1753

1733

One box of Folio Society books £60-100

H. Munro Cautley - Royal Arms, signed 1934
first edition £30-50

1734

R Kearton - British Birds Nests, together with
Cassell’s Book of Birds, 4 vols £50-100

1754

B. A. McMichan - The Greyhound, 1937 1st
edition, with dust jacket £50-70

1735

Group of antiquarian books and maps. (1 box)
£40-60

1755

The first folio of Shakespeare, The Norton
facsimile, 1996 second edition, in slip case £5070
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1756 Two 19th century Swiss folding maps
£60-100
1770 10:00
The Norton Facsimile - The First Folio of
1757

Rev. Ralph Erskine - 1771 Scripture songs,
together with John Wesley - Primitive Physic,
seventeenth edition 1788 £80-120

1758

Boswell in Holland 1763-64, published 1952 by
Heinemann, limited edition of 1050 copies, cloth
ends, tooled calf spine £30-50

1759

Abel Boyer - The Royal Dictionary in two parts,
first French and English. Secondly English and
French, 1st Edition, London 1699, antique cloth
binding, 4to. £50-70

1760

1761

1771

Marvel and DC Comics to include The Flash
,The Incredible Hulk ,Suicide Squad and Others
£30-40

1772

Collection of Biggles books, publishers Including
Hodder & Stoughton, Dean & Son, Oxford £3050

1773

Box of signed fiction and others including Ian
McEwan - Atonement, signed by the author,
book signed and dedicated to Hammond Innes,
various others £100-150

John Le Carre, 4 first edition vols. - Tinker Tailor
Soldier Spy, The Honourable Schoolboy,
Smiley's People x2 - published Hodder and
Stoughton £60-100

1774

Samuel Johnson, Dictionary of the English
Language with corrections by Rev. H.J. Todd. 4
vols. 4to. London 1818, together with a Welsh
language Bible, 1840. (5) £50-70

Ian Fleming, seven vols. James Bond, including
Dr. No, first edition, published by Jonathan Cape
(no dust jacket), together with six various Book
Society volumes £60-100

1775

J.R.R Tolkien, Lord of the Rings, 5 vols,
including a set of three published by George
Allen and Unwin, 2nd edition, a 2nd edition of
The Two Towers published by Houghton Mifflin,
and an edition of The Fellowship of the Ring
published by Guild Publishing £40-60

1776

A quantity of books, including Samuel Beckett Waiting for Godot (Grove Press, 28th printing),
Olive Higgins Prouty - Now Voyager (film
edition), other 20th century fiction, etc (1 boxes)
£30-40

1777

The collected works of Sir Winston Churchill, 34
vols, published by The Library of Imperial
History, 1974, all in green slip cases £1,0001,500

1778

Thomas Wright - History of Essex, 1836, 2 Vols,
early binding £100-150

1779

Collection of books relating to Essex £40-60

1780

Thomas Snelling - Coins of Great Britain,
originally published by the author, collected into
one volume, London 1823 £60-100

1781

John Crawfurd, History of the Indian
Archipelago, 3 Vols, Edinburgh 1820 £40-60

1782

Thomas Campbell, Diary of a visit to England in
1775 by an Irishman, presentation inscription
from the Editors, dated 1854, original cloth
binding, first edition £200-300

1783

Gerald Scarfe - Scarfeland, signed and with
caricature of Margaret Thatcher, 1989 £40-60

1762

Three boxes of Batsford topographical
publications, approximately 90 £50-100

1763

Desiderius Erasmus - Moriae Encomium Cum
G. listeii Coment, Amsterdam 1629, very small
volume, approximately 2 x 3 inches,
contemporary full leather £120-180

1764

Shakespeare, Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet,
with illustrations by W. Hatherell R.I., pub.
Holder & Stoughton, ed.129/250 £60-100

1765

Will the Great Comet now rapidly approaching
strike the Earth?, published James Gilbert,
London 1857 £200-300

1766

A Suffolk Garland, edited by John Hadfield,
Allan Jobson's personal copy with signed
correspondence from contributors including
Benjamin Britten, John Hadfield, the copy
signed by 21 contributors including Norah Lofts,
Norman Scarfe, Carl Giles, etc, 1st edition £300400

1767

Shakespeare, together with Shakespeare's
Tragedies, a leather bound volume published by
Cassell Petter & Galpin (2) £40-60

The Henry Irving Shakespeare, 8 vols., pub.
Blackie & Son, original tooled cloth bindings £50
-80

1768

Garner & Stratton, 'The Domestic Architecture of
England During The Tudor Period', 2 Vols. pub.
Batsford, Second Edition 1929, together with
Stratton, 'The English Interior', pub. Batsford
£60-100

1769

J E Neale: A collection of books on Elizabethan
history by J.E. Neale and by descent from the
author and prominent Elizabethan historian,
some signed, one box £40-60
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1784 Bound Suffolk Chronicle run beginning
1797 10:00
Poetry - Granta Limericks, six others including
19th September 1812 and including an account
of the Battle of Waterloo (reported June 24th
1815), folio with marbled boards, together with
scholars Arithmetical journal of local interest by
C Rayner, C P Jonas Academy Yoxford. (2) £40
-60

Today the Sun by Raymond Tong, inscribed by
the writer, Marjory Mines - Poems, signed and
dedicated by the writer, two by John Kincaid,
others £40-60
1798

Cedric Wallis, The Heiress of Rosings, after
Jane Austen, signed, together with five other
rare publications £50-70

1800

Lego system 810 set in original box. £60-100

1801

Mamod LiveSteam Wagon in blue colourway
£50-80

1802

Die cast unboxed selection of early Dinky
models including racing cars, saloon cars, buses
and lorries. £60-100

1803

Three Vintage Barrie dolls and two Paul dolls.
Plus a selection of clothing and accessories.
£30-40

1804

Pair of unusual carved wood puppets (2) In the
form of a Highland Frog and Chinese character.
£30-50

1805

Plastic and Rubber figures including Mickey
Mouse, Popeye and Olive Oil and others. £4060

1806

Frog Flying scale model aeroplane in original
box with instructions. £50-70

1807

Two boxes of Railway to include boxed and
loose engines and rolling stock. £30-50

1808

Steiff Bears Nos 407246 and 037955 both in
original boxes £60-80

1809

Designer Bears including Mortimer by Naomi
Leighton, Cranberry by Snooky Bears, Samual
by Robin Rive, Joanne by Gills Bears, Ruby y
Ware's the Baers? £50-70

1810

Box of collectable bears including Deans
Colchester Bear, Rachmaninov by Jean Allen,
Cashmere Cutie by Merrythought, Beth by
Warren Bears and other bears. Plus a short
mohair Cow with painted bell. £40-60

1811

Unusual late 19th century American doll's
rocking chair made from cotton reels £20-40

1812

Scalextric Jaguar Challenge set in original box
plus additional track, two boxed cars, Ford
Focus WRC C2342 and Toyota Corolla C2184
£30-50

1813

Railway Hornby 00 Gauge Sir Ralph Wedgwood
collection in presentation case consisting of
three various locomotives and tenders all Clam
A4 different periods (1 box) £100-150

1814

Dinky Supertoy snow plough No 958 boxed plus
unboxed Coles crane (2) £40-60
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1785

1786

1787

History of the Royal Irish Rifles, by Lt. Col.
George B. Laurie, published 1944, limited
edition no 63 of 82 copies - with coloured plates,
24 half tone and black and white illustrations,
and 15 folded maps, half leather binding
(partially detached) £80-120
William Shakespeare - The Plays and Poems...
in ten volumes edited by Edmond Malone.
London, 1790, 11 volumes (volume 1 part 1 and
part 2 being separately bound), full calf binding
£250-400
J. M. Barrie interest, a handwritten letter to
Henry Gladstone, written from Black Lake
Cottage, Farnham appears to be dated 8 July
1901, together with Peter Pan in Kensington
Gardens, illustrated by Arthur Rackham. (2)
£100-200

1788

Collection of decorative bindings. (2 boxes)
£100-150

1789

Two volumes - The History of the Travels and
Adventures of the chevalier John Taylor, printed
for J. Williams, 1761, volumes 1 and 2 only (of
3) full calf binding, 22 x 14cm £20-40

1790

Alice Through the Looking Glass, 1891, together
with Alf Francis, Racing Mechanic by Peter
Lewis, various other publications £30-50

1791

J Gardner - Taxidermy; Bird stuffing made easy,
third edition 1861, cloth boards £40-50

1792

T. V. L. Staveley - The New Whole Art of
Confectionary, published 1826 £50-70

1793

Keith O. Newman - Mind, Sex & War, Oxford
1941, inscribed and dedicated by the author
1942 £30-50

1794

The Dew Drop and the Mist, published London
1856, together with three others £50-70

1795

Vincent Ferrini - three Heuretic Press
publications -The Garden, signed by the author,
together with Timeo Hominem.., The Square
Root Of In. (3) £40-60

1796

Britain's Great Flood Disaster by Hank Janson,
together with Dr. Michael F. Connors - Dealing
in Hate - the development of Anti-German
Propaganda. (2) £30-50
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1815 Triang battery operated Ford Zephyr
1/2029
scale
1832 10:00
Diecast boxed selection of models of

1816

in original box plus Vosper RAF crash tender in
original box and a selection of plastic soldiers
£30-50

1833

Railway Six Union Mills Models N Gauge
locomotives together with another similar (7)
boxed. £150-200

Diecast boxed and unboxed selection including
Matchbox Superfast models, Lledo etc (Qty) £60
-100

1834

Doll's four posted bed with gold floral printed
canopy, shot silk bedding and various cushions
£40-60

1835

Die cast unboxed selection of early Dinky and
Matchbox models, boxed Lesley Coronation
Coach, Britain's plastic model and Lledo models
and others. £50-70

1836

1920s game with painted theatrical circus
figures and animals £80-120

1837

Tri-ang childs tin plate toy locomotive and a
1950s cuhilds toy lawnmower £30-50

1817

Three Lego systems sets together with one
Lego friends set (4 sets) £30-50

1818

Collection Dinky and other toy cars (1 box) £60100

1819

Tri ang Scalextric set with Jaguar D type and
Porsche cars £30-50

1820

Diecast selection of unboxed models in four
boxes including Burago, Matchbox, Corgi and
others (Qty)

Yesteryear, Days Gones, Corgi etc (Qty) £50-70

1821

Lead farm and zoo animals mostly Britains plus
some buildings (Qty) £40-60

1838

Collection of boxed and unboxed including
Lledo, Matchbox and others model. £30-50

1822

Diecast boxed and unboxed selection including
EFE, Solido, Corgi, Dinky 670 armoured car
boxed, Corgi Classics x 4 boxed £30-50

1839

Die cast selection including Dinky, Matchbox
Models of Yesteryear and others. £40-60

1840

1823

Bombardo table game mounted on a hexagonal
shaped board, the game was made by disabled
soldiers at the Lord Roberts Memorial
Workshops between 1919 and 1939 £30-50

Die cast boxed selection of 1:18 scale larger
models including Minichamps. Five boxed one
unboxed. £40-60

1841

RailwayTwo boxes Triang railway including
carriages, buildings etc, Trix station plus some
Dinky cars £40-60

1842

Lego 75093 Death Star Final Duel, 6210 Jabba
Sail Barge, 6210 Jabba Sail Barge, all including
instructions and mini figs, Not boxed (Qty: 3)
£40-60

1843

Lego 8448 Super Street Car (incomplete) with
instructions available on line, 8436 Race Truck,
4993 Convertible Cool Car, 8272 Snowmobile
with instructions, no boxes (Qty: 4) £60-100

1824

Doll's red painted caravan with yellow cart
wheels, white roof and green decoration and
furniture. £60-100

1825

Antique Steiff bear with button in ear. Shaved
snout, boot button eyes, small hump, wood wool
stuffing, growler(not working) £200-300

1826

Large mohair seated dog with glass eyes, a
mohair teddy with plastic eyes and a small
mohair bear( missing leg). £20-30

1827

Pelham Mickey Mouse puppet, SL type in
original box. £100-150

1844

Lego 10177 Boeing 787 with instructions
available on line, no box (Qty: 1) £50-70

1828

Victorian porcelain head doll JDK 211,
composite body and limb, painted lips lashes
and brows, brown sleeping eyes, dimple in chin.
£100-150

1845

Lego 8291 Green Motorbike, 8417 Motorbike,
8262 Quad Bike, 8420 Street Bike, 8408 Desert
Ranger all with instructions, no boxes (Qty: 5)
£50-70

1829

Large collection of Disney toys, monopoly set
and various other items in four boxes with listing.
£50-70

1846

Lego Technic 8478 Articulated Green Truck,
boxed, 9396 Helicopter, no box, both with
instructions (Qty: 2) £50-70

1830

Franklin Mint models of vintage cars including
John Dillinger 1935 Ford Deluxe, Stutz Black
Hawk, Corvette 53 Auburn and others (10) £100
-150

1847

Collection Meccano with booklets, yellow and
blue. £30-50

1848

Three Dolls by The Doll Artwork by Celia 1998,
large size. £40-60

Franklin Mint models of vintage cars including
1953 Cadillac Eldorado, 1935 Mercedes Benz,
1968 Corvette, Model T Ford and others (10)
£100-150

1849

Dinky 710 diecast Beechcraft S 35 Bonanza
Aircraft in original box together with Dinky
diecast 715 Beachcraft C55 Baron aircraft in
original box (2) £50-70

1831
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Collection of Star Wars blister pack figures
Transporter and Three Racing Cars Gift Set
No.16 plus Simon Snorkle Fire Engine No.1127,
both boxed. £150-200
1851

including Darth Maul (x2), Anakin Skywalker,
Obi Wan Kenobi, R2-D2 and others (listing
available) £80-120

Vintage Nintendo games including Game and
Watch Donkey Kong and Fire, Pocket Scramble,
Mini-Munchman , Game Boy Advance SP, Pop
Game Lasso Super Scope and Grandstand. £80
-120

1867

Quantity of mostly boxed Matchbox Models of
Yesteryear, and others £20-30

1868

Haddon rocking horse, the dappled horse with
green suede and brown leather saddle, on a
pine base, 113cm high £150-250

1852

Tomy Omnibot remote controlled robot, with
remote control , no instructions. £50-70

1869

Corgi Batmobile No.267 plus Batboat and trailer
No. 107, both boxed (2) £60-100

1853

1950/60s tinplate pedal car by Tri-ang. £20-30

1870

1854

Collection of Die Cast Russian boxed toy cars
£50-70

Corgi Gun firing Thrush-Buster (no ring) No. 497
plus James Bond Aston Martin DB5 No 261 (box
damaged), both in original box (2) £50-70

1855

Die Cast boxed model selection of Vanguards,
Corgi, Ledo and others. £60-100

1871

Corgi Ford Consul Cortina Super Estate car No.
440, boxed £25-35

1856

Railway Trix Twin Railway Boxed Set (no track),
loco and rolling stock, boxed and unboxed.
Station , signal box, engine shed, large box of
track and other accessories including Tri-ang
and Hornby Duplo £60-100

1872

Dinky Lady Penelope's Fab 1 No.100 boxed £30
-40

1873

Railway Guage 1 tinplate clockwork 4-4-0
locomotive and tender No. 483, maroon and
black livery £250-350

1857

Jetex Jet Propelled Racing Car - Original Box.
£30-50

1874

Railway Gauge 1 0-4-0 loco and tender No. 281
Maroon and black livery £100-150

1858

Railway Hornby Thomas Electric Train Set
boxed. £20-30

1875

1859

Dinky boxed selection including Lamborghini
No.189, Mercedes Benz 600 No.128, Rolls
Royce Phantom V No.124, Citroen 2CV 500,
SilverJubilee Taxi No. 241, Routemaster Bus
No. 289 (6) £60-100

Chinese tinplate loco in original box, Tinplate
crane, wooden yachtsie tanks and other toys
£30-50

1876

Wooden dolls house with wooden furniture £2030

1877

Vintage Dolls Pram £30-50

2050

1997 Aston Martin DB7 Coupe, 3.2, automatic,
Reg. No. P530 MBM, finished in Buckingham
green metallic, with green piped cream leather
interior and green carpets, MOT until March
2023, circa 68,000 miles. This very attractive
example has been owned and enjoyed by the
current owner for the last 12 years. It benefits
from a £7,500 factory rear seat luggage rack
conversion, (original rear seats included).
Supplied with a large history file, the last service
carrried out at 67,577 miles, October 2019. A
good looking example and represents an
excellent entry point into Aston Martin
ownership. (Subject to 12% buyers premium
inclusive of VAT). £17,000-20,000
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1860

Mamod Steam Traction Engine T.E.1A in
original box plus two stationary steam engines.
£40-60

1861

Railway OO guage selection including Wrenn
Tank No. 2219 boxed, unboxed locomotives and
rolling stock (qty) £40-60

1862

Toys general selection including Meccano,
Lego, unboxed diecast, wooden boat and
sundries (qty) £30-50

1863

Railway Hornby Dublo Passenger Train Set
EDP11 boxed and Tri-ang RS43 boxed £40-60

1864

Japanese Tin Plate Battery Operated Western
Special Locomotive, Air Control Tower, Puffing
Pop Train and Louis Marz Mechanical Toy
Gramaphone and Records, all boxed. £40-60

1865

Die Cast Unboxed Selection of Early Dinky
Models, Tin Plate Biscuit Tin and Chad Vallet
Projector boxed. £30-40
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2051 1969 Ford Capri MKI 1300, manual,
Reg.29
No.March 2022
2052 10:00
1929 Rolls-Royce 20/25 open tourer, coachwork
XBJ 188G, finished in red with red vinyl interior,
56,000 miles indicated. First registered on 21st
March 1969, chassis number BBECJJ03246
was sold by Ford main dealers Potters of
Framlingham to its first owner who kept the
vehicle until 1977, when the current owner
acquired it. After several years of use the car
was put into dry storage, where it remained for
over 30 years. During 2018 the car emerged
from storage and was subject to a
comprehensive restoration including bodywork,
respray and comprehensive engine rebuild,
(photographic records and receipts for works
carried out are included), the original interior
was retained. Dating to the early part of the
Capri's production run, this freshly restored
example would benefit from some minor
finishing touches, but with just 2 owners from
new and a good history file, it represents a great
opportunity for any Ford enthusiast. (Subject to
12% buyers premium inclusive of VAT). £10,000
-12,000
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by Barker (see text) Registration JSU 199,
chassis No. GXO87, engine No. EE6A. This
splendid early 20/25 was first commissioned on
21st November 1929 with the chassis GVO79
which was a 20hp chassis from stores which
was updated by the factory to the latest 20/25
specification including being converted from
small to large bore cylinders and the chassis
plates were changed to GXO87-being in the first
one hundred 20/25 model series built. The
chassis was sold to Lt. Col. James of Penzance,
Cornwall who commissioned Barker & Co coach
builders to construct a torpedo open tourer body
for it. Like so many Pre -War Rolls-Royce's the
car ended up in America in the 1960s and the
body was modified to a shooting brake utilising
the original Barker front end. Upon its return to
England in 1987 it was bought as a restoration
project and put back to its original Barker open
tourer specification utilising as much of the
original body as possible. It is believed that
£93,000 was spent in total on the restoration the
quality of which is still evident today! The stylish
blue open tourer coachwork has very attractive
lines which suits the chassis perfectly. It
exemplifies all the qualities that Henry Royce
envisaged for a light bodied 20/25 with light
steering, smooth gearbox and sprightly
performance unhindered by heavy formal
coachwork. The current owner and her late
husband have participated in numerous rally's in
France in the car and have maintained it in
excellent overall condition. It has blue leather
upholstery, folding rear picnic table, removable
side screens and Barker Patent dipping
headlights. It also has a removable touring trunk
and various tools . It is supplied with a V5 and
large history file. It is a splendid example of the
marque. (Subject to 12% buyers premium
inclusive of VAT). £40,000-45,000
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2053 1925 Sunbeam 14/40 Saloon, Registration
2055 10:00
1980 Mercedes 450 SL auto convertible ,
NP 6215, finished in Maroon with original
buttoned leather interior. This remarkable car
has a fasincating history. It was originally
purchased by a Mr Henry Longhurst from
Kidderminster who frequently corresponded
directly with Sunbeam, included in the sale is his
correspondance file of over 80 letters detailling
works carried out from changing a light bulb to a
gearbox rebuild. In 1929 Mr Longhurst
dissapeared, with his house and cars remaining
frozen in time until they were rediscovered in
1958. Included in the history file is a collection of
photographs of the cars rediscovery and
associated newspaper articles. Following its
removal from the Kidderminster garage, the car
was passed around owners over the next few
decades until it was finally recomissioned by its
4th owner in the early 2000's. Over the next two
decades the car has been improved and
maintained by several enthusiast owners. It
remains a very useable pre-war car with
excellent history. (Subject to 12% buyers
premium inclusive of VAT). £20,000-24,000
2054

1994 Bentley Continental R coupe, Registration
M484FWR, Chassis SCBZB03C9SCH52262.
This very elegant sports Bentley was the
ultimate in luxury motoring in the 1990s costing
in the region of £180,000 new. This beautiful
example was supplied by Chellingworth Bentley
dealers in Australia and was subsequently
imported to this country in 1998. It was originaly
finished in white which has been changed to a
more subtle silver upon its return to the UK- the
speedometer now showing approx 55,920 miles.
The interior is upholstered in dark blue leather
with walnut dashboard and door cappings. The
mileage is supported with an extensive service
history with twenty two bills from Balmoral UK
and Harvey Wash Ltd Bentley Specialists
covering the last 24 years. Supplied with a V5,
new MOT and extensive documentation- a very
attractive and fast Classic thoroughbred.
(Subject to 12% buyers premium inclusive of
VAT). £30,000-35,000

Registration MGV676V, only approx. 52,000
miles from new (believed genuine). This
beautiful low mileage example of this classic
Mercedes is finished in ivory with
complementing beige interior. It has automatic
transmission, electric windows and cruise
control. It also has its original hard top and a
fitted car cover. The excellent overall condition
supports the low mileage including very little
wear to the foot pedals . The car has covered
very few miles in recent years and will probably
require some light re-commissioning but is
running and driving well . It is supplied with a V5
document and MOT history. (Subject to 12%
buyers premium inclusive of VAT). £20,00025,000
2056

1993 Volvo 940 S Saloon. 2.0, manual, Reg. No.
L58 NPU, finished in deep blue metallic with
grey trico plush cloth interior, MOT until July
2022, circa 178,000 miles. This great example of
Volvo iconic box saloon was ordered from
Lancaster Volvo in Brentwood, Essex on 26th
November 1993, the car remained in the
posession of the original owner until his passing
in 2021, with ownership passing to a close friend
in late 2021. The vast history file supplied with
the car includes the original handbook pack,
service book, order form, service and
maintenance receipts. A very nice useable
modern classic with excellent history. (Subject to
12% buyers premium inclusive of VAT). £1,5002,000

2058

2002 Skoda Octavia Ambiente Estate, 1.9 TDi,
automatic, Reg. No. EJ02 NUU MOT, finished in
metallic green with cloth interior, MOT expired
June 2019, circa 69,000 miles, supplied with 2
keys, V5 showing no former keepers and
handbook pack with 16 service stamps, the last
from June 2018. Some recomissioning required.
(Subject to 12% buyers premium inclusive of
VAT). £500-700

2059

1983 Subaru Brat pickup, Reg. No. A891 CGV,
finished in blue with a cloth interior, the car has
been dry stored for a number of years, now
requiring restoration. The car is a rare survivor
and would make for an interesting project.
(Subject to 12% buyers premium inclusive of
VAT). £500-700
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2060 1967 Mercedes 250SL convertible,
Registration
2062 10:00
1998 Mercedes C240 automatic Saloon, New
23GLK, Chassis 113-043-22-003456. This
splendid and desirable automatic Pagoda
Mercedes is believed to have had only three
owners from new and has been owned by the
late owner since 1978. According to the original
stamped service book it was supplied new by
Denham Motor Sales Ltd, Denham to a Mr
Callan and was registered WSC838. By the
1970s it was owned by Mr Patrick Quirk of
Woking and then purchased by the late owner,
Mr Robert Ball a great Mercedes enthusiast in
1978 at the mileage of 73,800 miles. It has now
covered approx 108,971 miles. The car was
subject to considerable expenditure and
restoration in 2000 and still presents very well.
The interior is totally original and delightfully
patinated. The dark blue paintwork and blue
mohair hood appear in excellent condition as is
the hardtop. The car has seen little use over the
last few years and although running and driving
will require some recommissioning. It is supplied
with original tool roll, V5, old mots, original
service book, handbook and related service
history. A rare opportunity to own a cherished
low ownership example of this fast appreciating
and beautiful Mercedes. (Subject to 12% buyers
premium inclusive of VAT). £65,000-75,000
2061

1984 Mercedes 280TE W123, automatic,
Estate, Registration A900GLX, only three
owners and 138,466 miles from new. This
desirable classic Mercedes estate was
purchased by the late owner in October 1987
from Mercedes - Benz dealers SMAC
Continental Ltd of Southend at a mileage of
31,075 miles for £11,250. It is attractively
finished in Messa red with beige velour
upholstery and appears to be in good original
condition and is running and driving although it
will require some recomissioning due to lack of
recent use. It has a large history file including
V5, original purchase invoice, stamped service
book and bills and old mots supporting the
mileage. A very solid low ownership example.
(Subject to 12% buyers premium inclusive of
VAT). £6,000-8,000

Zealand Registration - DSL505, (not UK
registered), This Mercedes was first registered
in Japan and was imported in to the UK by the
deceased owner in 2020. All outstanding import
taxes and VAT have been paid and the car can
now be registered in the UK. It is finished in
silver with black cloth interior. It has covered
approx 210,000 km. It is supplied with New
Zealand title, British Customs Clearance letter
and service history. (Subject to 12% buyers
premium inclusive of VAT). £800-1,200
2063

1996 Mercedes S280 saloon, Registration N351
TRY, finished in dark green with beige leather
upholstery. First registered in Singapore and
imported and registered in the UK in 2003. It is
currently not running and has been in dry
storage for some years. Sold with V5, old MOTs
and related documents. (Subject to 12% buyers
premium inclusive of VAT) £800-1,200

2064

Hisun Strike 250cc ATV / off road buggy, in
white. Purchased new by the late owner in 2016
for £3150. In excellent condition having had little
use, with just 24 indicated miles. Sold with
original purchase invoice. (Subject to 12%
buyers premium inclusive of VAT). £500-800

2065

Vintage Massey Ferguson 130 2WD tractor,
circa 1966 - 1972, in running and driving
condition. (Subject to 12% buyers premium
inclusive of VAT) £1,000-1,500

2066

Vintage Massey Ferguson 65 2WD tractor circa
1958 - 1964, - running and driving condition,
with original handbook.(Subject to 12% buyers
premium inclusive of VAT) £1,000-1,500

2067

Ransomes Parkway 225 ride on gang mower,
requiring some recommissioning. (Subject to
12% buyers premium inclusive of VAT) £400600

2068

Honda ATC 125 Trike, in red, in barn find
condition, requiring recommissioning. N.B. No
documents present. (Subject to 12% buyers
premium inclusive of VAT). £250-350

2069

Honda ATC 70 Trike, in red, in barn find
condition, requiring recommissioning. N.B. No
documents present. (Subject to 12% buyers
premium inclusive of VAT). £200-300

2070

Hagon speedway type motorcycle with Honda
engine, in barn find condition, for restoration.
N.B. no keys or documents present. (Subject to
12% buyers premium inclusive of VAT). £200300
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2071 1984 Honda VT500E 500cc motorcycle,
2089 10:00
Rare silver presentation Rolls-Royce Spirit of
in white, reg. no. B981 WEV, 42,944 miles
indicated, in barn find condition, for
recomissioning. N.B. No keys, V5 or documents
present. (Subject to 12% buyers premium
inclusive of VAT). £250-350
2072

1981 Honda CX500 500cc motorcycle, finished
in red, reg. no. RLX 123W, in barn find
condition, for restoration. N.B. keys present, no
V5 or documents present. (Subject to 12%
buyers premium inclusive of VAT). £200-300

2073

1985 Honda PXR 50cc scooter / moped,
finished in red, reg. no. B384 BNM, 213 miles
indicated, in barn find condition, requiring
recomissioning. N.B. keys present, no V5 or
documents present. (Subject to 12% buyers
premium inclusive of VAT). £100-150

2074

2075

1988 Jawa 49cc scooter / moped, finished in
blue, reg. no. E532 HVX, 559 indicated miles, in
barn find condition, for restoration. N.B. keys
present, no V5 or documents present. (Subject
to 12% buyers premium inclusive of VAT). £100150
Victorian horse drawn gig with painted blue
frame and yellow wheels, dated on axles 1896to be sold on behalf of Macmillan Nurses fund
£400-500

2080

Honda ST1100 Pan European radiator £40-50

2081

Large lot of used and new Honda Pan European
parts including screens, tank cover, fairings and
panniers qty £150-200

2082

Honda ST1100 Pan European parts including
seats, handlebars, headlight, rear lights, exhaust
etc (Qty: 11) £60-100

Esctacy mascot on burr walnut base with silver
plaque engraved ' 1935-1985 50 years of
outstanding service in selling Rolls-Royce and
Bentley cars Roger Cra'ster from the Board of
Vickers PLC' in burr walnut fitted case. The
mascot 13.5 cm high, 21.5 cm high overall.
Roger Cra'ster was the head salesman at RollsRoyce's London showroom for over 50 years
and had a enviable client list including Her
Majesty The Queen and The Queen Mother. He
was awarded The Royal Victorian Order by The
Queen in 1989 for services rendered. £400-600
2090

Vintage Shell Economy fuel station glass globe /
light £150-200

2091

Tri-ang children's pedal car, fully restored to an
excellent standard and finished in Old English
White. £1,000-1,500

2092

Vintage Duckham's Motor oil 20 - 50 enamel
garage thermometer sign, 92 x 33.5cm £60-100

2093

Group of approximately 20 1960's car and
motorsport official press photographs to include
Jim Clark, Graham Hill, Bluebird and motorshow
cars £30-50

2094

Rare 1930 Minerva car sales brochure for the
London showroom with colour plates and price
lists 32 x 26 cm - in excellent original condition
£100-150

2095

Collection of interesting Pre War and later car
photographs including a 1913 Wolseley, various
Rolls-Royce, Cadillac, Minerva, Daimler and
others (approximately 27 photographs). £30-50

2096

Vintage Pratts Perfection petrol can £30-40

2097

Collection of 1950's Motorcycle magazines
togerher with related booklets and manuals £3050

2083

Lot of mixed motorcycle rims, tyres and
mudguards £40-60

2084

Three vintage motorcycle leathers together with
a selection of motorcycle helmets £30-40

2098

Collection of eight 1980’s Lotus Cars Official
Christmas Cards (unused) £20-40

2085

Honda CX500c tank, seat and side covers
together with a selection of motorcycle parts
(Qty: 12) £30-50

2099

Boxed set of 25 enamel car badges- 'The
badges of the world's greatest cars' in
presentation box. £100-150

2086

Honda Kowa Seiki service tester SRH-700
brand new in hard case and original box
together with another similar model number
SRH500, Honda dwell-timing synchroniser and
two Yuasa battery's NS60(S) (Qty: 5) £40-60

2100

King of the Road car headlamp and old school
bell (2) £30-50

2101

Pair Pre War Ford car lamps, branded to the
tops and stamped 'Raydoytt' patent motor lamp
(2) £40-60

2087

Two metal HondaCare signs, Parts and Service
Reception (Qty: 2) £20-30

2102

Vintage Miller cycle lamp and generator in
original box, new old stock £30-50

2088

Lot of mixed Honda new old stock parts mostly
for ST1100 including, mirrors, front suspension,
carbs, service and part manuals £60-100
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2103 Edwardian G.W. Scott & Son wicker
two person
2152 10:00
Early 20th century girl's dress. Inset with pink
'En Route' tea basket 'The Continental',
comprising copper and brass kettle and burner,
together with enamel plates, cutlery, sandwich
box and other items £100-150
2104

Quantity of antique fire extinguishers, some with
mounting brackets £50-70

2105

Cycling interest- Scarce Edwardian collapsable
travelling ‘Cyclists Cup’, base marked PAT’d
Feb. 23. 97, made in U.S.A., 6.5cm in diameter.
£30-50

2106

Collection of assorted 1950's - 1980's car
badges, to include British Leyland, BMC,
Vauxhall, Rootes Group, Ford and others
(approx. 100) £60-100

2107

Pirelli- A scarce Pirelli belt buckle designed by
Salvador Dali (1904-1989), British, circa 1970.
£100-150

2108

Vintage Brown leather flying / motorcycle
helmet, with press studs stamped- made in
Czechoslovakia, together with a chain mail
panel (2) £30-50

2109

Vintage Brown leather flying / motorcycle
helmet, with press studs stamped- made in
England. £40-60

2110

Five vintage petrol cans, and a Morris 8 radiator
grille £30-50

2111

Collection of Eleven Vintage AA car badges,
together with four RAC badges and group of
1950's and later car badges. £40-60

2112

2150

2151

Fine quality scratch built model of an 1938
1000CC Ariel Square Four motorcycle by Philip
Miller 2007, beautifully constructed in specimen
woods with working steering, mounted to a
mirrored display base, enclosed in a Perspex
display case, total size 130cm wide x 94cm
deep x 67cm high £500-700
19th Chinese wall hanging with silk and metallic
thread embroidery. A garden scene with
Chinese dragon horse, lion, deer, birds, bat,
butterflies and flowers. Silk and mirror
embroidered borders. Partial remains of chinese
printed cotton lining. £200-300
Two early 19th century hand embroidered
cashmere wool dresses suitable for a small
child. One with Forget Me Nots and other with
pink Roses and Forget Me Nots. Both trimmed
with handmade bobbin lace. £100-200

satin silk and trimmed with embroidered net
lace. Brass hook fastenings. Similar dress with
ruched and pleated satin silk and floral woven
silk attached jacket. The back panel of the dress
is missing. Embroidered two layer cream wool
christening cape with cream silk braiding. £4060
2153

A selection of Victorian /Edwardian clothing
including a stiffened cream Moire skirt with
tiered ruffles, cotton bonnet with lace and ruffles,
a pair of split leg bloomers with pink robbons
and lace, a long length cream silk stole with
cream silk embroidered bows and flowers plus
two white cotton and lace nighties. £40-60

2154

A selection of Victorian/ Edwardian babies
clothing including four caps, three lace and
embroidery Christening gowns, two Christening
petticoats, also a girl's cut-out work dress and a
plain petticoat. £40-60

2155

Early to Mid 20th century babies clothing
including embroidered cream woven wool
jacket, dress and petticoat, cotton and lace
dresses and petticoats, plus some hand knitted
items, £30-50

2156

Good quality pair of gent's dress shoes size 8
with buckles by Ede and Ravenscroft by,
together with a lace jabot and cuffs and some
collars in a collar box. Possibly court wear. £3040

2158

Silk top hat by G A Dunn & Co Ltd Strand
London. In original box. £40-60

2159

Ladies ivory handled umbrella with 9ct gold
mount, together with another faux amber
handled parasol. £40-60

2160

A pair of John Lobb boots described on receipt
as Brown Strap Jods, with three piece wooden
trees, in original box. Price 1988 includes Boots
£809, Trees £269 and Vat £161. Pre-owned.
£150-250

2161

A pair of John Lobb boots described on receipt
as Black Strap Jods, with three piece wooden
trees, in original box. Price 1988 includes Boots
£809, Trees £269 and Vat £161. Pre-owned.
£150-250

2162

A pair of John Lobb Black Oxford Shoes, with
wooden trees and original box. Receipt 1987
total price £861.35. £50-70

2163

A pair of John Lobbs Black leather shoes
decribed as Slips on receipt. with shoe trees and
original box. 1988 Total price £861.35. £50-70

2164

A pair of Vintage John Lobb Black Leather
'Brogue' Shoes in original box. £50-70
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2179 10:00
Vintage Gucc accessories including black
Leather ankle boots with trees and original box.
£30-50

leather belt, leather luggage tag, padlock with
leather case and key case. Plus a small Hermes
pouch, Asprey Crocodile skin cigar case or
mobile phone case and Bellido black leather
belt. £40-60

2166

1969 Gentlemen's Huntsman & Sons Ltd, Savile
Row Black Evening Suit. Jacket has velvet collar
and trousers have velvet stripes. £50-70

2167

1969 Gentlemen's Huntsman & Sons Ltd, Savile
Row Black Evening Suit. Jacket has Moire fabric
revers and similar trouser stripes. £50-70

2180

Genuine Hermes leather belt with H buckle.
Buckle and belt bear the Hermes logo marking .
£100-200

2168

1965 Gentlemen's Huntsman & Sons Ltd Savile
Row Black and White tweed overcoat with velvet
collar trim. Also a 1965 Huntsman's grey suit.
£50-70

2181

2169

1965 Gentlemen's Huntsman & Sons Ltd, Savile
Row Grey Tails three piece suit. £50-70

Quantity of mainly silk vintage ties including
kipper, velvet, check, tweed and woven Welsh
wool. Makes include Hermes, Gucci, Turnbull &
Asser, Hackett etc. Plus three pairs of shoes
trees including one pair of Church's sizes 7 1/2
to 9. £40-60

2170

1969 Gentlemen's Huntsman & Sons Ltd, Savlle
Row Grey suit sold with collarless Turnbull &
Asser shirt and cream silk pocket handerchief.
£50-70

2182

A selection of embroidered and tapestry items
and samples. £20-30

2183

1920's/30's Liberty & Co London black crepe silk
Art Deco beaded evening jacket. £100-200

2184

A selection of antique Indian Phulkari
embroidery items, vibrant silk floss darning
stitches and chain stitches on hand woven
cotton. Including women's top and top front, tea
cosy, pairs of panels stitched together with a
woven runner £30-50

2185

Chinese hand embroidered gold silk panel ( 48 x
140 cams approximately), with birds flowers and
butterflies. Chinese red silk panel with hand
embroidered garden scene and a Chinese
embroidered silk panel with silk ribbon borders
and printed cotton lining. £60-100

2186

Two boxes of table linens including embroidered
and lace trimmed table cloths, crochet lace
trimmed cloths, white damask napkins, beaded
food covers, 1950's Crinoline Lady embroidered
items etc. £30-50

2187

A black satin panel with a central appliqued
panel with fine floral embroidey. Black satin
panels, two with silk thread embroidery and two
with printed floral design. Handstitched chevron
patchwork cover c.1970's. £30-50

2188

Box of vintage accessories including handbags,
silk Capri souvenir scarf, Soochow Chinese
embroidered scarf boxed and other scarves.
Boxed handerchiefs plus a quantity of other
handerchiefs, children's embroidered and lace.
£30-50

2189

Box of fancy and plain bolster covers, a quantity
of finely embroidered and lace white
handkerchiefs, two long white cotton Ladies
nighties with Borderie Anglaise. £30-50
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2171

Huntsman Savile Row Wool and Mohair Navy
Suit. Size 40 R £30-50

2172

Huntsman Savile Row Grey Size 40 S sold with
cream silk pocket square and Huntsman Suit
carrier. £30-50

2173

Gucci Mens Shoes. A pair of black Horse Bit
Loafers size 42 . In Gucci soft red bag. Unworn.
£40-60

2174

Gucci Mens Shoes. Two pairs of black Horse Bit
Loafers. Size 42 and 43. Both with shoes trees
and soft red Gucci bags. Pre-worn but good
condition. £40-60

2175

Guccmens shoes. A pair of navy and white
Horse Bit loafers. Size 42 1/2 . Pre-worn but in
good condition. Soft white and green Gucci
bag,the bag is soiled. £20-30

2176

Gentlemen's Grey wool suit by Harvie and
Hudson, Jermyn Street, London. Size 42 R. With
a Harvie and Hudson suit carrier. Plus a Hackett
navy Kingswood suit size 40 R, Daks navy wool
blazer size 40 and a cream linen suit size 38.
£30-50

2177

Gentlemens Daks check jacket size 40 R , Daks
black and white woven cashmere jacket plus
grey trousers and a Canali silk jacket Italian size
50 . Plus a pair of black trousers and three
Turnbull & Asser shirts.All pre-worn . £30-50

2178

Vintage Turnbull & Asser colourful stripped silk
collarless shirts and other shirts. Quantity of
white detectable collars. £30-50
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2190 Vintage single bed cover. Pond with
water29
lilies,
2200 10:00
Vintage Asian outfit comprising of trousers,
bull rushes and butterflies hand embroidered in
chain stich on blue satin. £20-30
2191

Two large white linen tablecloths with
substantial and deorative white thread
embroidery (210 x 230 cms approimately) £4060

2192

Edwardian Linen and crochet bed cover.
Alternating panels of hand embroidered stylised
leaves and flowers and crochet. Edged in
scalloped crochet. 220 x 250 cms
approximately. £100-150

2193

2194

2195

2196

1960's cream wool coat with bow at neckline.
Light fawn wool coat c.1970's, vintage otterburn
Tweed skirt, 1950's/60's brown boucle wool skirt
suit. Plus a mulberry and pink check dress. £4060
Box of Victorian and later textiles including
woman's ruched bonnet, three embroidered /
pulled thread aprons, white kid gloves, green
leather gaunlet style gloves, oversized floral
embroidered drawstring bag, black velvet and
metal work clutch bag, boxed \lotus glod lurex
bag, University Graduation Mortar Board and
hood and other items. £30-50
Two boxes of Edwardian embroidered and
worked linens including frilled pillowcases,
shamrock embroidered pillow slpips, pulled
thread, cutout work and crochet trimmed items.
Plus a quantity of white damask napkins. £20-40
Bermans & Nathans Costumiers - Short black
wool dress with white piping. Two labels inside
the dress, one is maked in biro pen Barbara
Windsor. £20-40

2197

Three 1930's/40's satin and damask evening
dresses, one of which has the Double Eleven
Utility label, a 1940's daydress and a brown
lamb fur cropped cape. £30-50

2198

Evening dresses including 1950's Best & Co
New York white and black stripped dress, styled
by Dorian, 1970's hostess dress by Preta a
porta, Bill Tice for Royal maxi dress in abstract
design with gold lurex stitching, Black damask
front fastening gown by Simon Ellis plus two
other dresses. Black velvet embroidered dress.
£40-60

2199

Early 20th Century Asia hand quilted gold fabric
fabric lined with cotton. Handstitched
throughout. £40-60

jacket, cap and sash with purse. Metalic thread
chain stitch crescent moon and star, stylised
flowers with appliqued crochet flowers and
edgings and script. Plus an Idian silk panet with
metalic thread embroidery and sequinns, made
into a tunic. £40-60
2201

Japanese silk crepe kimono in printed chevron
design. Handstitched construction. £20-40

2202

Four 1950's/60's womens swimming costumes,
black lace By Janet Dickinson, Red with white
trim boned bodice by Splendid, USA, black and
white by Keytone and one other plus three girls
costume two with pleated skirts. £30-50

2203

Selection of evening bags including
Czechoslovakia beaded bag, black velvet
beaded bags, 1895 Advertising paper fan 'Drink
Tansan' with farm scenes, other fans and a
crocheted cap. Plus some aprons and military
spats. £30-50

2204

Wooden Miliners head hat block with four hats
and other items. £20-30

2205

Two 1930's/40's ladies woollen swimming
costumes both by Meridian. £30-40

2206

Limerick embroidered tambour net lace wedding
veil. Plus similar short veil and an embroidered
silk Christening gown. £40-60

2207

Of lace making interest- lace makers cushion,
bobbins and related equipment £50-70

2208

Pair good quality crewel work curtains, pinch
pleat headings and interlined. £200-300

2209

Selection of antique lace items including
Maltese silk floss collar, bobbin lace tea cosy
cover, pulled thread work bib, embroidered net
lace dress front, similar pair of lace cuffs and
bonnet veil, length of bobbin lace trim. arious
widtg lace trims on and off card. Ribbon and
briad lengths on card. Plus a box of lace mats.
£30-50

2210

1960's blue dress suit, jacket is cropped with
three buttons and bow detail. £30-50

2211

Bradleys vintage brown mink fur coat £30-50

2212

1970's Hostess and maxi dresses. Including
Horrockses, Carre, Berkertex
Mayfair,Sidgreens, etc £40-60

2213

Gentlemen's vintage clothing , Harris Tweed
jacket by Gurteen, Austin Read and
Charlesworth check jackets, black leather jacket
and a suede jacket both Italian made. £30-50

2214

Oliver Messel Coronation silk scarf, framed and
glazed. £60-100
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2215 Two fur coats and 1960's Blonde Mink
2229 10:00
Ladies Edwardian black silk dress with metallic
Plus a hat box containing a mink four pelt stole.
£30-50
2216

Two large early 20th century embroidered
tablecloths. Similar floral designs but not a pair.
1908 stamped on each cloth. £40-60

2217

A selection of vintage half hats and shaped hat
with feather plume plus some ostrich and other
feathers. feathers £30-50

2218

Two Fox fur stoles and a wide Mink wrap with
tippet tail trim. £30-40

2219

Vintage Fedora Hat Christies' London retailed by
Austin Reed size & plus two black Bowler hats
by G A Dunn & Co size 6 7\8 and size 7. Sold in
a large circular wooden hat box. £40-60

2220

1970's Black crepe maxi dress with spilt front
bodice and back, black satin waist panel and
gathered sleeves with ties. Similar date black
crepe square neck sleeveless maxi and a 1960's
black beaded knitted sleeveless top. Plus a
1970's Angle Wing embroidered tie-dyed kaftan.
£30-50

2221

Silk scarves including Cartier, Liberty and
Jaeger and a Liberty large wool wrap plus 1937
Coronation handkerchief and other scarves. £60
-80

2222

Russell & Bromley Black Leather mock croc
handbag with padlock and dust bag , plus a
selection of vintage evening bags including Kelly
style, beaded and a box bag. £40-60

2223

19th century crewel work panel, Tree of Life
design with exotic leaves and flowers. £150-250

2224

19th century wall hanging green velvet with
hand embroidered tapestry panel. £30-50

2225

Early 20th century jacquard woven tapestry
curtain. £30-50

2226

Pair of Jacquard tapestry covered cushions, an
English brocade cushion and a similar French
cushion . (Qty: Four) £30-50

thread and bead embellishment to neckline, also
black lace and hanging pompom trims. Plus
another black Edwardian gown, cream satin
overlay with black lace, sequin and spangle trim
to bodice and sleeves. Skirt has hanging beaded
tassels. internal label The Misses Knight St
Giles St. Northampton. Plus some babies
clothing. £60-80
2230

Gentlemen's clothing including Harris Tweed
breeks and jacket, John Michael breeks,
Herringbone suit by Oliver Brown, Johnsons
check jacket and cashmere herringbone jacket
both size R42, velvet evening jacket with braid
fastening, Irish linen jacket and a Dunhill British
Masters golf jacket. £60-100

2231

Selection of Women's winter coats makes
include Damo Donna wool and cashmere,
Schneiders grey wool and cashmere Loden
cape coat, two unstructured wool coat, one by
Gil Bret, two Windmoor coats, Voss mink
trimmed gilet, black leather jacket by Paolo
Moretti, Jean Muir jacket and a pink evening
dress. £100-200

2232

19th century Chinese silk banner decorated with
dancing figures, dragons, temple lions with floral
borders, 183cm long x 46cm high £200-300

2233

Fendi black leather purse in original box £20-30

2234

Gentleman's Dunn & Co. Bowler hat together
with a pair of Moroccan slippers, size 9. £20-30

2235

Three vintage wedding dresses, including 1950s
satin and lace, 1980s Oyster satin, pointed
waistline and rosettes on dropped shoulders by
Berkertex, a cream satin dress with train, a
heavily beaded bodice and net sleeves with
hooped petticoat by Ellis Brides. Plus a black all
over ruched strapless evening dress with
stiffened net petticoats by Trina Lewis & Marjon
Couture £20-30

2236

Very large Victorian beadwork embroidery,
together with two others smaller £60-100

2227

Chinese Cream Silk Shawl heavily embroidered
with deep knotted fringing. Plus a small quantity
of old fringing, lace and fabric. £80-120

2237

2228

Victorian blue and silver silk dress with black
tassel trim to bodice. Plus a black bead and
ribbon work cape, black lace to neckline and
front. £50-70

Chanel Croisiere 1996-1997 press pack with 25
limited edition prints of photographs taken by
Karl Lagerfeld, ten of which are framed £300500

2238

Gentlemen's Burberry's Navy mac. £30-50

2239

Two Aligator skin bags and Veritable leather
bag, snake skin belt and a whip. £30-50

2240

Fine pair 1930s Art Deco pink quilted satin
bedroom curtains. £200-300
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Teac TN-100 analogue turntable together with
Brimingham in leather top hat box ,the other by
Fritz Luder, Berlin in hat box. plus a turned wood
and velvet top hat brush. £50-70
2242

1960s/70s black leather jacket by Kett £20-30

2243

Old Chinese embroidered shawl/throw £80-120

2244

Flapper dress all over sequins and Art Deco
design beading c.1930's. £100-200

2245

Marmot fur coat with hook and loop fastenings.
£30-50

2246

Victorian leather vanity case together with a
leather suitcase, both filled with Victorian and
later linen including a pair of split leg drawers,
embriodered and ruched nighties, cream silk
and lace Christening gown, child's lace cap, pink
lingerie. Also a quantity of tableclothes and
pillow slips with lace and crochet egdings etc.
£40-60

Topaz SR10 V2 Cambridge Audio stereo
receiver and Topaz CD5/CD10 Cambridge
Audio Compact disc player, each with manual,
two remote controls and wires £60-100
2309

Collection of 23 Rolling Stones LP's, mostly
appear to be in near mint condition and include
inserts etc. Including On Air, Satanic, Sticky
Fingers, Metamorphosis, Exile, Tattoo, Black &
Blue etc £200-300

2310

Custom made wooden box containing
approximately 50 LP records including Keef
Hartley, Crazy World of Arthur Brown, Magic
Sand, Caravan, Doors, Traffic, Pink Floyd,
Stray, King Crimson, Fleetwood Mac, Goons,
Bob Dylan and Mungo Jerry. Most LP's are very
good to excellent condition £80-120

2311

Box of approximately 50 LP records including
Grateful Dead, Jerry Garcia, Joni Mitchell, Little
Feat, Harvey Andrews, Oscar Peterson, Stan
Getz and Miles Davis. Most discs are in
excellent condition £80-120

2247

Anchor Embroidery Thread cabinet with seven
drawers. £30-50

2248

Vintage 1960's faux fur coat by Glen Models
together with a mink fur wrap (2) £30-40

2312

2249

An Indian silk embroidered table cover, two
Victorian lace table covers and other textile. £40
-60

The Beatles Collection - The Beatles Singles
1962-1970 in original case £40-60

2313

2250

Hand woven tapestry rug/ wall hanging and
similar needle point rug, both floral design. £4060

2300

Bose Wave music system and Bose Wave DAB
module £80-120

Approximately 200 single records, including
Cream, Traffic, Cockley Rebel (Mexican),
Association, Mitch Murray Clan, Animals,
Classmates, Kevin Ayers (demo), Ray Charles,
Jimmy Clanton and Cozy Cole. Mostly in
excellent condition, also included are 400 spare
company sleeves £50-70

2314

2301

Antique violin with two piece back, Amati label,
in hard case with bow £150-250

2302

King tenor trombone - model 2102, in case with
accessories £400-600

2303

Antique German brass rotary tenor horn in hard
case £100-150

Selection of single records and EP's including
Patsy Ann Noble, Taliesin, Unit Four Plus Two,
Heinz (mint), Rolling Stones, Beach Boys,
Yardbirds, Barrow Poets, Valerie Mountain and
The Eagles, Symbols, Sorrows, Cherokees,
Doors, Derek Sarjeant and Chris Clark etc,
together with approximately 500 company
sleeves and a quantity of flexis £50-70

2304

Bang & Olufsen Beocenter 5000 record player
and pair of stylish floor standing speakers £200300

2315

2305

Bang & Olufsen Beocenter 2200 record player
£80-120

2306

Bang & Olufsen Beocenter 2200 record player
and a pair of Beovox speakers £100-150

Two vintage cases of LP records including
Rolling Stones, Beatles, John Lennon, Led
Zeppelin, Jefferson Airplane, Zappa, Buddy
Holly and Spencer Davis, most discs in very
good or excellent condition, together with three
DJ cases of DMC mixes (over 130 discs)
including Best of DMC volumes one to five £100
-150

2307

1970s/1980s Japanese LP Eros electric guitar
and a Satellite electric guitar, both from same
factory (2) £30-40

2316

Hohner piano accordion in associated case £4060

2317

Two Violins in cases with three bows £40-60

2318

HMV portable gramophone £30-40

2319

Two old violins in cases (one with bow) £30-50
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Clifford Essex Regal plectrum four string banjo
figures £30-50
2321

Brass French horn with detachable bell and two
mouthpieces, cased £100-150

2322

Selmer signet Bb clarinet, cased £30-50

2323

Vintage Gramophone and horn £40-60

2324

Three vintage carry cases of LP records
including Elton John, Cat Stevens, Leonard
Cohen, Bruce Springsteen and Donovan. £60100

2325

Antique silvered euphonium by Lincoln £70-100

2326

Mahogany and Brass Phono fiddle by A. T.
Howson, London £40-60

£300-400
2344

Antique five string zither banjo £70-100

2345

Vega plectrum banjo £500-700

2346

Jedson style four-string plectrum banjo £200300

2347

George P Matthews plectrum banjo £50-100

2348

John Alvey Turner plectrum banjo with large
head £100-150

2349

Unsigned plectrum banjo £50-100

2350

Four-string tenor banjo £150-250

2351

Clifford Essex cello banjo in case £300-500

2327

English fruitwood flute by William Henry Potter,
68cm long £100-150

2352

Temlett Ajax 4-string plectrum banjo, cased
£200-300

2328

From a private collection - four boxes of rare 60s
and 70s LPs - many bought the week issued
including Jethro Tull 'This Wa' mono, Traffic 'Mr
Fantasy' mono, High Tide 'Sea Shanties', Sgt
Pepper - mono with all inserts, The Beatles
'White Album' numbered sleeve top opening
mono. Majority in at least 'excellent' condition
£300-350

2353

Vega tenor banjo, probably 1920s, cased £500700

2354

John Grey five string 'tea-tray' banjo £80-120

2355

Cello banjo, cased £150-250

2356

Late 19th / early 20th century violin with two
bows, single piece back, cased £200-300

2357

Continental brass rotary flugelhorn £50-100

2358

Unusual silvered post-horn with interchangeable
valved section £200-300

2359

Vintage Hofner guitar in case £200-300

2360

Vintage Broadwa semi-acoustic guitar £200-300

2361

Brass trumpet and a childs student violin, both
cased £30-50

2362

Hofner 'President' semi-acoustic electric guitar
serial number '144', Thinline 1966, in excellent
original complete with hard case. Missing Bigsby
lever £300-350

2363

Two student violins in cases £40-60

2364

Student violin together with a banjo ukulele, both
in cases £40-60

2365

Antique Eb bass tuba £200-300

2366

Michael Jackson and Status Quo concert tickets
and T Shirts £30-50

2367

Antique violin with bow, single piece back, partly
legible label inside reading
'Hieronymus...Cremona...1676', cased £100-150

2368

Taylor 150e 12 string guitar in case £300-500

2369

Tricone resonator guitar in case £100-200

2370

Viola by Gordon Harris, cased with bow £300500

2329

Six vintage harmonicas in original boxes £30-50

2330

Eleven original Pink Floyd albums on cassette
tape including Piper at the Gates of Dawn. All
mint condition £30-50

2331

Three boxes of LP records, including Johnny
Cash, Pete Sayers, Marianne Faithfull, Linda
Ronstadt, other folk, country and rock and roll
£100-150

2332

Mandolin bearing label for Umberto Ceccherini,
1881, in case £60-100

2333

Puerto Rican handmade Cuatro ten string guitar
in case £50-100

2334

Audition acoustic guitar £50-70

2335

Bang & Olufsen Beocenter 3600 record player
and speakers £30-50

2336

Sonola 120 bass accordion in case £200-300

2337

Earlham Professional Series II Saxophone in
case £80-120

2338

Vega banjo neck £30-50

2339

Piccolo mandolin-banjo in case £40-60

2340

Bacon & Day Silver Bell plectrum banjo in case
£700-1,000

2341

Jedson 4 string banjo, converted from a five
string £100-150

2342

Walliostro ukulele-banjo £40-60
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Naim CD5i CD player serial number 231929 and
singles, including jazz, disco, soul £100-150
2372

Clarinet, Thibouville-Lamy 1955 £50-60

2373

Banjo, Gremlin 4-string as new with soft case
£120-150

2374

Turkish Saz with instructions £30-50

2375

Dulcitone in oak case, early 20th century £70-90

2376

Polyphon table model 19th Century, with 21 11"
discs, some loss of veneer, weak arm spring
£150-200

2377

Cylinder music box, 1886, Swiss tunes, inlaid
decoration to top £250-350

2378

2379
2380

2381
2382

2383

2389

Pair of Dali Oberon 1 Speakers, serial number
6079750, boxed £100-150

2390

Musical Fidelity LX2 LPS phono amplifier, serial
number LTA0206, boxed £50-100

2391

Creek Audio Systems CAS3140, Rotel cassette
player, pair of Audio Technica ATH-M50x wired
headphones and a selection of stereo cables
£40-60

2392

Rare Park reverb combo valve amplifier,
recently serviced and in good working order,
fully original except for a replacement handle
£800-1,200

Set of 20th century Scottish bagpipes, probably
by David Naill & Co. with silver and ivory mounts
(Birmingham 1965), maker Peter Narborough.
N.B. Supplied with Article 10 Licence, dated
23rd February 2022. £300-500

2393

Vintage Dansette red-cased record player £3050

Epitone Dot Ch guitar, with scarlet finish, in hard
case £100-150

2394

Bang & Olufsen Beosound 4 CD/Tuner with a
pair of B&O rubber speakers and remote £200300

Godin 5th Avenue semi acoustic Jazz guitar,
model - Cognac Burst 5G, cased £300-500

2395

Park Model G10R amplifier together with an old
Decca record player and records (2) £30-50

Technics hi-fi system, including cabinet,
amplifier, tuner, cassette deck and two speakers
£40-60

2396

Four boxes of 1980's and 1990's New Music
Express (NME) magazines including inserts and
free gifts £40-60

2397

Bang & Olufsen Beosound 1 CD/Tuner £40-60

2398

Bang & Olufsen Beogram 1700 record player
£40-60

2450

Olympus OM-1 N 35mm SLR camera with Zuiko
f/1.8 50mm lens, Sirius macro lens and Hoya
zoom lens, in leather case with accessories £3050

2451

Yashica B twin lens reflex camera in case,
together with a Pentax MV and lens, and other
cameras and accessories £50-80

2452

Canon EOS 600D digital SLR camera, in case
with two lenses, charger and accessories,
together with a tripod, video camera, flash and
binoculars £60-100

2453

Two boxes of cameras and photographic
accessories £30-50

2454

Nikon FA 35mm SLR camera with three Nikon
Series E lenses - 28mm f/2,8, 50mm f/1.8 and
135mm f/2.8, and a 80-200mm zoom lens £100150

2455

Hasselblad A12 magazine £30-40

2456

Rolleiflex Twin Lens Reflex camera with Carl
Zeiss Tessa 75mm f/3.5 lens £50-70

Good collection of mostly 1960s and 70s pop
and rock records, including Doors, Eagles,
Jethro Tull, Led Zeppelin, Pink Floyd, Roxy
Music, Cream, The Kinks, The Who, The
Beatles, Steely Dan, The Moody Blues, The
Rolling Stones, mostly in good condition (approx
115 in two boxes) £300-500
Good quality Bang & Olufsen Beosound 9000
MK3 with six disc changer, serial number
19226743, together with a pair of Bang &
Olufsen Beolab 6000 speakers, Bang & Olufsen
floor stand and remote control (the CD player
has a pin number which we have and it is in
working order) £600-800

2384

Bose Wave CD player, together with DAB
module with remote control £80-120

2385

Victorian walnut cased coin operated polyphon,
in operational condition, unsigned, raised well
matched later cabinet housing approximately
thirty 21 inch discs, total height 216cm £1,5002,500

2386

2387

boxed NAIT 5Si amplifier and two remote
controls (2) £300-500

Linn Sondek LP12 turntable with Linn Ittok LVII
arm together with Linn Lingo power source (2)
£200-300
Linn Axis Turntable wiith Linn Basik Plus arm,
serial number 008582, boxed £100-150
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Old diorama of a ship in a glass case, 38cm
£30-50

wide x 33.5cm high £80-120

2458

Group of cameras and accessories, including a
Canon AV-1 and lens £30-40

2502

Microscope in wooden carry case by Reynolds &
Branson Ltd, Leeds £30-50

2459

Mamiya C3 twin lens reflex camera in case, with
single exposure attachment, spare lens etc, in
hard carry case £60-100

2503

German brass desk theremometer, decorated
with military accoutrements, 14.5cm high £40-60

2504

2460

Group of cameras and accessories, including a
Bolex B8, Zeiss Icarex 35, Edixa-Mat Reflex,
Kiev and Fed rangefinders, etc, together with a
large quantity of filters £40-60

Complete collection of six limited edition
Franklin Mint Beatles collectors ornaments in
glass domes together with a Beatle photo
necklace. £100-150

2505

2461

1957 Baby Grey Rolleiflex twin lens reflex
camera in case £50-80

2462

Rolleicord Vb twin lens reflex camera, with
original lens cap and leather case, together with
a Pal M4 with leather case and original box, a
Kodak Retinette 1a, a Praktica LTL, and a Nikon
Pronea S £120-180

Late 19th / early 20th century pocket barometer
by Lawrence & Mayo, London, 5cm diameter, in
leather case with thermometer to underside of
lid £50-80

2506

Persian handwritten Koran, 19th century or
earlier, with cloth spine, 13 x 8cm £150-250

2507

Persian printed version of Koran, approximately
21cm high, and two brass crotal bells £40-60

2508

Air France chromium aeroplane, with perspex
propellers, on painted globe-form base with
raised lettering, the plane measuring 20cm long
£40-60

2463

Group of cameras and accessories, including a
Pentax P30N and Pentax MG £30-50

2464

Olympus OM-2 camera, with lenses and
accessories £40-60

2465

Cameras and accessories, including a Canon
EOS 1000F and an Exakta RTL 1000 £20-30

2509

Geographic 10 Inch Terrestrial Globe on turned
wooden stand £100-200

2466

Box of cameras and accessories £20-30

2510

2467

Yashica 24 twin lens reflex camera, together
with a Kodak folding camera and accessories
£30-50

Smiths Bakelite 8 day military wall clock, 29cm
diameter £40-60

2511

Philips 10 Inch Challenge Globe on square base
£30-50

Group of cameras, lenses and accessories,
including a Pentax Spotmatic II, Pentax SP 500,
Praktica MTL 5B, Praktisix, and two pairs of
binoculars £100-150

2512

Good large scratch-built model of a tall sailing
ship, 78cm long £50-70

2513

Early 20th century British Rail wall dial, case
diameter 26cm £60-80

2469

Photography interest: plate camera parts,
wooden slides, developing tank, lenses, etc £60100

2514

London Transport badge together with a
collection of various pin badges £50-70

2470

Quantity of cameras, lenses and accessories,
including Olympus, Nikon and Minolta digital
cameras, Sigma and other lenses (4 boxes)
£100-150

2515

Pair of Carl Zeiss Delactis 8x40 binoculars in
leather case £60-100

2516

Black Forest carved wood wall bracket with an
Eagle, 37cm high £50-70

Quantity of cameras, video cameras and
accessories, including a Nikon F80, Sony and
Minolta digital cameras, Panasonic camcorders,
Olympus OM10, binoculars, etc £60-100

2517

Collection of Victorian and later magic lantern
slides to include scenes of Cornwall and
children's interest £60-80

2518

Brass mounted pill slide £40-60

2472

Group of cameras, binoculars and accessories,
including a Yashica FR1, Nikon F60, Zenit, etc
£30-40

2519

2473

Three miniature camera, including a Halina
Micro 110, a Mycro IIIa and an Ulca ST 1 £50-70

Rare early 19th century Anglo Indian horn and
ivory model of a Palanquin with red velvet lining,
sliding doors, shutters, lamp and carrying poles.
17cm overall length, excluding carrying poles
£60-100

2500

Edwardian shop's tin advertising sign for
Mackintosh's de Luxe Assortments £30-50

2520

Collection of pens including two gold plated
Cross pens, Parker and various fountain pens
etc £60-100

2468

2471
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and steel
2537 10:00
Collection of Victorian and later postal/letter
medical(?) instrument marked Weiss, London,
together with two magnifiers £60-80
2522

Vintage Strand Electric adjustable theatre light
£100-150

2523

Dulcetto gramophone in oak cabinet and a box
of records £40-60

scales, to including a Sampson & Mordan set
£100-150
2538

A brass set of sovereign scales by Harrison, a
further fold out set of sovereign scales, and a set
of opium scales (3) £40-60

2539

Collection of spring balance scales and other
scales, including Salter, together with a large
bronze spanner with copper finish £50-70

2524

19th century Douglas & Co polyphon in walnut
case with 15 discs £200-300

2525

Victorian brass bound mahogany writing slope
with label to interior £50-70

2540

Swiss music box, the case measuring 60cm
across £200-300

2526

Stereoscopic viewer and cards, including
topographical, Palestine, Japan, etc £40-60

2541

2527

PG Tips collectors figures, posters, tea towel
etc, together with Robertsons jam figures £4060

Mayfair Edition Romanov chess set in case,
together with a further novelty chess set in case
£20-30

2542

2528

“The Battle of the Alamo” chess set, cast and
hand painted to commemorate the 150th
anniversary of the Battle of the Alamo 23rd
February - 6 March 1836, in original box. Studio
Anne Carlton 1986, retailed by Harrods, London.
No Board. £200-300

Black Forest carved wooden box, the cover with
a family of partridges, the sides with foliate
decoration, on four scrollwork feet, 39cm wide x
25cm deep x 37cm high £100-150

2543

Collection of glass 'Sailors love token' rolling
pins (5) £30-50

2544

Magic lantern with two boxes of slides £40-60

2545

Montblanc Meisterstuck 161 pen in original tin
case and box £60-100

2546

Edwardian oak 'Dewhurst's "Sylko" Machine
twist' sewing thread shop display box, 51.5cm x
28.5cm £60-100

2547

Late Victorian 'Abel Morrall's celebrated
needles' three draw shop display box, 42cm
wide x 24cm deep x 31cm high £60-100

2548

Beck Wavelength Spectroscope in case £30-50

2549

Large toleware jug, painted with flowers, 26cm
high without handle £20-40

2550

Victorian slate mantel clock, with bronze reliefdecorated panels of classical figures on either
side, gilt dial, and presentation plaque beneath
dated 1877, 45cm across x 26cm high £50-80

2551

Boxed set of seven cut throat razors £30-50

2552

Clarence Reeve (contemporary ) woodcarving squirrel on plinth base, total height 36cm £40-60

2553

Edwardian oak cigar box with brass fittings,
28.5cm across £30-50

2554

Sestrel hand held compass in fitted wooden
case £30-50

2555

Antique Japanese scroll painting, depicting
family of monkeys, script and seal marks, 108 x
55cm, with silk border £100-150

2556

Early 19th Century Ladies travelling carriage box
with oval silver handle and back plate to top and
silver hinges. The satin covered exterior now in
distressed order 30.5cm x 26cm x19cm £40-60
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2529

Old turned wood police truncheon £20-30

2530

French champleve enamel carriage clock in
case with red leatherette cover £100-150

2531

Silver Church Lads Brigade London Division
boxing medal, engraved '2nd Under 6st 1920',
hallmarked Birmingham 1919 £30-50

2532

The Football Association Amateur Cup Winners'
medal, 9ct gold, hallmarked Vaughton & Sons,
Birmingham 1931, engraved along the edge
'Dulwich Hamlet 1931-32 Reg Miles' £200-300

2533

Birmingham County Football Asssociation
Charity Cup winners medal, 9ct gold, hallmarked
Vaughton & Sons, Birmingham 1930, engraved
along the edge 'Aston Villa Winners 1930-31
Reg Miles' £200-300

2534

Collection of football medals, including five silver
examples (Surrey County Football Association
1931-2 Senior Cup Runners Up - Dulwich
Hamlet - Reg Miles; Enfield & District Football
League Div II Runners Up 1925-6; Edmonton &
District Football League Div 2 1924-5; two
others) together with a London FA v Diables
Rouges 1931 enamel medal, a U.R.B.S. F.A.
enamel medal, and a E&D F.L 1924-25 cloth
badge £60-100

2535
2536

Husun lacquered brass sextant in case £150250
Versace ballpoint pen in box, together with a
silver mounted cheese knife in box (2) £50-70

Specialist Collectors Sale incorporating Classic Cars & Automobilia - Live Online,
2557 Six Danish NATO helmet nets for Tue,
the M1 29
styleMarch 2022
2580 10:00
Early 20th century novelty carved owl spill
helmet (1 bag) £20-40
2558

Victorian pewter tankard by Watts & Harton,
London, engraved Borough Regatta, 14th Aug,
1854, R.O. Day, with cut glass base £60-100

holder, the hat with pewter liner, 22cm high £60100
2581

Two antique pewter Holy Water stoops £40-60

2582

Irish Bog oak carving of a harp on wooden
stand, 18.5cm high £30-50

2583

Group of four antique carved marble books £4060

2584

Early 20th century cased lacquered brass
microscope £60-100

2585

Edwardian musical royal coronation picture with
porcelain figures £140-160

2559

Brass oil lamp with cranberry tinted shade, total
height 77cm including shade £60-100

2560

Southern Cross ship's life ring £30-50

2561

Group of sundries to include opera glasses,
Japanese Shibyama magnifying glass and other
items £40-60

2562

Eastern brass tray topped Benares table £20-30

2564

Boxwood chess set in mahogany box £60-100

2586

2565

German wooden mantel clock with scrollwork
decoration £20-30

Two boxes of salesman's samples of food
flavourings and colours £40-60

2587

2566

Vintage Muldivo calculating machine in original
fitted case £60-100

Salesman's / shop sample box of Pilkingtons
glass £30-50

2588

2567

Underwood & Underwood stereoscopic viewer,
together with boxed set of stereoscopic cards
volumes I and II 'The Delhi Durbar' and another
set 'Around The World' £60-100

Salesman's / shop sample box of woods with
labels, 20.5cm across £30-50

2589

Pair of 1930's Spelter figures in the form of
classical warriors, 42cm high £60-80

2590

2568

Box of enamel badges, together with motoring
and bus related ephemera and two framed
collections of cigarette cards £30-50

Unusual Edwardian mahogany shop till, with
labels for 10'- and £1, 30cm across £80-120

2591

Murray and Heath lacquered brass microscope
£30-40

2569

Collection of old Marconi and Standard
microphones £40-60

2592

Lacquered brass three draw scope in leather
case £30-40

2570

Large Victorian inlaid mahogany writing slope
with Greek key pattern, similar sewing box,
together with a banjo barometer £60-100

2593

2571

Box of material relating to railway, including
caps, ephemera , etc £30-50

Good 19th century Japanese ivory carved
okimono of a man blowing in to a conch shell,
signed to the base, with hardwood stand,
14.5cm high without stand £100-200

2594

Kenwood All Mode Transceiver TS-590 with
headphones and Nissei MS-1228 Switch Mode
25 Amp Power Supply £400-600

Edwardian oak smokers cabinet, together with
three sycamore medicine bottle holders and a
spice tower £40-60

2595

Collectors cabinet containing vintage
microscope slides, including Gregory Bottley
and others £100-200

Unusual coin operated machine / viewer?
inwooden case, 26.5cm high £30-50

2596

Collection of Harry Potter books, DVD's and
other items £30-40

2574

Two very large carriage lamps £50-70

2597

2575

Willcox & Gibbs sewing machine in mahogany
box £100-150

Victorian shark vertebrae walking stick, 90cm
long £50-70

2598

Large Victorian mahogany brass bound writing
slope, 50.5cm length x 26.5cm width x 18cm
high £60-100

Copper Ships Port and Starboard lamps, 22cm
high £60-100

2599

Vintage General Electric Company desk fan with
brass blades £40-60

2572

2573

2576

2577

Victorian leather covered writing box with
Bramah lock, 41.5cm x 27.5cm x 16cm £40-60

2600

Masonic aprons, cuffs and medallions including
some silver gilt £40-60

2578

Small coco de mer, 14cm across £30-50

2601

2579

Braas eight-day carriage clock by Matthew
Norman £40-60

Collection of old wooden printing blocks in a
large wooden tray £40-60

2602

Collection of Great British Locomotives pewter
railway ingots, in case with certificate £30-50
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2603 MDS theodolite / surveyors level inTue,
case £30-50
2620 10:00
Three vintage enamel signs: Wills's Woodbine
2604

Cigarettes, Smilax Cigarettes, and Lyons' £3050

One set of draws containing a quantity of mixed
items, including steel keys, drawing instruments,
tins, corkscrews, miniature dominoes, car
badges, etc £60-100

2621

Victorian copper plated hanging lantern, 61cm
high £50-70

2605

Croquet set in wooden case £30-40

2622

2606

Quantity of boxed magic lantern slides £40-60

Victorian mahogany brass bound writing slope,
with leather interior, ink bottles and key, 40 x 22
x 13cm £40-60

2607

Pair of antique carriage lamps, black painted
with bevelled glass sides, 60cm long £150-250

2623

2608

Collection of vintage tobacco tins including rare
Mainline Flake £30-50

Group of collectables, including trench art
lighters, a bone dice and sewing tool, etc,
together with a 'Lewis' chess set £30-40

2624

2609

Box of assorted enamel badges, including
Moscow 1980 Olympics, other sports, etc £4060

Group of antique and later keys, including a
good quality steel example with quatrefoil
handle £30-50

2625

Large 19th century brass planter with lion's
mask handles, engraved with rampant lions
holding a coat of arms, 46.5cm diameter x
34.5cm high £60-100

2610

Record plough plane, No 044, in original box
£30-50

2611

Two antique coaching lights, one with etched
glass panel 'Ask for Victory Chlordyne' £60-100

2626

A good collection of pen knives, including a
folding fork, spoon and knife with horn handles
in soft case, ivory and horn handled knives, etc
£60-100

Pair of 19th century style feather bird pictures,
titled Saltador, Mosqurc, 23 x 17cm, glazed
frames £30-50

2627

Vintage Tizer enamel sign - 'Drink Tizer The
Appetizer', 91.5 x 30.5cm £80-120

A group of antique and later collectables,
including novelty tape measures, opera glasses,
trinket boxes, whistles, spectacles, cheroot
holders, etc £60-100

2628

Vintage 'P&O Orient Lines Appointed Agent'
sign, 73 x 37.5cm £30-40

2629

Brass adjustable reading / standard lampproperty of Yale University £100-150

2614

Gunther Wagner 'Pelikan' fountain pen with 14ct
gold nib £30-50

2630

2615

Good collection of vintage fountain and other
pens, including Parker, Cross, Eversharp,
Esterbrook, Scheaffer, Conway Stewart, YardO-Led, Waterman, some with 14k nibs £60-100

Italian Montegrappa 925 silver ballpoint pen with
marbled finish, together with a Sampson &
Mordan 'Centennial' pen £50-70

2631

Carl Zeiss Jena Turmon 8x scope in case £4060

2632

Stanley No 55 combination plane with 55 cutters
£60-100

2633

Two Stanley 60 1/2 low angle planes, and a
Stanley 220 low angle plane (two in original
boxes and one in wooden box) £50-80

2634

James Howarth & Sons brass and wood brace
£40-60

2635

William Marples brass and wood brace £40-60

2636

G.T. Rowe brass and ebony bracket, with ivory
ring £50-70

2637

Four planes, including a Buck & Ryan brass
shoulder plane, an adjustable sash plane by
Griffiths of Norwich, a brass shoulder plane with
fruitwood infill, and a brass and wood plane by
Nurse & Co Walworth Road £60-100
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2612

2613

2616

De La Rue 'Onoto' No 7 fountain pen with 14ct
gold nib £40-60

2617

Group of antique and later collectables,
including a bakelite 'Bourjois' perfume bottle
holder in the form of an owl, with original bottle,
a silver-mounted faux tortoiseshell box, 19th
century horn snuff box, similar snuff box with
mother of pearl inlay, leather vesta cases etc
£60-100

2618

2619

Group of microscopes and slides, including a
Russian microscope in case, two Meiji
telescopes, two other electronic telescopes,
brass lacquered microscope, two other
microscopes and a quantity of blank slides £4060
A Stanley no. 4 plane, 9 3/4 x 2in, and a Record
no. 4 plane, 9 x 2in, both in original boxes £3050
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29 March 2022
2638 Group of planes, including six various
moulding
2654 10:00
Antique ivory box and an Art Nouveau bronze
planes by Preston, one plane by Griffiths of
Norwich, one by Marples, one by Greenslade,
two ploughs by Mathieson, one by Isaac Green,
two by Mosely £100-150

2655

A good Singer sewing machine, in chromecornered case with faux-alligator surface £40-60

Group of twelve moulding planes by Mosely £40
-60

2656

Bushnell Cenco microscope £30-50

2657

Vintage Jydsk telephone £40-60

2658

Miscellaneous group of items to include a
Voigtländer camera, a Retina camera,
binoculars, vintage slide viewer with
photographic slides to include pornographic
slides, vintage travel slides including China,
ephemera to include cigarette cards and sundry
items £40-60

2659

Swiss music box with bells and butterfly
decoration, 67cm across £300-500

2660

Plated figural table lamp modelled as a lady, on
three scrollwork feet, 36cm high £30-50

2661

Victorian emerald green glass and cranberry
glass flasks in leather case. £30-40

2662

Watercolour by W E Dean (Royal Crown Derby
artist) - sailing boats £70-100

2663

Mappin & Webb oak cased mantel clock £30-40

2664

Group of tools, including files, brace, saw, etc
£30-50

2665

Leather-cased compass with mother of pearl
dial, together with a Dollond scope with broad
arrow mark (2) £30-50

2666

Three modern binocular microscopes £30-50

2667

Early 20th century marble and brass musical
alarm clock, good working order £25-30

2668

Musical biscuit tin, early 20th century and two
modern musical movements £20-25

2669

Three modern oil on board scenes by J.
Chapman dated 1982/3 of shipping on the
Thames £70-90

2671

Pair of 20th century Indian school paintings on
silk in glazed frames £40-60

2672

A pair of Art Nouveau Tudric pewter
candlesticks designed by Archibald Knox for
Liberty, scalloped drip pans, tapering stems and
circular domed foot with stylised flower
decoration, stamped marks, no. 023
approximately 14cm. £80-120

2673

A Liberty & Co Tudric Pewter rose bowl probably
designed by Oliver Baker, model no.01129, the
shouldered bowl cast in relief with simple
strapwork stylized floral panels, hammered
finish, stamped marks, 24cm diameter. £100150
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2639
2640

Group of sixteen moulding planes by Griffiths of
Norwich £50-70

2641

Pair of bronzed spelter figures, shown carrying
fruit, 31.5cm high £40-60

2642

Stereoscopic viewer, together with a large
quantity of cards, including Underwood &
Underwood £50-80

2643

Edwardian silver mounted pipe with amber
mouth pice, Birmingham 1903, in fitted leather
case £40-50

2644

2645

Group of Winston Churchill memorabilia,
including a Royal Doulton Toby jug, Bairstow
Manor character jug, Heritage Sculptures, etc
£40-60
Dunhill Tanshell 105 F/T pipe in case, a Dunhill
Shell Briar 60 F/T pipe in non-matching case, a
silver mounted pipe, a Barling pipe in case, and
three others £50-80

2646

Vintage Palantype Stenography machine in
case £50-100

2647

Group of railway and carriage lamps (7) £50-80

2648

Large quantity of oil lamps, carriage lamps,
bicycle lamps etc (2 boxes) £80-120

2649

Collection of silver plated ware to include gallery
tray, teaset and other pieces £50-70

2650

Framed Vinyl Classics including The Beatles
and David Bowie (Qty: Four) £30-50

2651

Relating to W B East, printer for Sanderson
wallpaper: six large printing blocks with various
designs £60-100

2652

Collection of materials relating to W B East,
printer for Sanderson wallpapers, to include a
framed design for a railway-themed wallpaper, a
framed sheet of Cedar Tree wallpaper, a
mounted sheet of floral wallpaper, two rolled
sheets of Cedar Tree pattern wallpaper with
associated framed picture, and three rolled
design sheets for the Oriental Garden pattern
£60-100

2653

figural seal £40-60

Relating to W B East: Sanderson, The Morris
Collection, wallpaper sample book containing
approx 60 hand printed samples of William
Morris style wallpaper £80-120
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mug 29 March 2022
2689 10:00
Large brass bell, 19.5cm diameter at base £30designed by Archibald Knox, applied with golfing
motif, the glazed base etched '19th hole', model
066, together with an Art Nouveau Liberty Tudric
pewter mug designed by Archibald Knox with
applied enamel disc, model number 0358 (2)
£50-80

50
2690

Bronze erotic figure after Lambeaux, 11.5cm
across £30-50

2691

Group of spelter and bronzed resin figures, and
other ornaments £40-60

2692

Victorian walnut toiletry box with cut glass and
silver plated fittings, together with a 19th century
mahogany box (2) £80-120

2693

Leeward brass dining room sign £40-60

2694

Collection of vintage skis and poles together
with a small group of early 20th century skiing
books, comprising six sets of skis and two poles,
also skiing maps £50-70

2695

Scratch built scale model of a rocking horse,
signed and dated Miller 1991, 56cm long £100150

Art Nouveau pewter two-handled tray with
Ruskin style turquoise glazed jewels, together
with a pair of pewter pedestal dishes, Art
Nouveau pewter jardiniere and two Arts & Crafts
copper and brass candlesticks £60-100

2696

Scratch built half size scale model of a barrow,
117cm long £60-100

2697

Collection of wooden carvings, including a burr
elm model of a bomber, 33cm wide, a carving of
a working lock, various others £150-250

2678

Pair Art Nouveau copper and brass vases,
together with an Arts & Crafts metal candlestick
(3) £30-50

2698

Scratch built wooden scale model of a mini,
elaborately detailed with hinged seats, 37cm
long £80-120

2679

Art Deco phenolic amber Bakelite desk/inkstand
£30-50

2699

2680

Moyr Smith for Minton- set of six Victorian blue
and white tiles depicting The Craftsmen, within a
Victorian mahogany frame £60-100

Masonic regalia to include silver and enamel
Masonic jewels, other Masonic jewels, sashes
and Masonic regalia in case £80-120

2700

Vickers microscope £30-50

2701

WMF Jugendstil style three-piece silver plated
tea set, including teapot, sugar bowl and jug £50
-80

Three 1960s/70s white fibreglass chairs in the
style of Eero Saarinen £40-60

2702

Aspen Stereo Zoom Microscope with
instructions and accessories £100-150

2682

Vintage wall-mounted 'National Telephone
Service' telephone with bell £40-60

2703

Collection of AEG ,Hitachi and other plastic
shop signs (13) £40-60

2683

Lacquered brass Watson Service microscope in
mahogany case, together with a Watson Kima
microscope and a French student's microscope
in case £40-60

2704

Group vintage pens including Conway Stewart,
Waterman's, Parker etc, various penknives and
other items £30-50

2684

Group of coins, silver jubilee spoon, thimble and
other items £30-50

2705

Large Tudor-style dolls house with two boxes of
dolls furniture, 80cm high (Qty: 3) £80-120

2685

Bubble sextant MK IX A in case, together with
an Astro Compass MK II, and a Stanley brass
sextant £40-60

2706

18th century Tooth Key with straight shaft and
Ebony handle, marked on the key Blanc A Paris.
13.5cm overall length £80-120

2686

Chemical balance scales in wood and glass
case £30-50

2707

Very large cast iron bell or other vessel,
approximately 40cm high, 50cm diameter £80120

2687

Pair of turned wood urns and covers, 46cm high,
and another similar jar and cover (3) £40-60

2688

Pair of spelter figures of knights on horseback,
40cm high £30-50

2675

2676

2677

2681

Art Nouveau Tudric pewter tea caddy/biscuit box
and cover designed by Archibald Knox for
Liberty, of square form with stylized flowers and
leaves in grid formation, signed and numbered
0194, approximately 11cm wide, 11.5cm high.
£100-150
A Liberty Tudric Pewter inkwell designed by
Archibald Knox, model no.0141, square section
tray with tapering drum well and hinged square
section cover, cast in low relief with foliate
panels, with glass liner, stamped marks,
15.5cm. square base £80-120
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2708 Late 19th/early 20th century cast iron
2723 10:00
Novelty copper and brass Minoan-style chess
“Gentleman in Top Hat” mechanical money bank
in distressed original paint finish, with moveable
arm, tongue and eyes worked by a lever and
patent date March 14,82. Probably American.
21cm overall height. £30-50
2709

2710

Early 20th century cast iron money bank, with
moveable arm and tongue, together with a “Little
Joe” money bank - larger money bank 16cm
overall height (2) £60-80
Rare and unusual Victorian novelty combination
propelling pencil and pen knife in the form of a
rifle with tortoiseshell mounts, by Joseph
Rodgers & Sons. £100-150

set £30-40
2724

Knight & Gibbins mantel clock with brass acorn
finial, 36cm high £30-50

2725

Large scratch-built live steam battle ship,
approximately 6' £700-1,000

2726

Large plastic male shop mannequin £20-30

2727

*Withdrawn*

2728

Set of six Christofle silver plated knife rests of
conventional form, each approx. 8.5cm in length
(6) £40-60

2729

Large early 20th century antique Black Forest
carved wood box, ornately carved floral and
foliate decoration all over, the lock marked
'Bleckmann Solingen Germany', approx. 36 x 24
x 14cm £60-80

2711

Large quantity of watchmaker's and retailer's
magazines and catalogues, together with Rolex
and Patek Phillippe boxes and cases £60-100

2712

Collection of lamps and lanterns, including a
First World War storm lantern (3 boxes) £40-60

2730

Victorian Arts & Crafts brass pipe rack with Ivy
decoration C. 1880, 29cm in length £30-50

2713

Three large black painted lanterns, 57cm high
including handles £40-60

2731

2714

Late 19th century German green glass roemer
with fine quality enamelled and gilded
decoration and applied glass prunts £150-200

Antique Black Forest carved Linden Wood
stationary Box with carved simulted woven
decoration, 24cm in overall length £60-80

2732

Late 19th / early 20th century black slate mantle
clock with arabic numerial dial. £20-40

2715

Two drawer campaign chest, 41cm across £4060

2733

2716

Two Pears type prints, the first depicting a child
and her pets, 45 x 59, the second a girl with
rabbits and two others similar, all in glazed
frames £30-50

19th century spirit flask made from a gourd with
metal mounted cork and woven suspension
loops, the surface decorated with scratch
engraved floral design and scene of bandits with
a dog, signed Ajaccio, Bandits. 13cm diameter.
£30-50

2717

Four mirrored balls, approximately 18cm
diameter, including three with stands £40-60

2734

Victorian gothic brass cylindrical money box with
acorn terminals, C.1860, 26cm in length £40-60

2718

Extensive collection of watch makers' equipment
to include a lathe, watch glasses, balance
springs, punches, micrometers, vintage watches
and movements £100-150

2735

Edwardian mahogany table top cigar box with
hinged sides and central brass handle C. 1910,
32.5cm in length £50-70

2736

2719

Georgian pony skin covered travelling trunk, of
domed form with surmounting swing handle, the
lined interior with original maker's label for - J.
Merriman and Sons, 155 Leadenhall Street,
London, 50cm wide £50-70

Antique carved wood walking stick / staff with
figural knop, 97.5cm in length, together with
another stick with inlaid initials to shaft and a
1930's parasol with amber lucite grip (3) £30-50

2737

Interesting Anglo Indian pierced copper panel,
depicting a tree in wooden frame with carved
decoration to borders, approx. 68.5 x 68.5cm
£40-60

2738

Late 19th century Japanese Meji period brass
vase, decorated with flowers and birds, 30.5cm
in height £30-50

2739

Antique Sorrento Ware Olive Wood inlaid
sewing box, with inlaid decoration of sewing
accessories to the lid and some contents, 22cm
in length £30-50

2720

Mappin and Webb chiming bracket clock in
mahogany case £80-120

2721

Two African tribal masks, including a Yohure
mask with scarification engraving and carved
figural surmount, 49cm high, together with
another, 34cm high £50-80

2722

Two tribal masks, including Igbo mask with
polychrome ornament, 19cm high and another Early New Guinea, Lower Sepik River, of
elongated shield form 59cm high £50-80
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2740 Antique French Breton miniature carved
dresser, 35.5cm in height £60-80
2741

Edwardian Oak desk top stationary box with
tambour door. 29cm in length £30-50

2742

Early 20th century Olive Wood table top
jewellery box, with hinged top, with space for a
pocket watch and velvet lining to interior and
draws. 20cm in length. £30-50

2743

Pair of antique silk embroidered panels in oval
frames, each 31.5 x 26.5cm £60-100

2744

Oak cased banjo barometer - proceeds to the
Ukraine Humanitarian Appeal (DEC) £20-30

2745

Large Coco De Mer nut (Lodoicea Maldivica),
polished surface, approximately 35 x 21cm £200
-300

2746

Heavy duty carpet and leather sewing machine,
good working order £60-80

2747

Two Railway train plates together with a Wills's
Woodbines glazed hanging advertising sign £30
-50

2748

Contemporary Matthew Norman brass carriage
clock in original box £30-50

2749

Mont Blanc ballpoint pen in original box £100150

2750

Middle Eastern copper coffee pot with silvered
decoration, raised on a pierced base, 27cm high
£30-50

2751

A set of 30 (15 red and 15 blue) 19th century
Chinese ivory chess counters for xiang qi /
xiangqi chess counter set £60-100

2752

Set of 66 white and 67 black 19th century
Chinese Wei or Go stones, together with
bamboo pots. £60-100

2753

Silver plated canteen of cutlery together with a
bronze canteen of cutlery (2) £40-60
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